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Katherine J. Odenbreit (SBN: 184619) 
kodenbreit@mahoney-law.net 
MAHONEY LAW GROUP, APC 
249 East Ocean Blvd., Suite 814 
Long Beach, CA  90802 
Telephone: (562) 590-5550 
Facsimile: (562) 590-8400 
 
Lisa L. Clay (Pro Hac Vice) 
lisa@clayatlaw.com 
Lisa L. Clay, Attorney at Law 
2100 Manchester Road, Suite 1612 
Wheaton, IL 60187 
Telephone: (630) 456-4818 
 

 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs DONEYDA PEREZ, DANNY NISSEN, MARLYS NISSEN, 
JOSEPH ANGELO, GREGOGRY LAPLANTE and PAUL HOLT, individually and on 
behalf of their respective businesses, and on behalf of all others similarly situated. 
 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA - SOUTHERN DIVISION 
  

DONEYDA PEREZ as an individual and 
on behalf of all others similarly situated,  

 
Plaintiff, 

 
 v. 
 
DIRECTV GROUP HOLDINGS, LLC, a 
Delaware Corporation, LONSTEIN LAW 
OFFICES, P.C., a New York Professional 
Corporation; SIGNAL AUDITING, INC., 
a New York Corporation, JULIE COHEN 
LONSTEIN and WAYNE M. LONSTEIN, 
 

Defendants. 

  
Case No.: 8:16-CV-01440-JLS-DFM 
 
DECLARATION OF LISA L. CLAY 
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S 
MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY 
APPROVAL OF CLASS ACTION 
SETTLEMENT 
 
Date:  January 6, 2023 
Time:  10:30 a.m.  
Dept:  Courtroom 10-A 
Judge:  Hon. Josephine L. Staton 
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DECLARATION OF LISA L. CLAY 

I, Lisa L, Clay, declare: 

1. I am an attorney duly authorized to practice law in the State of Illinois 

(active) Washington (inactive) and Washington, D.C. (inactive).  I am admitted pro 

hac vice in the above matter.   

2. I provide this declaration based on my personal knowledge unless 

otherwise stated on the basis of information and belief and would testify competently 

thereto if called as a witness. 

3. I am one of the attorneys for Plaintiffs and provide this declaration in 

support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Preliminary Approval of Class Action Settlement, 

which seeks in part to appoint me and my co-counsel Kevin Mahoney and Katherine 

J. Odenbreit as class counsel. 

4. I have been practicing law since 2002. I began my career as an associate 

with the law firm of McGuireWoods LLP where my practice focused on commercial 

and employment litigation. I was exposed to class cases early in my career and was 

fortunate to be mentored by a number of skilled and experienced class action 

attorneys during the five years I practice with McGuireWoods LLP. 

5. I obtained additional and significant class experience during my tenure 

with the law firm of Shefsky & Froelich, now Taft, Stettinius & Hollister, most 

notably assisting in settlement before Magistrate Judge Nan R. Nolan (Ret.) in a 

large unclaimed property case, Kennedy, et al v. City of Chicago, 06 cv 4914.  

6. I have been a solo practitioner since 2012. My primary area of focus is 

employment law, but I also do significant work defending victims of various 

“trolling” practices (piracy trolling under the Communications Act and copyright 

trolling under the Copyright Act), work I define as consumer protection law.  

7. I represent plaintiffs in all manner of employment claims, including 

Title VII, FMLA, ADA, ADEA and wage claims. I am skilled in all aspects of 

federal litigation, both individual and class claims. Specifically, I have litigated a 
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number of class claims in the Northern District of Illinois in addition to the above-

referenced actions. See, e.g., et al v. Celtic Environmental Inc., et al, No. 16 cv 9753; 

Wood v. Long, 16 cv 7419; Hancox v. Ulta Salon, Cosmetics & Fragrance, Inc., No. 

17 cv 1821; Romo v. Durham School Services, L.P., et al., No. 17 cv 1929, Salinas, 

et al v. Best Maids, 19 cv 8390. Most recently, Judge Lefkow granted preliminary 

approval of a seven-figure class action settlement in Mair v. Earthmed, Case No. 19 

cv 8107. 

8. I became involved in this case after lead counsel Mahoney Law Group 

approached me to join the team as a subject matter expert on so-called piracy trolling 

claims based on the ABA Law Journal’s piece regarding piracy claims under the 

Communications Act. Who's the pirate? Lawyers join forces to fight allegedly bogus 

claims of pay-TV theft (abajournal.com) 

9. My role as co-counsel has focused largely on my subject matter 

expertise involving trolling schemes and my extensive experience with the lawyers 

that file these claims. In this case that expertise came from my significant experience 

handling claims against Julie Lonstein and her law firm, the Lonstein Law Offices. 

10. I have been defending victims of trolling schemes since 2014. I estimate 

that I have informally advised or formally represented several hundred defendants 

in cases across the country. I am one of the few attorneys that will actively litigate 

these matters instead of settling. To that end, I have taken three piracy claims to trial 

and litigated at least 10 BitTorrent copyright trolling matters, including appeal to the 

Ninth Circuit. Although there are many attorneys who market themselves as experts 

in this area of law, I consider myself and the small team of attorneys with whom I 

collaborate the only people providing actual defense of these matters. For a 

representative sample of my work in this area, please review the dockets of cases 

including, but not limited to, G&G Closed Circuit Events v. Jaime F. Castillo, et al., 

Case No. 14 cv 2073 (N.D. Ill.); Clear Skies Nevada v. Hancock, Case No. 15 cv 

6708 (N.D Ill.); Criminal Productions, Inc. v Does 1-32, Case No. 2:17-cv-00550-
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DN (D. Utah); J&J Sports Productions Inc. v. Richard, Case No. 18 cv 3133 (N.D. 

Ill.); Malibu Media, LLC v. Mullins, 18 cv 6447 (N.D. Ill.). Importantly, I estimate 

that I have given away more than a million dollars of my time to low- and pro-bono 

representation of victims of these schemes. This fact makes the contingency nature 

of the matter at hand that much riskier for me. I respectfully suggest that the fact 

further buttresses Plaintiffs’ request for fees here, as the amounts I will obtain here 

are but a fraction of the overall effort I have invested in claims of this type over the 

last 10 years. 

11. 7. I am a member of the Northern District of Illinois Court’s trial 

bar and have presented cases before members of the Northern District bench four 

times, most recently in the case Jankowski v. Dean Foods, 16 cv 50103, which 

resulted in a $3.1 million jury verdict for my plaintiff/client. 

12. Since mid-2019 when discovery began in this case, this case has 

represented a significant amount of my professional responsibilities, frequently 

accounting for 40 – 50 hours per week of my billable hours. I personally interviewed 

and oversaw co-counsel staff that interviewed hundreds of business owners who 

relayed eerily consistent stories to those of the Representative Plaintiffs. I have been 

substantively involved in all aspects of this matter, including multiple amendments 

to the initial pleadings, analysis and response to various motions to dismiss, 

countless discovery disputes and the mediation process undertaken with the 

Honorable Carl J. West. 

13. Both lead counsel Katherine J. Odenbreit and I were stretched thin by 

the rigors of this case. I am proud of the work that we did on behalf of this class and 

the result that we obtained. 

14. I have never faced any disciplinary action or received any sanction for 

misconduct or an ethical violation.  

15. I have no known conflicts of interest with the class. I do not represent 

any class member in any manner outside this case. I do not have any financial or 
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other interest in any of the Defendants. I also have no financial interest in the Class 

Administrator Simpluris. 

16. Negotiations of the settlement underlying this Motion are by far the 

most complex I have experienced in my career. My co-counsel and DIRECTV’s 

attorneys worked collaboratively with Judge Carl West (Ret.) for over a year to 

complete a settlement.  

17. Both my co-counsel and DIRECTV’s counsel have worked 

collaboratively to address a number of unusually complex issues relating to the 

calculation of settlement payments, class notice and administration and settlement 

terms. These complexities arise because of the difficulties the parties had obtaining 

information about the class and the quality of the information that was eventually 

obtained. 

18. It is my opinion, based on my substantial and significant experience 

litigating the claims giving rise to the RICO allegations in this matter, that the 

cumulative value of the settlement is an excellent result and that settlement was in 

the best interests of the class. 

19. Although Plaintiffs remain confident in the strength of the underlying 

claims, the complexity, costs and litigation resources necessary to continue litigating 

convinced co-counsel and I that settlement was a better outcome, particularly in light 

of the anticipated 3 – 4 additional years of litigation the case would have required to 

see through to trial. 

20. Since my appearance in this case I believe that I have adequately and 

fairly represented the interests of the class and have aggressively prosecuted this 

case to the best of my abilities, as the docket and results of my efforts and those of 

my co-counsel in this case reflect. 

21. Between June of 2017 and the date of this declaration I have billed over 

2200 hours at $650/hour, an hourly rate below the suggested Laffey Matrix rate for 

an attorney of my years of experience and commensurate with rates customarily 
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awarded by counsel of my experience level in similar cases in California courts. My 

total fees in this matter now exceed $1,452,000.00 and will continue to accrue 

through the final approval and administration period. A true and correct copy of the 

invoice reflecting those hours is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 

22. My costs to date are $11,985.66 and do not include travel costs for the 

final approval hearing or anticipated research and related costs through the 

administration period. Most of these expenses relate to travel from Chicago to Los 

Angeles for necessary court appearances. A true and correct copy of the invoice 

reflecting these costs is attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 
 
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States and the States 
of California and Illinois that the foregoing is true and correct. 
 
Executed on this 23rd day of November, 2022 at Wheaton, Illinois. 
 

    /s/ Lisa L. Clay  
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Date Timekeeper Task Description Hourly Rate Hours Worked

Fee (Hourly 
Rate x Hours 

Worked)
2017
6/19/2017 LC Edits to draft first amended complaint $650.00 1.4 $910.00 
6/20/2017 LC t/c with KJO and Anna regarding joint defense and strategy; RICO research $650.00 0.7 $455.00 
6/21/2017 LC Email to KJO and Anna regarding research questions $650.00 0.2 $130.00 
7/5/2017 LC Revisions to draft complaint; email to counsel regarding same $650.00 3.6 $2,340.00 
7/10/2017 LC Emails with counsel; t/c with KJO $650.00 0.5 $325.00 
8/14/2017 LC t/c s with KJO (.7);  Lonstein ECF research (.8) $650.00 1.5 $975.00 

8/15/2017 LC
Emails with KJO regarding amended complaint (.2); review Sosa, prior RICO 
complaints and arbitration ruling for potential favorable language (2.0); t/c with KJO 
regarding revisions (.7) $650.00 

2.9 $1,885.00 

8/16/2017 LC Emails with counsel $650.00 0.2 $130.00 
8/23/2017 LC Work on latest draft of complaint $650.00 1.3 $845.00 
8/24/2017 LC Emails with KJO regarding RICO duplication $650.00 0.2 $130.00 
8/28/2017 LC Prepare for and attend telephone conference with KJO to finalize complaint $650.00 2.3 $1,495.00 
8/29/2017 LC Final edits to draft complaint $650.00 0.4 $260.00 
8/31/2017 LC Emails with co-counsel $650.00 0.2 $130.00 
9/1/2017 LC Final line review of amended complaint $650.00 0.9 $585.00 
9/13/2017 LC Emails regarding pro hac $650.00 0.2 $130.00 
9/18/2017 LC Prepare pro hac documents; emails regarding same $650.00 0.4 $260.00 
9/21/2017 LC Review and investigate Lonstein patent information forwarded from Katherine $650.00 0.3 $195.00 
9/22/2017 LC ECF regarding stay/emails with Katherine regarding same $650.00 0.1 $65.00 
9/28/2017 LC Continued work on pro hac application issues $650.00 0.3 $195.00 
10/27/2017 LC Emails and t/cs with NY Atty and KJO $650.00 0.3 $195.00 

11/16/2017 LC Letter to Illinois regarding cert of good standing; emails with KJO regarding same $650.00 0.4 $260.00 

12/27/2017 LC Finalize pro hac application with KJO’s office $650.00 0.3 $195.00 
12/28/2017 LC Pro Hac Notice $650.00 0.1 $65.00 
2018

2/22/2018 LC Lengthy call with KJO regarding connection btwn boxing DTV claims/ potential new 
client $650.00 0.4 $260.00

2/26/2018 LC t/c with KJO and Michael (potential client) regarding Lonstein threats $650.00 0.4 $260.00
4/3/2018 LC T/c with KJO regarding status of appeal $650.00 0.3 $195.00
4/5/2018 LC Email to Brisbois Lonstein counsel regarding other representations $650.00 0.3 $195.00
4/28/2018 LC f/u regarding other representations $650.00 0.2 $130.00
5/1/2018 LC f/u regarding other representations $650.00 0.2 $130.00
5/14/2018 LC f/u regarding other representations $650.00 0.2 $130.00
9/19/2018 LC Email with NJ counsel regarding status $650.00 0.2 $130.00
10/10/2018 LC Emails and tc/s with KJO to prepare for appellate arguments $650.00 0.7 $455.00
10/11/2018 LC t/c with KJO for rundown on appellate argument $650.00 0.4 $260.00
10/24/2018 LC Review ECF entry $650.00 0.1 $65.00
11/15/2018 LC Review ECF entry $650.00 0.1 $65.00
11/16/2018 LC Status call with KJO $650.00 0.2 $130.00
11/20/2018 LC Review ECF filings $650.00 0.1 $65.00
11/26/2018 LC Review filed stipulation and order $650.00 0.1 $65.00
12/14/2018 LC Review ECF entry $650.00 0.1 $65.00
2019
1/7/2019 LC Review ECF entry $650.00 0.1 $65.00
1/16/2019 LC Review ECF entries $650.00 0.1 $65.00
1/24/2019 LC Missed attempts to connect with KJO re status (save response to emails) $650.00 0.2 $130.00
1/28/2019 LC Status t/c with KJO re SAC, MTDs, and general status; review ECF entry $650.00 0.5 $325.00
2/5/2019 LC Review J. Lonstein deposition transcript $650.00 1.2 $780.00

2/6/2019 LC Continue and complete review of J. Lonstein deposition transcript; review Wayne 
Lonstein and S. Levine transcripts $650.00 2.1 $1,365.00

2/7/2019 LC Continue transcript review; draft email to counsel with questions re same $650.00 0.8 $520.00
2/8/2019 LC Complete email to Henry and send same (.5) $650.00 0.5 $325.00

2/13/2019 LC
Review Mader deposition and begin revisions to FAC (1.9); continue revisions to FAC 
(1.8); finalize draft SAC and draft lengthy email regarding status and questions to KJO 
(1.4) $650.00 

3.2 $2,080.00

2/17/2019 LC Emails with KJO re SAC $650.00 0.2 $130.00

2/19/2019 LC Emails and t/cs with KJO re RICO research and loose ends to complete SAC (.3); RICO 
research and review of comparison complaints (1.8) $650.00 2.1 $1,365.00

2/20/2019 LC

Continue reviewing comparison complaints and RICO/Slaap cases (2.3); revise RICO 
section of SAC (1.5); cross-referencing RICO and other sections for language and 
consistency (1.4); emails and t/cs with KJO re same and other issues (.3); final t/c with 
KJO to finalize (1.3) $650.00 

6.8 $4,420.00 
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3/13/2019 LC t/c with KJO re MTD M&C obligations $650.00 0.3 $195.00 
3/14/2019 LC MTD meet and confer call (1.0); t/c with KJO re same (.5) $650.00 1.5 $975.00 
3/15/2019 LC MTD meet and confer call (.4); t/c with KJO (.2) $650.00 0.4 $260.00 
3/22/2019 LC download and save MTDs and Answer $650.00 0.2 $130.00 
3/23/2019 LC emails with KJO re answer vs MTD from DTV $650.00 0.2 $130.00 
3/25/2019 LC review MTDs and Answer in preparation for t/c; attend t/c with KJO and Shawn $650.00 1.7 $1,105.00 
3/30/2019 LC begin review of MTD case law $650.00 0.5 $325.00 
3/31/2019 LC continue review of MTD case law $650.00 3.0 $1,950.00 
4/1/2019 LC continue review of MTD case law $650.00 1.3 $845.00 
4/4/2019 LC continue review of MTD case law $650.00 1.1 $715.00 
4/5/2019 LC emails with KJO re meeting $650.00 0.1 $65.00 
4/6/2019 LC review and analyze RICO cases cited in MTD memoranda $650.00 2.5 $1,625.00 
4/7/2019 LC review and analyze RICO cases cited in MTD memoranda $650.00 3.2 $2,080.00 
4/8/2019 LC review and analyze RICO cases cited in MTD memoranda $650.00 4.1 $2,665.00 
4/9/2019 LC finalize review and analyzing of RICO cases; emails with KJO re same $650.00 1.5 $975.00 
4/13/2019 LC begin drafting opposition to Signal Auditing MTD memo $650.00 4.2 $2,730.00 

4/14/2019 LC continue drafting and editing opposition to Signal Auditing MTD memo (4.8); draft 
opposition to LLO MTD (2.4) $650.00 7.2 $4,680.00

4/15/2019 LC continue working on LLO opposition (3.9); review Signal draft (1.8) $650.00 5.7 $3,705.00
4/16/2019 LC emails regarding drafts (.2) $650.00 0.2 $130.00
4/17/2019 LC emails re drafts (.2); review and edit Signal response (1.9) $650.00 2.1 $1,365.00
4/18/2019 LC continue revisions to Signal response (7.0) $650.00 7 $4,550.00
4/19/2019 LC edits and t/cs with KJO re same to finalize briefs (5.7) $650.00 5.7 $3,705.00

5/6/2019 LC review deposition transcripts in anticipation of discussions re Rule 26 
conference/discovery $650.00 0.8 $520.00 

5/7/2019 LC continue reviewing and outlining depositions (1.8); t/c with KJO and associate re Rule 
26 (1.5) $650.00 3.3 $2,145.00 

5/8/2019 LC Rule 26 conference and preparation call re same (2.0) $650.00 2.0 $1,300.00 
5/10/2019 LC t/c with KJO re Rule 26 conf and filing (.1) $650.00 0.1 $65.00 
5/13/2019 LC emails re Rule 26 report $650.00 0.1 $65.00 
5/16/2019 LC flurry of emails requesting Rule 26 report edits $650.00 0.2 $130.00 

5/17/2019 LC emails and t/cs with Atoy/KJO regarding Rule 26 report; attend meet and confer 
regarding same (.4) $650.00 0.4 $260.00 

5/18/2019 LC t/c with KJO re clusterfuck Rule 26 issues $650.00 0.3 $195.00 
5/20/2019 LC emails with KJO re Rule 26 debaucle $650.00 0.2 $130.00 
5/21/2019 LC emails with KJO re meet and confer $650.00 0.2 $130.00 
5/22/2019 LC t/cs with KJO and attempted t/cs with Andy (.4); emails re Rule 26 $650.00 0.5 $325.00 
5/24/2019 LC update files and docket; review travel arrangements (.4) $650.00 0.4 $260.00 

5/25/2019 LC t/c with KJO re hearing rescheduling, discovery strategy and revised travel plans (.5) $650.00 0.5 $325.00 

5/30/2019 LC

Review MTDs, responses and replies and draft work product chart regarding same 
(2.9); t/cs with KJO et al regarding MTD arguments and assignment of research work 
regarding preparations for same, Rule 26 report, t/c with expert and general discovery 
strategy (2.2) $650.00 

5.2 $3,380.00 

5/31/2019 LC Lengthy discovery strategy call with team (1.5); additional calls with KJO regarding 
joint status report (.5); continue review of status report (.3) $650.00 2.3 $1,495.00 

6/1/2019 LC

Review all prior emails and drafts to prepare detailed email regarding joint status report 
debacle (.5); draft email to defendants’ counsel for KJO’s review and draft transmittal 
email discussing strategy for same (1.1); emails with KJO regarding potential witness 
issues (.2); revise/finalize email based on KJO’s suggestions (.3) 

$650.00 

2.1 $1,365.00 

6/2/2019 LC Largely failed efforts to review/analyze MTD replies and work on RICO case law chart 
(3.2); review/revise draft 26(a)(1) disclosures (.5) $650.00 

3.7 $2,405.00 

6/3/2019 LC
continue review and organization of working charts for MTD analysis (.5); t/c with KJO 
O regarding latest issues with OC (.2); review and draft response to latest OC emails 
(.5); t/c with KJO re same (.1)

$650.00 

1.3 $845.00 

6/4/2019 LC t/c and emails with KJO re latest draft response to OC emails (.2) $650.00 0.2 $130.00 
6/5/2019 LC review latest communications from OC and discuss same with KJO (.4) $650.00 0.4 $260.00 

6/6/2019 LC
review updated draft of 26(a) disclosures (.3) forward same to KJO; review email to 
paralegal requesting final formatting (.1); meet w/paralegal to review case citation 
project (1.5) $650.00 

1.9 $1,235.00 

6/7/2019 LC
t/c with KJO re 26(a) disclosure timing request, MTD strategy meeting and request for 
RICO guru input (.2); emails with paralegal re case citation project (.2); t/c with KJO re 
filed objection to Rule 26 report (.2) $650.00 

0.6 $390.00 

6/9/2019 LC review reply brief chart and begin analyzing same (2.2) $650.00 2.2 $1,430.00 

6/10/2019 LC review objection to rule 26 statement and draft lengthy email to KJO re same (.6) 
continue work on color coded version of complaint and MTD working charts (3.3) $650.00 

3.9 $2,535.00 
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6/11/2019 LC oversee paralegal work on color-coded chart and complete same (1.3); continue work on 
MTD case law chart and work product (2.6) $650.00 3.9 $2,535.00 

6/12/2019 LC continue work on MTD charts (2.3) $650.00 2.3 $1,495.00 
6/13/2019 LC continue work on MTD charts (2.4) $650.00 2.4 $1,560.00 
6/15/2019 LC continue work on MTD charts (1.6) $650.00 1.6 $1,040.00 

6/16/2019 LC t/c with KJO re response to D’s objection (.2); continue preparation work for MTD arg 
(.8) $650.00 1.0 $650.00 

6/17/2019 LC review and revise draft response (2.3); $650.00 2.3 $1,495.00 

6/18/2019 LC continue reviewing/editing draft response and t/cs with KJO re same (1.0); continue 
MTD arg preparations (1.4) $650.00 2.4 $1,560.00 

6/19/2019 LC draft RICO elements chart in preparation for MTD arg (4.9); emails and t/cs with KJO 
and team re rescheduled hearing, flight and mtg changes and administrative issues (.6) $650.00 

5.5 $3,575.00 

6/20/2019 LC review comparison RICO claim ECF dkts from NDIL case (.6); meet with KJO to 
discuss/strategize/draft discovery (5.5) $650.00 6.1 $3,965.00 

6/21/2019 LC continue work with KJO re discovery (3.8); draft assignment chart and mine potential 
RICO attys contacts (2.2); begin draft of 37-1 ltr (.5)

$650.00 
6.5 $4,225.00 

6/22/2019 LC emails with ESI liaison re letter; update working files (.4) $650.00 0.4 $260.00 
6/23/2019 LC ESI liaison email (.1)            $650.00 0.1 $65.00 

6/24/2019 LC draft DTV interrogatories (.5); draft Rule 37-1 letter (.5) email same to KO; t/c with 
KJO re same (.2) $650.00 1.2 $780.00

6/26/2019 LC
review emails/research from KO re: Rule 26 disclosure requirements (.5); update 
research (.5); revise ESI letter and draft separate LLO Rule 26 letter (1.0); t/c and texts 
with KO re same (.2); finalize and email letters (.2) $650.00

1.9 $1,235.00

6/28/2019 LC review draft discovery and forward same to KO and vms, t/cs re same (.6)t/c with KO re 
same (.2) $650.00 0.8 $520.00

6/28/2019 LC t/c with KJO to review and finalize DTV ROGS and document requests (1.0); review 
final versions and forward same to KO (.6.) $650.00 1.6 $1,040.00

7/1/2019 LC emails with KJO re discovery and status (.2) $650.00 0.2 $130.00

7/4/2019 LC review email from KJO forwarding SA filing (.1); review and respond to LLO email 
regarding meet and confer (.1) $650.00 0.2 $130.00

7/10/2019 LC emails with Arrash re “top 50” list $650.00 0.1 $65.00

7/12/2019 LC t/c with KJO to check in (.1); review ltr from DTV and forward same to KJO and ESI 
liaison (.3); review and respond to LLO letter (.3) $650.00

0.7 $455.00

7/15/2019 LC

update assignment chart and forward same to counsel (.2); t/c with KJO and team 
regarding “top 50 list, discovery requests and discovery strategy generally (.6); update 
assignment chart and forward same to team (.1); t/c with KJO re top 50 list (.2); review 
DTV and LLO correspondence and draft response to same (1.2) $650.00

2.1 $1,365.00

7/16/2019 LC review Signal Auditing correspondence and revise response letter to reflect same (.3); 
emails with KJO re insurance policy and draft response (.2) $650.00 0.5 $325.00

7/17/2019 LC draft discovery requests (3.0) $650.00 3.0 $1,950.00

7/19/2019 LC t/c with KJO and Atoy re discovery drafts and ltr (1.1); continue work on discovery 
drafts (1.0); finalize ltr and service list and send same (.4) $650.00

2.5 $1,625.00

7/21/2019 LC continue work on discovery drafts (.1.3); t/c with KJO to finalize same (.6) $650.00 1.9 $1,235.00
7/23/2019 LC t/c with KJO and Atoy re MTD ruling (.3) $650.00 0.3 $195.00
7/24/2019 LC emails re status hearing and t/c with KJO re same (.3) $650.00 0.3 $195.00

7/26/2019 LC
emails with OCs re July 29 conference (.2): emails with DTV OC re extension (.1); t/c 
with KJO re conference and strategy (.2); emails with Andy re availability and strategy 
(.1) $650.00

0.6 $390.00

7/29/2019 LC
prepare grid of topics and outline for 37.1 call (1.0); preparation call with Andy (.2); 
attend 37.1 call with OC (1.2); t/c with Andy re same (.1); emails with team re 
uselessness of call (.1); $650.00

2.4 $1,560.00

7/30/2019 LC

draft script for calls (.5); review prior discovery and confirm service deadlines/update 
files (.3); review emails re protective order (.2); respond to DTV email re discovery 
extension (.1); t/c with KJO and team re discovery strategy and assignments re f/u ltrs, 
deposition scheduling, protective order and meet and confer re names of LLO and SA 
employees (.7) emails with KJO re depositions (.1) $650.00

1.7 $1,105.00

7/31/2019 LC draft 37.1 correspondence/ t/c with KJO et al (3.5) $650.00 3.5 $2,275.00
8/8/2019 LC review OC correspondence (.2) $650.00 0.2 $130.00
8/12/2019 LC review OC correspondence and email KJO re same (.2) $650.00 0.2 $130.00
8/13/2019 LC emails with KD re potential response to OC correspondence (.1) $650.00 0.1 $65.00
8/21/2019 LC emails with KD re script for t/cs (.1); draft and forward same (.4) $650.00 0.5 $325.00
8/26/2019 LC emails with KD re discovery/deposition deadline (.1) $650.00 0.1 $65.00
9/4/2019 LC emails with KD re discovery f/u (.1) $650.00 0.1 $65.00
9/6/2019 LC review amended complaint and discuss same and discovery issues with KD (.7) $650.00 0.7 $455.00
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9/10/2019 LC lengthy t/c with KD, Atoy and Zekiah to review DTV discovery and discuss meet and 
confer strategy (1.3); emails re same (.1) $650.00 1.4 $910.00

9/13/2019 LC “reasonable time” ltr from DTV and emails/texts with KD re same (.2) $650.00 0.2 $130.00

9/14/2019 LC review prior correspondence and draft letter outlining deposition, protective order and 
Rule 26 responses (1.7); detailed email to KD re same (.2) $650.00 1.9 $1,235.00

9/17/2019 LC check in emails with KD (.1) $650.00 0.1 $65.00

9/18/2019 LC review DTV correspondence and KD draft meet and confer ltr (.5); revise draft 
deposition letter (.4); detailed strategy email to KD re same (.2) $650.00 1.1 $715.00

9/25/2019 LC t/c to review draft protective order with team (.5)        (factoring 5 hours of missing 
time) $650.00 0.5 $325

9/26/2019 LC t/cs with KJO re threatened cancel of meet and confer (.2); meet and confer call with 
DTV counsel (4.1); clean up and send transcript of call to KJO et al (2.0) $650.00

6.3 $4,095.00

10/16/2019 LC emails with KJO re DTV meet and confer ltr; review and redline same; emails re same 
(1.0) $650.00 1.0 $650.00

10/17/2019 LC Catch up and review emails from absence during trial; emails re upcoming meet and 
confer (.5) $650.00 0.5 $325.00

10/18/2019 LC
Review correspondence and prepare for meet and confer call (.6); attend meet and 
confer call (.9); continue review of correspondence and begin outlining motion to 
compel documents (1.7) $650.00

3.2 $2,080.00

10/19/2019 LC Continue catching up on correspondence and organizing files for upcoming motions to 
compel and motion regarding protective order (1.3) $650.00 1.3 $845.00

10/20/2019 LC Review meet and confer correspondence and begin research regarding protective order 
dispute (1.1) $650.00 1.7 $1,105.00

10/23/2019 LC
review all prior correspondence and draft intro/joint portion of motion regarding 
protective order (1.5); review and redline DTV ltr (.2); t/c with KJO and Zekiah re meet 
and confer (.2); case law research and analysis of 9th circuit case law re protect

$650.00

3.6 $2,340.00

10/24/2019 LC prepare for and attend LLO meet and confer (2.6); emails and calls with KD re same 
(.3); $650.00 2.9 $1,885.00

10/25/2019 LC continue research, drafting and editing of motion regarding protective order (4.3) $650.00 4.3 $2,795.00

10/26/2019 LC research, drafting and editing protective order motion (2.4) $650.00 2.4 $1,560.00

10/28/2019 LC finalize protective order motion and forward to KD (.6); begin work on DTV motion to 
compel (4.8) $650.00 5.4 $3,510.00

10/29/2019 LC toggle between working with KD on protective order motion, researching MTC case 
law; KD declaration, LC declaration and exhibits and DTV motion to compel (6.7) $650.00

5.4 $3,510.00

10/30/2019 LC work with KD to finalize PO motion and t/cs re same (.3); continue work on DTV 
motion to compel (4.4) $650.00 4.7 $3,055.00

11/1/2019
LC

Finalize DTV MTC draft (.8); t/cs and emails with KJO re Motions, strategy, etc. (.5); 
review and analyze Horgan letter (.3); research regarding waiver arguments that will 
relate to DTV (.8) $650.00

2.4 $1,560.00 

11/2/2019 LC

draft Horgan letter response for KJO review/use (1.2); continue working on revisions to 
motion for leave/amend including extensive research regarding Rule 20 standards and 
additional case law regarding Rule 16 (1.7); continued work on revisions to DTV MTC 
to address waiver arguments (1.0) $650.00

3.9 $2,535.00 

11/3/2019 LC
final pass at motion for leave with new section requesting amendment to class cert 
deadline (1.8); t/c with KJO re same and DTV MTC (.2); review KJO case law and draft 
paragraph regarding futility of further meet and confers (1.1) $650.00

3.1 $2,015.00 

11/4/2019 LC

review email from Matt M and email KJO re same (.2); t/cs with KJO re Matt M email 
and potential response, meet and confer issues regarding Rule 23 extension request and 
general discovery strategy (.7); work on letter regarding depositions and 30(b)(6) notice 
(2.4); review and edit final version of motion for leave/amend to verify citations (.5); 
emails/texts with KJO re same (.1); t/c with KJO re 30(b)(6) strategy and revisions (.3); 
review and edits/emails with KJO re same (.5); t/c with KJO re service (.1) $650.00

4.8 $3,120.00 

11/5/2019 LC unbelievable amount of time reviewing and responding to emails from counsel and t/cs 
with KJO re same (4.0) work on DTV MTC (3.0) $650.00 7.0 $4,550.00 

11/6/2019 LC continue work revising DTV MTC (2.2); more email insanity and t/cs emails with KJO 
re same (2.0); begin drafting SA MTC (3.8) $650.00 8.0 $5,200.00 

11/7/2019 LC
continue work on SA MTC (4.5) emails with KJO re same (.2); review emails from 
counsel more carefully in anticipation of needing to file protective order discovery 
dispute (.5) $650.00

5.2 $3,380.00 

11/8/2019 LC
continue email review and draft chronology of same for KJO declaration drafting (1.2); 
t/c with KJO re same (.3); review/revise KJO declaration (.4) emails and texts with KJO 
re motions, scheduling and next steps (.2) $650.00

2.1 $1,365.00 
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11/10/2019 LC
review and edit most recent draft of DTV MTC (4.8); review and compare P’s proposed 
PO with D’s latest version b/c D did not incorporate or review P’s redline (1.2);  t/c 
with KJO re same and PO issue (.5); draft proposed order for motion to compel (.6)

$650.00

7.1 $4,615.00 

11/11/2019 LC attend meet and confer with LLO (Ryan Harvey (2.7); t/cs with KJO/Atoy (2) (.5); draft 
email confirming same (.8) and forward same to KJO for review (.1) $650.00 3.3 $2,145.00 

11/12/2019 LC t/c with KJO re PO and MTCs; continue cross-reference and edits to DTV MTC and 
KJO declaration (2.6); emails with OC (.4) $650.00 3.0 $1,950.00 

11/13/2019 LC Transition to SAI MTC and continue working on same (3.4); t/cs with KJO (.5) $650.00 3.9 $2,535.00 

11/14/2019 LC Continue work on SAI MTC, including emails with OC and KJO re timing and ongoing 
struggle to obtain hearing dates that stick (2.0) $650.00 2.0 $1,300.00 

11/15/2019 LC
Draft KJO declaration in support of SAI MTC by reviewing all correspondence and 
notes (4.0); t/cs with KJO (.5); work on draft proposed order (.8); review emails with 
OC (.2) $650.00

6.0 $3,900.00 

11/16/2019 LC
Transition to preparations for protective order meet and confer: review Defendant’s 
objection filed 11/14 (.4); t/c with KJO re SAI MTC (.5); review and edit KJO’s latest 
draft of same (2.6) $650.00

3.5 $2,275.00 

11/17/2019 LC

Review, analyze and critique defendants’ most recent protective order draft (1.5); create 
line-by-line agenda of talking points from draft for meet and confer telephone 
conference (2.2); more carefully review Defendants’ filed objection (.3); two lengthy 
t/cs with KJO re SAI brief and meet and confer preparations (1.2); cross-reference SAI 
motion and KJO declaration and proposed order (2.1) $650.00

7.3 $4,745.00 

11/18/2019 LC

Prepare for, attend and post-discuss with KJO, meet and confer with all counsel re 
protective order, scheduling order and next steps to address discovery disputes 
(preparation = .5; call itself = 5.5; t/cs afterward .6); begin creation of “clean” protective 
order draft ( 3) $650.00

6.9 $4,485.00 

11/19/2019 LC t/cs and emails with KJO re flurry of email proposals from OC re scheduling (.2) $650.00 0.2 $130.00 

11/20/2019 LC
Work on clean protective order and begin amended version of protective order joint 
statement (1.1); emails regarding potential briefing and hearing schedules (.3); draft 
proposed stipulation and email same to KJO (1.5) $650.00

2.9 $1,885.00 

11/21/2019 LC

Finalize work on “clean” protective order and send same to KJO for review (2.2); 
review and analyze all cases regarding grounds for confidentiality in defendants’ 
opposition (2.0); emails with KJO re stipulation and PO (.2); email to all counsel re 
draft stipulation (.2) $650.00

4.8 $3,120.00 

11/22/2019 LC
Continued work on confidentiality case law (1.7); draft stipulation regarding briefing 
and hearing schedule (1.7); review and revise DTV’s stipulation regarding amended 
scheduling order (1.4); emails and t/cs with KJO (.4) email to OC (.3) $650.00

5.5 $3,575.00 

11/23/2019 LC Research and status email to KJO (1.8) $650.00 1.8 $1,170.00 
11/25/2019 LC Revisions to protective order joint statement 4.3 $650.00 4.3 $2,795.00 
11/26/2019 LC Continued work on joint stipulation re protective order (3.9) $650.00 3.9 $2,535.00 

11/27/2019 LC Protective order joint stipulation edits, research; begin work on declarations re same 
(7.5) $650.00

7.5 $4,875.00 

11/27/2019 LC Continue work on protective order declarations (4.5) $650.00 4.5 $2,925.00 
11/29/2019 LC Nearly finalize protective order joint stipulation and declarations (8.5) $650.00 8.5 $5,525.00 

11/30/2019 LC Finalize protective order documents and forward same with lengthy status email to KJO 
(1.8); begin drafting LLO joint stipulation documents (3.7) $650.00

5.5 $3,575.00 

12/1/2019 LC Continue work on LLO joint stipulation (9.2) $650.00 9.2 $5,980.00 

12/2/2019 LC Emails with KJO re depositions and stipulation status (.3); draft 30(b)(6) notices and ltr 
re same (3.4); continue work on LLO joint stip and declarations (4.9) $650.00 8.6 $5,590.00 

12/3/2019 LC
Review final version of LLO redline from KJO (2.6); continue review of LLO 
documents and draft proposed order (4.2); begin drafting amended SAI joint stip 
documents (2.6); LLO declaration final review (.9) $650.00

10.5 $6,825.00 

12/4/2019 LC

SAI joint stip documents (2.2); finalize SAI documents and forward to KJO (1.4); 
transition back to protective order, LLO and SAI drafts and continue work on same 
(4.0) emails with OCs and KJO re protective order revisions and edits; incorporate same 
into latest version of protective order (.9) $650.00

8.5 $5,525.00 

12/5/2019 LC
Work on updating protective order joint stip to reflect recent proposed changes from 
D’s (1.5); review SAI redlines from KJO (.9); emails with KJO re all drafts and edits to 
same (.3); continue work on protective order joint statement and declaration upda

$650.00

8.4 $5,460.00 

12/6/2019 LC

Work on DTV joint stip and KJO declaration redlines, edits and cross-references (4.5); 
emails with KJO regarding declaration and exhibit emails; forward requested emails 
and text and email re same (.3); continue work with KJO and paralegal to finalize all 
documents for service including drafting and review of all notice, draft order and 
exhibit documents (3.0) $650.00

7.8 $5,070.00 

12/10/2019 LC Catch up on emails regarding joint stipulations and DTV “name game” 12/5/19 ltr (.3); 
review/redline KJO draft of letter re DTV party name issues (1.5) $650.00 1.8 $1,170.00 

12/11/2019 LC t/c with KJO to catch up (.2); review emails re joint stipulation schedules (.1) $650.00 0.3 $195.00 
12/12/2019 LC Not sure – but I have three hours between 4:20 – 7:00 p.m. $650.00 2.6 $1,690.00 
12/13/2019 LC Review joint stipulations, update files and connect with KJO re status (1.8) $650.00 1.8 $1,170.00 
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12/15/2019 LC Review Protective order portions from all counsel and email KJO re same (1.6) $650.00 1.6 $1,040.00 

12/16/2019 LC Review LLO joint stip portions and work with Mahoney office to prepare protective 
order consolidated documents (2.0) $650.00 2.0 $1,300.00 

12/17/2019 LC
Prepare, review and edit notices, motions, joint stipulations and related documents for 
all motions to compel and motion regarding protective order dispute (5.0) tcs with KJO 
re same (.3) $650.00

5.3 $3,445.00 

12/18/2019 LC
Review and edit LLO revisions to joint statement and draft email response to same 
(1.6); t/cs with KJO re same (.3); lengthy 30(b)(6) emails to LLO counsel and t/c with 
KJO re same (.6); t/c with Ryan Harvey and email regarding same to SAI counsel (.5)

$650.00

2.7 $1,755.00 

12/19/2019 LC
Prepare for and attend status call with team (2.1); Review all prior correspondence and 
notices regarding 30(b)(6) depositions and draft updated correspondence requesting 
clarifications and updates on positions of all Ds (2.4); t/c with KJO re same (.2); 

$650.00

4.9 $3,185.00 

12/26/2019 LC Begin review of LLO joint stip re MTC (.2) $650.00 0.2 $130.00 

12/27/2019 LC

Review and analyze joint stipulation regarding protective order (1.7); t/c with KJO re 
12/31 deadlines and work assignment issues generally (.2); research cases cited by 
Defendants in joint stipulation and distinguish same (1.2); draft response and forward 
same to KJO (2.7) $650.00

4.9 $3,185.00 

12/28/2019 LC Emails and tc/s with team (.5) $650.00 0.5 $325.00 

12/29/2019 LC
Finalize protective order response (1.1); review draft response to DTV MTC and email 
KJO re status of same (.6); review DTV stipulation and outline missing arguments 
(1.8); work on revisions to DTV response (3.9) $650.00

6.3 $4,095.00 

12/30/2019 LC
Continue work on DTV response and forward same to KJO (1.3); review KJO revisions 
and rework to meet page limit (2.3); review response to motion for leave and discuss 
same with team in anticipation of drafting reply (.7) $650.00

4.3 $2,795.00 

12/31/2019 LC
Emails and tcs with team re: filing of responses (.3); emails and tcs with team re: DTV 
“lodging” re PO (.2); review response briefs from LLO and SAI more carefully (1.4); 
t/cs and emails with Kate re arguments to make in reply (.8) $650.00

2.7 $1,755.00 

2020

1/2/2020 LC Review, edit and revise reply brief (4.9); emails and tcs with KJO re same (.5); review 
and revise KJO final draft (.6) $650.00 6.0 $3,900.00

1/3/2020 LC
Continue review and revisions to KJO final draft (.5); email final to KJO for filing (.1); 
emails re team staffing issues (.2); texts and tcs with KJO re entry of protective order 
and objection to same (.3); $650.00

1.1 $715.00

1/4/2020 LC Review DTV objection to entry of PO filed by Plaintiff and DTV response to same (.4) $650.00 0.4 $260.00

1/6/2020 LC t/c with KJO re status and assignments (.2); emails with KJO and DH re same (.2); 
review/analyze LLO joint stip (.9) $650.00 1.3 $845.00

1/7/2020 LC
review emails re: assignments and chart re same and emails to KJO re same (.4); review 
LLO joint stip in preparation for call with Daniel (.8); t/c with Daniel to discuss outline 
(.4); review emails re 30(b)(6) issue and discuss same with KJO (.3); draft $650.00

2.9 $1,885.00

1/8/2020 LC
Begin review of LLO joint stip in prep for drafting/editing supplemental statement 
(1.1);  t/cs with KJO re errata and 30(b)(6) response from OC (.3); review errata and 
finalize with KJO (.3); continue review of LLO stip (.8) $650.00

2.5 $1,625.00

1/9/2020 LC Continue review of LLO stipulation (1.0) $650.00 1.0 $650.00

1/12/2020 LC Review draft of LLO supplemental statement from Daniel (1.6); emails and texts 
regarding same (.2) $650.00 1.8 $1,170.00

1/13/2020 LC
Review joint statement and supplemental statements regarding protective order dispute 
and outline key arguments going to airport, on flight, and at MLG (3.5); email KJO 
drafts t/cs w/KJO re supp statements (.3) review and revise supplemental statement $650.00

9.5 $6,175.00

1/14/2020 LC

Prepare for, travel to/from and attend hearings on protective order dispute and DTV 
MTC (4.8); travel back to office and discuss next steps (.8); begin reviewing documents 
for motion for leave and update binders (1.0); create “class period” chart with KJO (.5); 
team meeting and updates (.2); update and email revised Protective Order to OCs (.3); 
update discovery files (.4) $650.00

8.0 $5,200.00

11/15/2020 LC

Review and draft lengthy response to Marmolejo email regarding alleged scheduling 
conflict (1.1); begin work preparing for motion for leave hearing (1.1); continue work 
on class certification comparisons (1.2); meet with Zekiah to review chart of potential 
class member contacts(.5) meet with KJO to review same and discuss strategy for class 
certification meet and confers and general discovery disputes (.8); continue work on 
class definition issues (1.0) $650.00

5.7 $3,705.00

1/16/2020 LC

Emails and t/cs with potential class members (3.2); team meeting to update assignments 
and discuss next steps in light of recent rulings (.6); t/cs with MM (.2); work on 
DIRECTV M&C letter (3.3) emails regarding scheduling and misc administrative issues 
(.2) $650.00

7.9 $5,135.00
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1/17/2020 LC

t/c with KJO and Kate re STELA arguments and emails with Daniel re same (.3); work 
on LLO M&C letter (3.1); work on SAI M&C letter (2.5); work with KJO on finalizing 
LLO and SAI letters and draft, edit and finalize DTV M&C ltr re notice requirements 
and and draft notice (2.9); t/c with MM and emails with D’s counsel re moving hearing 
date (.2) $650.00

9.0 $5,850.00

1/20/2020 LC Emails with Daniel, SAI and KJO re protective order and team meetings (.2) $650.00 0.2 $130.00

1/21/2020 LC Review emails and update chart of potential class members contacts (.3); t/c with court 
reporter (.4); emails with KJO re DTV M&C (.1); emails with LLO re M&C (.1); $650.00

0.9 $585.00

1/22/2020 LC Review and update potential class rep chart and t/c with potential class rep (1.4); emails 
with CC re discovery f/u, class rep info and misc status issues (.4) $650.00 1.8 $1,170.00

1/23/2020 LC Prepare for, attend and emails regarding LLO M&C (1.5) $650.00 1.5 $975.00

1/24/2020 LC Review/revise responses to DTV’s RFPs (.5) emails re same (.2); additional emails re 
M&Cs (.1); draft and send email to LLO confirming M&C discussions (.4) $650.00

1.2 $780.00

1/27/2020 LC Prepare for and attend status call (.6); emails with SAI regarding M&C (.1); review 
DTV f/u emails re M&C (.1); emails and t/c with Garrett discovery (.2) $650.00 1.0 $650.00

1/28/2020 LC Prepare for and attend f/u LLO M&C (1.4); emails with SAI to set up M&C (.1) $650.00 1.5 $975.00

1/29/2020 LC
Continue review of LLO and SAI discovery disputes in preparation for Perez t/c with 
SAI (.3); attend SAI call (1.6); t/c with KJO, review and update notes from call to draft 
M&C status letter (2.5); t/c with KJO and emails with JoAnne (.2) $650.00

4.6 $2,990.00

1/30/2020 LC

Review DTV documents forwarded by KJO and discuss same with KJO (.7); t/c with 
DTV (1.2); t/c with KJO to discuss DTV call and next steps (,4); review SAI notes and 
prepare for SAI t/c (.5); attend SAI M&C (1.6); t/c with KJO re general status (.5); draft 
and update class definition chart and index for filing documents (1.5); emails re same 
(.2) $650.00

7.7 $5,005.00

1/31/2020 LC

Review latest correspondence from DTV re impediments to class disclosure (.3); begin 
updates to SAI status letter (.2) t/c with Jeff and KJO (.6); update notes from t/c (.2); fu/ 
call with LLO (.5); update notes from call (.3); t/c with KJO and SAI to f/u on DTV 
latest directives to SAI (.6); notes regarding same (.5); emails and t/cs with KJO 
regarding filings; emails with JoAnne re same and updates to same and search for letters 
re same (.6) $650.00

3.8 $2,470.00

2/2/2020 LC Review and revise SAI letter (2.7); update discovery files (.3); review and update LLO 
letter (1.0) $650.00 4.0 $2,600.00

2/3/2020 LC t/cs with KJO re final revisions to SAI and LLO letters (.2); finalize letter and send 
same to SAI (.3); emails re SAI and LLO M&Cs (.2) $650.00 0.7 $455.00

2/4/2020 LC

t/c with Jeff Gillette (.7); revise SAI letter and forward same to J Gillette for review (.4); 
review and revise DTV letter and discuss same with KJO (.8); prepare for and attend 
LLO conference (1.3) update and send LLO letter to Ryan Harvey (.8); emails with 
counsel regarding filing updates (.3); draft index to supplements and prepare letters for 
filing (.5); review LLO documents produced and begin preparing for hearing (1.0)

$650.00

5.8 $3,770.00

2/5/2020 LC

Emails regarding confidential designation of LLO documents (.3); review DTV letters 
and work on responses to same (1.5); t/c with KJO regarding responses (.3); prepare 
outlines for SAI and LLO portion of hearings (5.4); work on DTV arguments with KJO 
(1.0 $650.00

8.5 $5,525.00

2/6/2020 LC
Continue preparing for, traveling to and attend hearing on MTC (5.6); update SAI and 
LLO outlines to reflect hearing outcomes (.3); discuss next steps with KJO (.2); emails 
to OC regarding continued M&Cs (.3) $650.00 6.4

$4,160.00

2/10/2020 LC

work with KJO and DTV on proposed joint motion, emails and review of drafts of same 
(1.6); attend team meeting telephonically (.7); continue review of documents produced 
by DTV (.8); draft lengthy email regarding deposition scheduling and work with KJO to 
address proposed dates (.5); emails and t/cs re draft (.2); finalize/revise email and 
docket proposed dates (.2); review email from JJ re production of audit report (.1)

$650.00

4.1 $2,665.00

2/11/2020 LC emails and t/cs with KJO re proposed draft notice and remaining disputes re same (.5) $650.00 0.5 $325.00

2/12/2020 LC emails and t/cs with KJO re ongoing attempts to resolve notice disputes (.1); emails re 
same (.1) $650.00 0.2 $130.00

2/13/2020 LC

review and update discovery files (.8); review and index DIRECTV documents (2.8); 
M&C with JG/SAI (2.0) VM to RH (.1); t/cs with KJO to discuss LLO/SAI f/us (.8); 
draft email to RH re LLO updates (.2); forward DTV index to KJO and KB in 
anticipation of 30(b)(6) call (.1); update calendar (.2) $650.00

6.9 $4,485.00

2/14/2020 LC t/c with KJO (.8); emails and texts re document production and 30(b)(6) (.2) $650.00 1.0 $650.00
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2/16/2020 LC

review Ryan Harvey email and draft response for KJO review (.5); emails and texts re 
same (.1); review transcript, finalize email and send same (.3); t/c with KJO re 
Plaintiff’s document production and 26(a)(1) disclosure issue (.3); create witness 
document to capture disclosed/undisclosed distinctions and LLO/SAI/DTV employees 
(.6); t/c with KJO re Plaintiff’ s documents (.1); review same (.4); continue work on 
witness list including review of LLO privilege log (2.3); review LLO priv log and cited 
cases and research case law regarding call log privilege (.9); draft email to Ryan Harvey 
re same for KJO review (.3)

$650.00

5.8 $3,770.00

2/17/2020 LC Prepare for and attend status call and ESI updates; t/c with KJO re same (2.5) $650.00 2.5 $1,625.00

2/18/2020 LC
Review MM correspondence re emails and addresses and discuss response with KJO 
and draft/send same (1.0); attend status call (.6); work on telephone interview outline 
(.4); emails with KJO and KNB (.2) $650.00

2.2 $1,430.00

2/19/2020 LC
Emails re depositions (.2); t/c with JG re status of outstanding discovery disputes (.9); 
emails and t/cs with KJO re status of same (.5); continue working on deposition 
contacts and potential witnesses information (.9) $650.00

2.5 $1,625.00

2/20/2020 LC

Travel to LA: (while on plane: emails re depositions, JG emails re outline and 
clarification regarding SAI discussions; review document production and create outline 
of documents produced/not produced (2.4); Lyft to office: t/cs with JG and KJO (.6); 
office and evening: review DTV filing regarding work product privilege and review 
cited cases re same (2.5); continue updatesto outline for hearing and produced/still not 
produced documents: preparations for hearing including review/update of outstanding 
RFP/ROG outlines for each party and outline for all parties (1.5) $650.00

7.0 $4,550.00

2/21/2020 LC

Finalize outline and organize/print all documents for hearing (.6); Travel to/from and 
attend MTC hearing (5.2); update deposition notices and emails with KJO re same 
(1.6); detailed email outlining M&C status of all issues and requesting M&C scheduling 
(.5); review and continue edits to digital satellite zone subpoena (1.8); oversee challenge 
communication regarding confidential designations (.2); review and redline DTV 
30(b)(6) dep notice (.5) $650.00

10.4 $6,760.00

2/24/2020 LC
Continue work on deponents search/vms to potential witnesses etc. including emails 
and t/cs with B. Leifer re same (3.2); t/cs with KJO (.7); Team mtg call (.8); t/c with JG 
(.4); begin drafting motion re audit report privilege (1.4) $650.00

6.5 $4,225.00

2/25/2020 LC Continue drafting motion re audit report privilege (2.8); emails with KJO re same (.2); 
t/c with Lisa Finerow and vms with other witnesses (.2) $650.00 3.2 $2,080.00

2/26/2020 LC

Work with KJO to finalize motion re audit report privilege (.4); Review prior M&C 
notes, t/cs with KJO and general review of all outstanding issues to prepare outline of 
topics for all-party M&C (2.1); continue work on locating deponents and updating notes 
re same, including emails with L. Finerow counsel (.6); prepare for and attend meet and 
confer (2.0) t/c with KJO re same (.3) $650.00

5.4 $3,510.00

2/27/2020 LC

create outline for review by all parties of topics and each party’s position regarding 
topic (1.4); Update research regarding work product privilege, crime fraud exception, 
etc. in preparation for hearing 2/28 and t/cs and emails with KJO re same (1.9); strip 
outline based on emails from DTV and LLO expressing objection to detailed outline 
(.3); emails and t/cs with KJO re same and strategy for hearing (.3) $650.00

3.9 $2,535.00

2/28/2020 LC

Review late DTV filing and analyze all case law in preparation for hearing and t/cs with 
KJO re same (2.2); review crime fraud exception case law (.3); attend hearing 
telephonically (2.7); t/cs with KJO after to discuss same (.7); assignment email to 
team(.4); detailed M&C email to all counsel and review of KJO email re pilot program 
proposal (.5) $650.00

6.8 $4,420.00

3/2/2020 LC

Review all produced documents to create “master” chart to be used to support 
arguments regarding crime fraud exception (6.1); emails and t/cs with KJO re research 
regarding work product and privilege issues for brief regarding call logs; amendments to 
deposition notices and subpoenas to reflect new court reporter address (.3) research and 
review of located cases regarding privilege and waiver of same (1.7) $650.00

8.1 $5,265.00

3/3/2020 LC
Continue review and analysis of case law located to support call note privilege issues 
and send email containing cases and analysis to KJO (2.6); emails and t/cs with KJO re 
same (.4) $650.00

3.0 $1,950.00

3/4/2020 LC

Continue drafting and finalizing “crime fraud” exception chart for distribution to all 
counsel at M&C (2.5); M&C call with all counsel re crime fraud, “packet” and class 
notice issues (1.0); t/c with SAI counsel re same (.5); emails and t/cs with KJO re call 
log brief (.2); review, edit and work with KNB and KJO to finalize call log brief (2.6) $650.00

6.8 $4,420.00

3/5/2020 LC

Review, analyze, highlight and mine from last three transcripts information necessary 
for follow up with court (5.5); analyze recent orders re call logs and site inspection 
reports with KNB and KJO (.3) more careful review of court’s order re same (.5); work 
with and assist KJO with Plaintiff’s document production (1.0) M&C calls, emails and 
vms with MM and JG re status of outstanding discovery issues, issues for discussion 
and 3/6 hearing and issues going forward (1.0); chasing down TPA and class notice 
issue emails with MB counsel (.3); chasing down ESI liaison call with LB counsel and 
get update on call/status from KNB and KJO (.6); work with KJO to prepare outline and 
review hearing transcripts in preparation for 3/6 hearing (2.0) $650.00

11.0 $7,150.00
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3/6/2020 LC

Prepare for, travel to/from and attend hearing before Judge McCormick (3.5); review, 
analyze and attempt to “match” call log documents produced to privilege log and DTV 
documents (2.0); work with KNB and KJO to finalize deposition notices, and NY dep 
arrangements generally (1.0); emails and t/cs with DH re crime fraud brief (.3); work 
with KJO to evaluate TPA issues including t/c with potential TPA Phoenix (.5); began 
outline of deposition/prep issues for Plaintiff's deposition (1.5); update files (.2) $650.00

8.7 $5,655.00

3/7/2020 LC
Finalize “thing of beauty” document consolidating all DTV, LLO and Plaintiff records 
to create chronology of existing documents produced (4.8); work with KJO to create 
deposition preparation outline for meeting with Plaintiff/client (1.7) $650.00

6.5 $4,225.00

3/9/2020 LC

Prepare for, meet with and prepare client for deposition (6.7); emails, meetings and 
hand-wringing regarding TPA (.5); discussions with KNB and KJO re immigration 
issues/research (.3); t/c with immigration atty re immigration issues (.2); continued 
discussions re Plaintiff deposition, concerns and strategies (.5); emails re deposition 
preparation for other witnessses(.2); emails re status of class list (.2) $650.00

8.6 $5,590.00

3/10/2020 LC Travel to/from, prepare for and attend Plaintiff’s deposition (11.0); analyze, review and 
choose 25 sampling from DTV list (1.7) $650.00 12.7 $8,255.00

3/11/2020 LC Travel/from, prepare for and attend Plaintiff’s deposition (which included two calls to 
court and multiple meet and confers (8.0); $650.00 8.0 $5,200.00

3/12/2020 LC

Edit and revise draft brief regarding crime fraud exception (3.3); create non-WP version 
of chart to attach to same (1.3); meet with client to continue discussions regarding 
forensic concerns, living arrangements and witnesses (4.7); draft proposed offer of proof 
and revise/discuss same with KJO (.8); draft and distribute outline for 3/13/20 hearing 
(.7) $650.00

10.8 $7,020.00

3/13/2020 LC

Prepare for, travel to/from and attend continued hearing on Plaintiff’s motions to 
compel (4.2); team meeting (1.0); continue meeting with client regarding witnesses and 
case strategy (3.2); meetings with KJO and KNB re subpoenas and necessary releases 
(.3); review class notice by comparing TPA’s proposal to filed proposal line by line (.4)

$650.00

9.1 $5,915.00

3/16/2020 LC

Emails with OC re failure to respond to revised proposal and request for M&C re 
submissions to court (.1); begin working on Plaintiff’s brief re forensic inspection and 
continue work until M&C call with counsel (2.7); attend M&C call with counsel and 
report back to KJO re same (.4); continue drafting brief and declaration (2.2); t/ with JJ 
and review of JC emails re revised proposal (.2); begin work on updated assignment 
chart (.3); emails and calls with KJO re same and filing delays (.3); t/c with AE re 
request for extension of time re briefing schedule and telephone appearance at Friday’s 
hearing (.1); continued t/c with KJO re upcoming filing deadlines re deposition and 
forensic inspection issues (.2) $650.00

6.6 $4,290.00

3/17/2020 LC

Review, consolidate and cross-check all prior versions of assignment charts and review 
emails relating to same to insure comprehensive task chart (5.5); research and leave 
messages for all attys listed and RICO plaintiff’s attorneys who may be able to assist 
with expert identification and/or discovery issues (.5); t/cs and emails with two of those 
attorneys (.7); emails and t/cs with KJO re “non aggression pact” and need for ruling on 
forensic inspection issues (.3); attend team call (1.0); f/u updates to chart and emails re 
subpoenas relating to same (.2) $650.00

8.2 $5,330.00

3/18/2020 LC

Review court order re forensic inspection and begin drafting motion and declaration for 
KJO regarding Plaintiff’s continued deposition and what will happen with forensic 
inspection materials post-report (1.0)  toggle back and forth between drafting and t/t/cs 
with KJO (5 calls totaling 27 minutes (.5); calls with JoAnne and other OC (totaling 15 
minutes (.3); emails and t/cs with MM (.2); all-atty meet and confer re same (.7); 
continue drafting briefing re deposition and forensic inspection issues (3.1); begin 
“picking off” defendants by targeting SAI for meet and confer and sanctions by 
reviewing discovery and calling JG (1.2 review; .4 t/c); emails, calls and self-
investigation regarding forensic protocol issues with Meridian Discovery, chosen 
vendor (.6) finalize draft of brief and declaration (.4) $650.00

8.0 $5,200.00

3/19/2020 LC

Continue review of SAI recent amended discovery (.9); and evaluate same with KJO 
(.7); multiple t/cs and emails with JJ, JC, MM and Gungor regarding potential 
modifications to protocol in light of Gungor’s revisions to filed version (1.8); multiple 
M&C t/cs with JG (SAI) regarding amended written discovery responses (1.9); attend 
online document review training (.8); facebook research attemping to locate class 
members/replacement reps (2.0); M&C call with BL (LLO) and f/u call with KJO re 
same (.7); draft work product and sharable version of outline for continued hearing (1.8) 
review and draft very detailed response to somewhat unhinged email from BL re 
potential forensic evaluation of LLO systems (,4); t/c with KJO to discuss LLO reaction 
and outline (.6)

$650.00

11.0 $7,150.00
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3/20/2020 LC

Emails and t/cs with KJO re hearing prep (.5); telephone appearance at same (1.0) 
emails and phone calls to potential class members/reps (.4); status call with KJO to 
discuss outcomes of telephone motion to compel hearing (.2); emails and t/cs with KJO 
and KNB re search for replacement class rep and begin review of existing documents to 
address same (1.0); emails and t/cs with Gungor and all parties re status of forensic 
imaging: all party call (.6) t/cs with emails with Gungor (.4); t/cs with client (.2); 
updates to KJO (.2); set up and attend status with Court re forensic imaging disputes 
(.8); update KJO re same (.2); t/cs with JG and MM re same (.2); email advising of 
agmt to extend time to perform extraction (.2); review and respond to email from JC 
suggesting no contact with forensic specialists (.3) $650.00

6.2 $4,030.00

3/21/2020 LC
Emails with forensic expert re contact extraction and related issues with DTV attys (.3); 
t/cs and emails with client to confirm receipt of contacts (.1); general file update and 
review of prior week’s emails to update assignment chart (.5 $650.00

0.9 $585.00

3/23/2020 LC

KJO/KNB emails re LLO ESI issues (.2); continue updates to assignment chart and 
preparation for team call (1.0); attend team meeting (1.0); emails and tcs following 
meeting (.3); continue organizing discovery dispute files (1.3); draft ltr to all counsel re 
rescheduling depositions (.6) $650.00

4.4 $2,860.00

3/24/2020 LC

Prepare for and attend call with KNB and LT (.6); review revised version of proposed 
stipulation and emails re same (1.5); draft detailed email to Ryan Harvey re LLO 
failings in following up regarding discovery issues (.5); finalize and send letter re 
deposition (.2) $650.00

2.8 $1,820.00

3/25/2020 LC

Prepare for and attend all atty status call (.8); t/c with JG re SAI discovery issues (.6); 
f/u emails with JG confirming discussions (.2); f/u emails and t/cs with KJO re general 
discovery and status issues (.2); review emails re call scheduling and ESI issues with 
LLO (.3) $650.00

2.1 $1,365.00

3/26/2020 LC
Review LT interview notes, update class rep script and emails re same (.5); t/c with 
KJO prior to, and attend t/c with AE re crime fraud issues (.4); continue review of prior 
interview notes; discuss class rep investigation with KJO (.3) $650.00

1.2 $780.00

3/27/2020 LC
t/c with JG re status of discovery issues (.1); emails re crime fraud email response (.1); 
emails re potential class rep telephone conference (.2); t/c with all counsel re joint stip, 
LLO discovery issues and crime fraud issues (1.2); t/c with KJO re status of same (.3) $650.00

1.9 $1,235.00

3/28/2020

Review and forward emails from client re communications with 3rd party witness (.2); 
draft detailed confirmation email regarding 3/27 telephone conference (1.2); emails with 
KJO re same and forwarding add’l emails from client (.2); finalize and send email and 
forward same to KNB for f/u (.1) $650.00

1.7 $1,105.00

3/29/2020 LC Co-counsel agreement email $650.00 0.8 $520.00

3/30/2020 LC

Update assignment chart and forward to all counsel (.6); attend status call (.9); emails to 
Andrew re crime fraud briefing and to JoAnne re stipulation (.3); emails to Andy re 
Dish contact (.1); continue update to assignment chart and calendar generally (.2); 
emails re scheduling client call and other logistics (.2); t/c with KJO (.5) 

$650.00

2.8 $1,820.00

3/31/2020 LC

t/c with JG (.5); emails re call client calls and notes re same when call does not include 
me (.3) multiple calls, emails and texts with KJO re crime fraud exception issue, 
stipulation, new spoliation issues, etc. (1.0); emails with all attys re crime fraud 
exception agreement and draft stipulation (.5); review RH LLO email from several days 
ago and mine details for KJO/KNB use in ESI discussions (.4); draft email response to 
RH (.1) $650.00

2.8 $1,820.00

4/1/2020 LC
Emails re ESI issues with KJO, KNB and A Garrett (.2); emails with KNB and KJO re 
continued investigation of dish at salon (.2); t/c with AE and email advising KJO of 
same (.3); emails re deposition call and updates to assignment chart re same (.3); $650.00

1.0 $650.00

4/2/2020 LC

t/cs with KJO to prepare for call with potential class rep and attend class rep call (.7); 
t/c with Lilit to discuss class rep search assignment (.4); t/cs and emails with KJO re 
class cert deadline strategy and other discovery issues (.5); t/c with MM re class cert, 
mediation and discovery issues (.7); email updates to KJO re same (.2)

$650.00

2.5 $1,625.00

4/3/2020 LC

t/c with KJO re MM call (.5); call with KJO and MM (.3); review docs produced by 
LLO and discuss same with KJO (.2); t/c with JG (.4); emails re f/u calls (.1) review 
emails re ESI issues and research prior emails re same (.4); review prior emails to 
confirm passage of two weeks since last discussion; emails with A. Gungor re forensic 
telephone eval (.4); $650.00

2.3 $1,495.00

4/6/2020 LC

Prepare email regarding responsibilities of a class representative and email with KJO re 
same (.6); forward same to potential class rep (.1); t/c with new counsel for Digital 
Satellite Zone and KJO and f/u call with KJO re same (.3); work on revised document 
subpoena for Digital Satellite Zone and emails with KJO re same (1.0); prepare 
assignment chart for weekly assignment call (.6); attend call (.8); continue work on 
Digital Satellite Zone in emails with KNB and KJO (.2) $650.00

3.6 $2,340.00
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4/9/2020 LC

Prepare outline for group call, emails with KJO re same and forward to all counsel (.5); 
t/c with potential expert and t/c with KJO re same (.3); t/c with all counsel re stip and 
depositions (.8); emails and review of Digital Satellite Zone subpoena (.3);emails and 
t/cs with KJO re pilot program and class list (.3); updates to assignment chart (.2); email 
to JG (.1) $650.00

2.2 $1,430.00

4/9/2020 LC

Emails and t/cs with KJO and staff re Perez deposition transcript, errata and deadline 
for review of same (.5); t/c with JG (.6); t/c wth KJO re JG convo, stip, discovery and 
other issues (.7); revise script for contact with potential class members (1.6);emails with 
forensic evaluator and KJO re phone status (.2); emails and t/cs with KJO re latest delay 
tactic (delay of privacy notice based on COVID19) and t/cs with KJO re same (.6); 
review draft response email from KJO and redline same (.3); 

$650.00

4.5 $2,925.00

4/10/2020 LC

Review email from MM and draft lengthy response (.8); t/c with KJO re same (.3); t/c 
with JG (.7); t/c with KJO to discuss same prior to call with DTV (.2); t/c with DTV 
(.4); t/c with KJO re KM email and co-counsel agmt (.2); research ethical issues 
regarding withdrawal (1.2); draft email to KJO re work status (.3); review emails from 
DTV counsel and TPA (.2) $650.00

4.0 $2,600.00

4/16/2020 LC

Draft detailed email response to LLO re improper factual contentions re forensic review 
(.5); discuss same with KJO and finalize and send same (.2); emails with Arman and 
Andy re forensic review issues (.3); emails re Digital Satellite Zone subpoena (.1); call 
with KM and ASM re co-counsel agmt (.4); t/c with KJO re same (.2); t/c with MM 
(.3); review and revise assignment chart and prepare for team meeting and discuss same 
with KJO (1.4); attend team meeting (1.1); t/c with KJO to review revised script and 
forward same to LT (.3); review and revise DirecTV RFPs by reviewing all documents 
produced and mining follow up requests from existing documents (2.4) $650.00

7.2 $4,680.00

4/14/2020 LC

t/cs with KJO and AG re forensic issues and coordinating call with Meridian (.7); t/c 
with KJO, KNB and JY re DTV written discovery and f/u re LLO and SAI 2nd sets (.6); 
emails and t/cs re same (.2) emails re forensic inspection issues (.2); t/c with KJO re 
same (.3) $650.00

1.5 $975.00

4/15/2020 LC

Emails and tcs with Andrew re 2nd notice issues (.2); emails with KJO re stip, 2nd 
notice and subpoena issues throughout day (.3); review subpoena responses and emails 
re same for Dish and AT&T (.7); begin preparing ltr to SAI re status of responses to 
amended discovery, “abandoned” requests and potential 2nd set of discovery (1.4)

$650.00

2.6 $1,690.00

4/16/2020 LC

t/c with KJO re stip status and expert f/u (.2); emails with KJO, expert, KJB and other 
team members regarding expert issues (.2), t/c with JG re stipulation status (.1); catch 
up on emails regarding, and review DISH and AT&T subpoenas (.4); review notes  
from LT re recent putative class member interviews and analyze same for f/u (.5); email 
to KJO re same (.1) $650.00

1.5 $975.00

4/17/2020 LC

t/c with potential class member in Chicago and review of dockets and information 
forwarded by same (1.6); t/c with atty for potential class member/rep in Iowa and 
review of texts regarding follow up call (.6); t/cs with KJO re same (.4); prepare for and 
attend t/c with DTV attys re AT&T subpoena (.4); t/c with KJO following call (.2); 
email confirming outcome of call (.2); t/cs with JG and MM re stip and discovery issues 
(.5); t/c with KJO in preparation for forensic call (.2); attend atty call with forensic 
experts and to discuss pilot program (2.0); t/c with potential class member in LA (.3); 
t/c with KJO and JY re discovery, add’l class reps and general (.7); update assignment 
chart ( 3) $650.00

7.4 $4,810.00

4/18/2020 LC Review several versions of most recent redlines to stipulation; Emails and texts with 
KJO re revisions to stipulation and strategy regarding same

$650.00
1.2 $780.00

4/20/2020 LC

t/cs with potential class rep and lawyers for same (.6); calls with KJO re same and re 
stipulation (.6); emails with Arman (.2); emails with DTV re stip (.2); prepare for, 
attend and conduct f/u edits to assignment chart re weekly team meeting (2.2); send f/u 
emails to OC re stipulation and subpoena requests (.2); add’l emails with KJO re stip 
and t/c with KJO re same (.4); review draft responses to DTV 2nd set of discovery (1.6)

$650.00

6.0 $3,900.00

4/21/2020 LC

                
review and revise KJO declaration (.7); t/c with KJO re releases and strategy re 
addition/substitution of class member and discussion with Ms. Perez (.2); t/cs and texts 
with KJO re Perez call (.1); work on generic release of information form for potential 
class reps (.5); review pilot program emails and confirm no responses from DTV and 
LLO for requested list (.5); internet research regarding class rep options (.8); t/c with 
KJO re call with Plaintiff, class rep substitution/addition strategy, LLO & DTV pilot 
program issues (.5); finalize draft of release and forward to KJO (.2); review emails 
regarding stipulation (.2) $650.00

5.7 $3,705.00
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4/22/2020 LC

             
and declaration (.6); draft email for KJO to use to forward to all counsel (.2); emails 
regarding Plaintiff’s errata requested extension (.1); t/c with potential economics expert 
and f/u call with KJO re same (.7); emails and calls with KJO re finalizing stip and dec 
(.2); reviewPlaintiff’s deposition and note potential issues for errata (3.3); t/c with all 
counsel re forensic inspection issues (1.1); t/c with KJO following same to discuss 
strategy (.2); begin draft of letter outlining forensic inspection options (.6);  t/c with 
KJO to discuss more forceful strategy (request that phone be sent to Cellebrite (.2); 
continue drafting letter (1.6); review and incorporate KJO edits into same, finalize and 
send (.4); emails from Andy Garrett re same (.1) $650.00

9.3 $6,045.00

4/23/2020 LC

Review MM email and draft lengthy response for KJO review (.7); t/c with KJO to 
finalize revisions and send same (.3); review letter re AT&T subpoena meet and confer 
request (.1); draft and send email requesting list from DTV and LLO of pilot program 
documents (.2); t/cs with KJO and DH re drafting motion to compel (.3); texts with KJO 
re MM ltr re forensic inspection (.1); complete review of Plaintiff’s deposition (1.2) 
review and draft response to same for KJO review (.4) $650.00

3.3 $2,145.00

4/24/2020 LC

Review emails regarding errata and forensic review and discuss same with KJO (.5); 
Lengthy t/cs with KJO and AW to review and discuss errata of Plaintiff’s dep (1.7); t/c 
with Andrew Edelstein re stipulation (.1); 5 t/cs with KJO throughout afternoon to 
discuss potential for ex parte application based on pilot documents and SAI production 
(1.2) $650.00

3.5 $2,275.00

4/25/2020 LC
Status calls and multiple t/cs throughout day with KJO to discuss ex parte, and review 
email notice of same; draft and revise emails and responses to various emails regarding 
errata, forensic review and stipulations (2.4) $650.00

2.4 $1,560.00

4/26/2020 
(into the 
morning of 
4/27/2020)

LC

Work with KJO on draft to various MM emails in response to notice of ex parte (.9); 
review  edit and revise draft ex parte motion, including review of underlying 
documents, transcripts and correspondence citations included in same (2.5); t/cs with 
KJO re ex parte strategy (.5); more work on ex parte motion (.5); prepare for and attend 
team meeting (.6); back to ex parte motion (1.4); t/c with KJO in anticipation of meet 
and confer call (.2); attend lengthy meet and confer call (1.0) t/cs with KJO post-call to 
discuss emails and ex parte strategy (.5); t/c with MM (.2); continue work on ex parte 
motion and draft supporting declaration (7.0) $650.00

15.5 $10,075.00

4/27/2020 LC

t/cs with KJO re transition from ex parte to motion practice and strategy related thereto 
(.4); emails related to notice stipulation and necessity of meet and confer discussions 
regarding briefing agreements (.4); work on final document authorization release for 
putative class members and email with KJO re same (.3); t/c with JG (.9); t/cs with KJO 
prior to meet and confer call (.2); meet and confer t/c with all counsel (.5); t/c with KJO 
re priority assignments (draft discovery, errata, etc.) and new motion strategy (.4); draft 
and finalize responses to DTV discovery (1.7) review, revise and forward privacy stip to 
KJO (.2); review and forward briefing stip (.2) $650.00

5.2 $3,380.00

4/28/2020 LC

Review JY draft LLO ROG M&C letter and review prior notes and hearings to revise 
same (1.7); review and revise latest version of “ex parte” motion (.8); t/c with KY and 
KNB re LLO M&C letter, necessity of detailed timeline regarding email/telephone issue 
and potential ex parte motion practice regarding same (.7); continue review of “ex 
parte” motion (2.8); t/c with KJO re assignment status (.2); t/c and emails with KNB re 
transcripts, transcript orders and review (.2) review transcript for pilot program 
references (.2); review LLO Abacus timeline and create insert portion for LLO M&C 
letter (1.7); emails and t/cs with team re same; update letter insert and forward to same 
based on version 2 of Abacus timeline (.2) $650.00

8.5 $5,525.00

4/30/2020 LC

Review and revise and work with Mahoney staff to revise and serve LLO M&C /ee 
parte notice correspondence, including t/cs with KJO re same (2.2); popped off and on 
t/c with client re emails and social media accounts (.3); review, edit and revise KJO 
declaration, motion, LLC declaration and work with KNB to complete, correct and 
compile exhibits (6.8)t/c with A Edelstein and D. Queen re second notice stip and 
notice to discuss most recent redlines to same (.5); review letter, emails and tcs with 
KJO to discuss LLO’s notice of sanctions (.3); emails re 3rd set of discovery from DTV 
(.2); review, draft and revise responses to R. Harvey and B. Leifer emails regarding P’s 
M&C/ex parte notice (.8); emails and t/cs with translator and staff re formatting 
deposition transcript (.5) $650.00

11.6 $7,540.00

5/1/2020 LC

Review most updated versions of motion documents and declarations and send updates 
to same (.6); review and attempt to format latest version of transcript translation/ tcs 
with KJO and new agency regarding format issues and transitioning work to agency 
(1.0); t/c with JG (SAI) re questionable litigation strategy of other defendants, pilot 
project issues and SAI objections to latest version of 2nd notice stipulation draft (.9); t/c 
with JGillette and AEdelstein re potential language revisions to 2nd notice stipulation 
(.2); draft proposed order and forward same (.4); review latest versions of motion and 
dec documents and send revisions to same (.4); review DTV M&C letter and discuss 
same with KJO (.6); emails and t/cs with KJO re client deposition review and necessity 
of creating “log of client communications; emails with staff regarding same and 
discussions regarding how to address issues going forward and emails with staff 
regarding same (.7) review AT&T subpoena responses and load same to produced 
documents (.2); begin update of assignment chart (.5); download and save all filed 
briefs (.3) $650.00

5.8 3770
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5/2/2020 LC

review and revise discovery responses and emails with KJO re same (1.3); 
comprehensive update of assignment chart, including review of all recent emails to 
capture all potential meet and confer efforts and other “slipped through the cracks” 
issues (2.0); review DTV motion for protective order (.3); t/c with KJO and DH 
regarding response to DTV motion for protective order (.4); continue review and update 
of assignment chart (.4); comprehensive status call with KJO to discuss all assignment 
chart issues and proposed status letter responding to recent M&C requests from DTV 
and LLO (1.4); draft status letter to all Ds addressing all outstanding M&C issues (2.9); 
emails with KJO and KNB re ex parte motion (.2) $650.00

9.3 $6,045

5/3/2020 LC
Review and revise draft of LLO ex parte motion (3.0); draft LLC dec ISO ex parte and 
research Wayne Lonstein declaration and LinkedIn to support same (1.6); t/c with KNB 
re draft motion and KJO declaration (.2); finalize discovery responses (.3) $650.00

5.1 $3,315.00

5/4/2020 LC

Work on comprehensive SAI meet and confer letter regarding amended ROGS and 
RFPs (1.0); t/c with client and translator re discovery responses (.7); t/c with Diana and 
Sam re: communication strategy with client (.3); t/c with KJO and class atty re potential 
conflicts with putative class member (.3); additional emails and t/cs with KJO re class 
discovery responses and strategy related thereto (protective order issues, etc.) (.3); t/c 
with JY re LLO M&Cs (.1); review and revise/update (2x) massive M&C status letter 
(1.0); review/update ex parte motion and LLC declaration (1.0); attend team meeting 
(1.0); work with office staff to finalize/update service list, discovery and letter for 
service (.3); continue revisions to ex parte motion and LLC dec and compile LLC 
declaration exhibits (.6); review LLO ltr and discuss same with KJO and KNB (.7); 
emails with ASM and KJO re motion to deny cert/disqualify, timing, assignments, etc. 
(.2); update assignment chart and prepare weekly assignment chart (.5) $650.00

8.0 $5,200.00

5/5/2020 LC

t/c with KJO to discuss best and highest use of SA offer of assistance (.5); work on SAI 
M&C letter (.6); t/c with KJO re AT&T subpoena letters, Dish letters and assignment 
charts (.6); continue work on SAI letter (.5); t/c with JG (.5); call with KJO re 
Dish/AT&T issues (.1); continue work on SAI M&C letter (.3); t/c with AE re 
stipulation (.1); continue work on SAI M&C letter (1.0); t/c with AS and KJO re 
discovery strategy and general tactical issues (1.3); continue work on SAI letter (.4); t/c 
with KJO re response brief issues (.2); continue and complete draft of SAI letter (2.3) $650.00

8.4 $5,460.00

5/6/2020 LC

Review and update LLO M&C letter and finalize same for service (1.7); t/c with KJO 
and JY re LLO M&C letters (.3); t/c with JG re SAI M&C status (.3); revise/finalize 
SAI letter and serve same (.3); update weekly assignment chart and forward to team 
(.3); begin review of DH draft of Motion for Protective Order response (.5); t/c with 
KJO re necessity of formal written response to MM latest email (.3); continue work on 
draft response edits (.8); emails and tcs with KJO re MM response letter and revisions 
to KJO draft (1.1); finalize and send same (.3); continue review of response brief (2.0); 
email DH suggested edits and team regarding finalizing response (.2); review LT notes 
regarding recent crop of interviews and email KJO and AS re same (.5); emails with all 
counsel (BL re meet and confer schedule (.2) $650.00

8.7 $5,655.00

5/7/2020 LC

Review MM email and draft response to same and discuss with KJO (.4); draft 
declaration ISO response to DIRECTV Motion for Protective Order (1.3); review 
representations made in client’s deposition and evaluate same in context of DIRECTV’s 
recent motions and for use in declaration ISO response (.8); t/c with ASM/KJO re 
preparation for meet and confer calls and class representative search (1.3);updates to 
various assignment charts and emails with KJO re new assignments (.2); review of 
potential class rep documents and creation of production chart in anticipation of bates 
labeling/priv log creation (1.8); t/c with KJO and JG re Staton order (.4); t/c with KJO 
re strategy re ISO declaration representations Review MM email and draft response to 
same and discuss with KJO (.4); draft declaration ISO response to DIRECTV Motion 
for Protective Order (1.3); review representations made in client’s deposition and 
evaluate same in context of DIRECTV’s recent motions and for use in declaration ISO 
response (.8); t/c with ASM/KJO re preparation for meet and confer calls and class 
representative search (1.3); updates to various assignment charts and emails with KJO 
re new assignments (.2); review of potential class rep documents and creation of 
production chart in anticipation of bates labeling/priv log creation (1.8); t/c with KJO 
and JG re Staton order (.4); t/c with KJO re strategy re ISO declaration representations 
regarding Plaintiff’s deposition (.1); review and edit KJO declaration (.8); review and 
revise response brief (.9); review and revise draft LLO supplemental M&C letter (1.0); 
t/c with KJO re brief and M&C strategy  (.3) $650.00

9.3 $6,045.00

5/8/2020 LC

Review emails regarding errata and forensic review and discuss same with KJO (.5); 
Lengthy t/cs with KJO and AW to review and discuss errata of Plaintiff’s dep (1.7); t/c 
with Andrew Edelstein re stipulation (.1); 5 t/cs with KJO throughout afternoon to 
discuss potential for ex parte application based on drama regarding pilot documents and 
SAI production (1.2) $650.00

8.4 $5,460.00
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5/9/2020 LC

Review DTV response and discuss same with KJO (t/cs and emails) (1.4); review and 
discuss LLO ltr with KJO and KNB (.4); forward same to expert and email LLO counsel 
re M&C (.1); review prior STELA letters, negotiations and positions stated in prior 
briefing and review latest case filed in DIRECTV response to Plaintiff’s Motion 
regarding STELA compliance (.8); use that review to draft letter to DIRECTV calling 
out hypocrisy of certain recent positions regarding Pilot Packets and requirements for 
production of same vis a vis STELA and suggesting faulty basis for those positions 
(1.9); emails with DH and KJO re mail rule research and edits (.1); update letter to $650.00

5.0 $3,250.00

5/10/2020 LC

Review mail rule research conducted by DH and update/format letter re STELA 
position and Pilot Packets (.5); review M&C letters and emails and create chart of all 
pending M&C efforts and status re same (.8) email to KJO re 5/11 schedule and chart 
(.1) $650.00

1.4 $910.00

5/11/2020 LC

t/c with KJO to prepare for meet and confer call (.2); attend M&C call (1.5); t/c with 
KJO to discuss outcome of call and M&Cs, potential additional class member and other 
strategy issues (.3); work on LLO ltr (.4); prepare for and attend t/c with Nissens 
(potential class reps (.6); attend team call (1.0); assignment emails to DH, LT and 
update to weekly assignment chart (1.0); comprehensive update to master assignment 
chart and M&C chart (1.3); $650.00

6.3 $4,095.00

5/12/2020 LC

   ,   p       g  , 
Nissen docs, privilege log and upcoming M&C calls (1.0); emails re LLO ltrs and 
M&Cs re same (.3); emails re second notice (.1); emails re M&C scheduling (.2) t/c 
with JGillette (.6) emails re tech call re Facebook (.2); emails to discuss availability of 
expert (.1) $650.00

2.4 $1,560.00

5/13/2020 LC

Review/revise and emails with KJO re strategy to DTV email re Dish network subpoena 
(.4); continue work on updating meet and confer efforts and creating chart for use by 
Defendants (as opposed to our work product version) to aid in scheduling (1.4); emails 
with all counsel re same (.2) review Nissen documents and privilege log and draft 
detailed email to KNB re privilege issues (.7); emails and review of LLO letter (.4); t/c 
with KJO (.1); emails with TPA and DTV re 2nd notice (.1) $650.00

3.3 $2,145.00

5/14/2020 LC

Review DTV email requesting extension and draft point by point analysis of bad faith 
basis for request (.8); t/cs and emails with KJO re same (.2); incorporate KJO edits and 
send same (.2); t/c with MM (.2); t/c with KJO re MM convo (.1); prepare for and 
attend conference with experts re Facebook copy project (.4); work on email outlining 
conditions to agreement for extension to discovery (.7); review and incorporate edits 
from KJO and t/c to discuss softer tactic (.3); catch up on flurry of emails re ruling and 
meet and confer letters (.2); t/c with JG re ruling and implications of same for discovery 
(.5); t/c with KJO re same (.7); t/c with Anna re concerns over client (.2) $650.00

4.5 $2,925.00

5/15/200 LC Emails and t/cs with MM re DIRECTV M&Cs (.4); emails and texts with KJO re same 
(.2) $650.00

0.6 $390.00

5/17/2020 LC Status call with KJO (.6); updates to assignment charts based on same (.3) $650.00 0.9 $585.00

5/18/2020 LC

Confirm and forward assignments charts for team meeting (.3); emails with Gracie and 
KJO re subpoenas (.2); prepare for and attend team meeting (1.7); prepare for and 
attend t/c with KJO and KNB re: search protocol (.6); prepare for and attend t/c with 
ASM and KJO (.5); f/u email to LLO re Pilot Project f/u (.1); cross-reference witness 
list and SAI responses to confirm completeness of witness list (.3); update weekly 
assignment chart and master chart based on team meeting (.5) review emails with TPA 
and KJO (.1); emails regarding Nissen retainer (.1) $650.00

4.4 $2,860.00

5/19/2020 LC Update meet and confer charts, emails and t/cs with MM (.8); emails with JG re 
upcoming M&C (.1); vm to Nissens to discuss retainer (.1); begin draft of JSR (1.1) $650.00

2.0 $1,300.00

5/20/2020 LC

t/c with KJO to discuss status of M&Cs and other assignment issues (.3); continue work 
on JSR and forward same to KJO (1.1); t/c with JGillette re SAI M&C (.3); finalize MM 
email re forensic inspection and emails re scheduling M&C re same with team (.3) 
finalize and forward JSR (.2); emails with KJO re upcoming M&C calendar (which is 
getting very full (.1); $650.00

2.3 $1,495.00

5/21/2020 LC

Prepare for and attend SAI M&C cal; (3.8); tc/s and emails with Garrett discovery and 
KJO re Facebook issues (.3); update weekly assignment chart and tag issues for 
immediate response and emails re same including document production (.3); emails 
with ASM and KJO re potential new client (.2); prepare for and attend M&C with 
DIRECTV re STELA issues (1.2); emails and tcs with KJO re outcome of same (.3); 
additional t/c with MM re same (.2): draft status email to MM for KJO review (.3): 
begin status ltr to SAI regarding outcomes of final M&C conference (1.6) $650.00

8.2 $5,330.00
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5/22/2020 LC

t/cs with JGillette and KJO re general discovery issues (.3); emails and t/cs with 
colleagues regarding bridge numbers and logistics for upcoming calls (.1); emails and 
t/cs re MM draft email (.1); emails and t/cs with Garrett discovery (.1); attend LLO ESI 
call (.4); t/c with KJO and JG re Julie Lonstein representations being made by LLO 
counsel (.2); prepare for and attend LLO M&C call (3.6); review master production log 
and review records to update same and make notes regarding confidentiality challenges 
and other issues KJO and LLC need to track (.7); t/c with JAY and KJO to discuss 
outcomes of LLO call (.3); t/c with KJO to discuss DSZ interference by DTV (.3); 
update weekly assignment chart and forward to team with inquiries regarding priority 
items (.4); begin compiling and review of 2/6/20 and 2/21/20 transcripts for discussion 
of business/business owner distinction and class list definition issues (1.4); draft ltr to 
MM re same (1.7); t/c with KJO re DIRECTV ltr, strategy re discussion with Plaintiff 
and discovery issues generally (.4) $650.00

10.0 $6,500.00

5/23/2020 LC

t/c with KJO, client and Adriana to review deposition and discuss errata and while 
waiting for client, for KJO/LLC to review DH research and shepardize same (2.2); 
continued discussion with KJO re errata and amend/replace research and strategy (1.2); 
review errata (.2); review and begin drafting response to MM 5/22/20 ltr 
misrepresenting recent M&C discussions (3.5) $650.00

7.1 $4,615.00

5/24/2020 LC Incorporate KJO edits into MM letter and forward same (.3); emails and revisions to 
errata documents and arrangements for docusign (.3) $650.00

0.6 $390.00

5/25/2020 LC
Review all of last week’s emails and update files to include productions, logs, etc. (.7); 
comprehensive updates to all assignment and meet and confer charts (3.7) emails to 
team re same (.1) $650.00

4.5 $2,925.00

5/26/2020 LC

Prepare for and attend team call (1.8); t/c with JGillette (.3); t/c with KJO re weekly 
assignments and class rep issues (.3); continue drafting and editing SAI and LLO M&C 
status letters (2.3); draft response to MM email (.6); t/c with KJO re same (.3); email to 
MM (.1); emails to JG re confidentiality challenge (.1); emails with KJO re DSZ 
subpoena (.1) $650.00

5.9 $3,835.00

5/27/2020 LC

                
Nissen documents (.2) prepare for and attend AT&T subpoena meet and confer (.3); 
emails with JJ (.2); t/c with KJO re AT&T subpoena frustrations and STELA 
issues/delay tactics (.4); rabbit hole regarding potential class rep Jeff Cjmela (review all 
documents from atty, get excited about declarations, emails with KJO re same, only to 
learn he lost at SJ and probably can’t be rep) emails re same (1.7); emails and tc/s with 
DH re crime fraud briefing assignment and M&Cs (.3); emails and t/cs with KJO re 
DSZ shenanigans, including lengthy call to discuss response to DQ email from 5/22 and 
how to approach DSZ’s M&C (1.3); review and redline draft email (.4); revise, update 
and finalize LLO and SAI M&C status ltrs for service and work with JAY, KJO and 
staff to arrange for service of same (.5); begin tedious review of post-May 8, 2020 
exchanges with all Defendants and draft chronology for status report based on same $650.00

10.5 $6,825.00

5/28/2020 LC

Emails with JJ re upcoming call (.2); emails and t/cs with ASM and KJO re “high level” 
discussions: class period issues, use of class rep with judgment (“no”), refresher on 
issues relating to photos and video, and potential research regarding 1542 issues (2 calls 
- .8 total); review transcripts to locate representations regarding photos and video and 
VPPA representations from the Court (.3); work on revisions to status report (.6) 
continue work on status report (.3); prelim discussion with DH prior to M&C with DTV 
and LLO (.2); attend M&C re crime fraud briefing and photos/video (.3); t/c with DH to 
discuss outcomes and potential additional assignments (.3); t/c with KJO re M&C 
outcomes and authorization for DH work (.2); review AT&T documents to flesh out 
status report arguments, resulting in emails regarding updates to production log and 
missing document ranges (.5); re-organize status report by category and include 
additional details from M&C conference transcripts, letters, etc., and draft supporting 
declaration for same (4.4); t/c with KJO re procedural questions regarding DIRECTV 
responses and objections (.2); email to M&C participants (.1) $650.00

8.2 $5,330.00

5/29/2020 LC Work with KJO and KNB to finalize status report, declaration and exhibits for filing
$650.00

2.5 $1,625.00

5/30/2020 LC
Review JChang email re STELA and draft response for KJO review (.7); review DH 
draft discovery and revise same (1.2); t/c with KJO re STELA issues, discovery and 
preparation for status hearing (1.0) $650.00

2.9 $1,885.00

5/31/2020 LC Review and revise DTV discovery letter (2.3); update assignment charts and forward 
same to team (1.1) $650.00

3.4 $2,210.00

6/1/2020 LC

t/c with Andy Garrett regarding Facebook issues (.2); emails with KJO re same (.1); t/c 
with KJO calls re discovery responses, Facebook and prep for team mtg (1.0); attend 
team meeting (1.0); update send assignment charts (.3); draft outline for status with 
court (1.5); work on updating meet and confer charts (1.2); review Defendants’ status 
report and discuss/analyze same with KJO in preparation for hearing (2.7); update 
outline based on KJO preparation and forward same (.6) $650.00

8.6 $5,590.00
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6/2/2020 LC

Forward Defendant’s status report to team and prepare for team preparation call (.3); t/c 
with KJO, KNB and JY to prepare for hearing (1.0); draft third-party STELA notice and 
forward same to KJO (.3); draft ltr to client regarding old phone questions (.6); emails 
regarding same (.2); finalize preparations for hearing (.4); attend status with Court (1.4); 
t/c with KJO to discuss facebook issues (.3); texts and attempted calls to Andy Garrett 
(.1); t/c with MM (.1); t/c with DH re 37-1 letter (.5); t/c with KJO re general status (.3) $650.00

5.2 $3,380.00

6/3/2020 LC
Coordinate calls and documents with Nissens (.3); t/c with KJO and Nissens and other 
strategy issues (1.5); work on Facebook, production issues, and release forms (.8); team 
mtg (.6); t/c with Jeff G (.3); draft SAI supplemental joint statement (2.5) $650.00

5.9 $3,835.00

6/4/2020 LC

t/c with KJO (.1); with client and Adriana re old phone issues (.4); t/c with KJO re rule 
37 compliance concerns (.3);t/c with DH re research re same (.2); t/c with KJO re need 
to re daily updates (DSZ issues, assignments, need for research regarding rule 37, etc.) 
(.6) review/edit draft email to MM re Rule 37 issues (.3); finalize SAI joint statement 
and email to Jeff G (1.1) $650.00

3.0 $1,950.00

6/5/2020 LC

Email regarding depositions and input KJO edits/ tc/ with KJO re same (.6); update 
M&C charts and email same to KJO for review (.5); zoom training call re Logickull (.6); 
t/c with KJO re discovery/depositions and other outstanding issues on weekly status 
chart (.7); prepare for and attend DSZ m&c call (2.4); emails and t/cs with KJO re same 
and re latest shenanigans from TPA re undeliverables and opt outs (.5); $650.00

5.2 $3,380.00

6/6/202 LC
Review stipulation and draft email to JND for KJO review (.5); weekly status call with 
KJO (.8); finalize DSZ email and send (.2); review 37-1 ltr and forward to KJO (1.0) $650.00 2.5 $1,625.00

6/8/2020 LC
Review DH research and emails re same (.3); t/cs with KJO re various issues (.6); catch 
up on emails that piled up during drive (.8); travel time to Waterloo (with KJO calls 
subtracted ( 4.3) $650.00

6.0 $3,900.00

6/9/2020 LC

Review pilot packet productions in preparation for team meeting (.8); t/c with KJO to 
prepare for team meeting (.5); update assignment charts (.5) attend team meeting (1.4); 
t/c with KJO re same (.3); continue review of documents produced as part of pilot 
packet materials (3.0); t/c with MM and team re errata (.6); t/c with JG and JJ re SAI 
confidentiality designations (.5); travel to and meet Nissens (1.4); evening t/cs with 
KJO re pilot packets issues (.9); t/c with JG re SAI production (.5); continue review of 
production materials and create pilot packet chart to reflect what has been produced and 
what has not (3.6) $650.00

14.0 $9,100.00

6/10/2020 LC

Travel to and meet with Nissens (3.5); meet with Nissen attorney (.8); t/c with KJO and 
JNB re status report strategy (.7); review privacy notice and proposed stipulation and 
emails with KJO re same (.8); review and edit status report and charts (1.0); emails re 
status reports and filing issues (.3); t/cs with KJO re all manner of drama re DTV filings  
(.8); travel time (subtracting phone calls (3.8) $650.00

12.7 $8,255.00

6/11/2020 LC

t/c with Andy G. re forensic issues (.3); t/c with KJO re forensic issues and email to 
Arman (.3); t/cs with KJO to prepare for hearing (1.8) t/c with JG re outstanding 
discovery issues (.6); review transcripts and prepare for hearing independently (.5); 
attend hearing (.2); emails and calls with KJO re same (.8); update M&C chart and 
forward same with instructions to KJO re emails (.6); emails and t/cs with KJO re 
auditors (.8); draft pilot packet master chron for 1 of the 25 packets (3.6) misc emails re 
discovery issues, forensic inspection concerns and judge’s rulings (.3) $650.00

9.8 $6,370.00

6/12/2020 LC

Continue drafting and editing co-counsel correspondence (2.0); t/cs with KJO re 
shuffling assignments and transitioning drafting projects (.8); update and send status 
charts and update LLC internal assignments (1.0);  t/c with pilot packet subscriber (.5); 
t/c w/KJO and emails to TPA regarding opt out concerns regarding same (.3); review 
forensic inspection emails and hearing materials (.4) t/c with KJO re judge’s rulings (.6) $650.00

5.6 $3,640.00

6/13/2020 LC

Draft pilot packet and lonstein list letter (1.7); t/c with KJO re court s Rule 37 order and 
prioritize assignments; analyze and discuss strategy for response to LLO’s discovery 
requests (.7); continue and finalize draft letter and send to KJO for review (.8); t/c with 
KJO re LLO discovery responses (.1); organize and update electronic and paper files 
(.8) $650.00

4.1 $2,665.00

6/14/2020 LC Continue file updates and begin process of updating assignment charts (1.0); finalize 
assignment chart updates (1.0) $650.00

2.0 $1,300.00

6/15/2020 LC Prepare for and attend team status call (1.6); draft SAI “first five” letter (1.3); forensic 
inspection emails and emails re SAI discovery issues (.3); t/cs with KJO (.4) (.1) (.3) $650.00

4.0 $2,600.00

6/16/2020 LC

Review “first five” letters to each Defendant and update weekly assignment chart 
regarding deadlines for same (.5); draft SAI “second five” letter (.6); t/cs with KJO re 
‘second five” letters and Lilit assignments (.2); t/c with KJO re MM forensic inspection 
email (.3); review and revise SAI “second five” letter based on KJO edits and 
review/respond to emails from team regarding letters regarding 1st Set issues (.4); 
finalize and forward SAI and LLO letters (.4) $650.00

2.4 $1,560.00
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6/17/2020 LC

Comprehensive updates to witness charts: review of all prior peoplefinder data to 
update same and organize witness files for all potential deponents (2.5); create 
comprehensive chart of auditors to include audit date and info, contact info, and 
comparison data regarding IC agmts (2.6); create “to do” list of review assignments 
based on same (.4) t/cs with KJO re same (.4, .1) review and respond to emails 
regarding “second five” and “third five” letters (.3); prepare for and attend 
unnecessarily (thank you Bryan Leifer) t/c re depositions (1.4); t/c with KJO afterward 
to debrief ( 2);  $650.00

7.9 $5,135.00

6/18/2020 LC

t/cs and emails with KJO to prepare for hearing (1.7); independent preparation for 
hearing (1.0); attend hearing (2.5); review notes and draft detailed email to KJO re 
follow up assignments from hearing (.4); t/cs with several potential class representatives 
(1.0); team assignment call with KJO, KNB, JAY and LT (.5); continue fielding 
potential class representative calls and emails re same (.4); t/c with Andy, KJO and 
KNB re forensic protocol (.4); emails with OC re rescheduling call (.1) $650.00

8.0 $5,200.00

6/19/2020 LC

Emails and review of LLO and SAI letters and countless emails with team re 
assignment, revisions, etc. to same (1.0); continue review and updates to witness chart 
and request for peoplefinder data re same (.5); lengthy 408 t/c with MM (.8); lengthy 
408 t/c with JG (.5); t/c with potential class rep (.4); t/c with KJO re same (.2); review 
LLO email re depositions (.1) t/c with JGillette re email from LLO counsel re deposition 
(.2); t/c with KJO re strategy re same (.2); add MM to call to discuss same and meander 
into other discovery issue (.6); f/u t/c with KJO after MM call (.2) $650.00

4.7 $3,055.00

6/21/2020 LC Weekly assignment chart updates $650.00 1.1 $715.00

6/22/2020 LC

Continue updates to weekly assignment charts and forward documents to various attys 
for assignments (.5); review and analyze correspondence that came in late last week 
from DTV (.3); strategy call with KJO in anticipation of team call (.5); begin revisions 
to forensic protocol documents (.7); call with KJO and JAY to prioritize and analyze 
LLO remaining requests (.5); team call (1.0); continue forensic protocol revisions and 
discuss same with Meridian discovery and Andy Garrett (.8); t/c with KJO re same (.1); 
t/c with JG (aborted M&C confer due to driving (.1); email forwarding revised forensic 
protocol to all counsel (.2); t/c with KJO in preparation for M&C calls (.1); attend M&C 
call (1.0); t/c with JG to reschedule M&C (.1); f/u with KJO re M&Cs (.2); prepare for 
and attend prep call with KJO for 6/23/20 hearing (1.3); draft chart reflecting which 
outstanding requests will be subject to sampling (1.5) $650.00

8.9 $5,785.00

6/23/2020 LC

Finalize sampling chart and forward to JoAnne and Jenny for review (1.7); emails re 
LLO letters, outlines, hearing preparation and arguments (.5); emails regarding 
DIRECTV letters and prioritization of requests (.2); review, revise and finalize LLO 3rd 

top five letter and letter regarding commitments made at prior hearings (2.0); emails 
and calls with counsel regarding stipulated briefing schedules and issues related to 
hearing (.2); emails and calls with KJO, KNB and JAY regarding LLO arguments 
regarding payments to/from Lonsteins, hearing preparation and continued letter writing 
(1.7); draft outline for 6/24 hearing (.7); emails re DSZ (.1) $650.00

7.1 $4,615.00

6/24/2020 LC

t/cs with KJO and JG in preparation for hearing (.4); attend hearing (1.7); post-hearing 
call with KJO (.4); lengthy t/c with MM re mediation, depositions, misc discovery 
issues (.6); emails and t/cs with KNB and KJO re DTVGH and DTVLLC letters and 
service strategy (.7) $650.00

3.8 $2,470.00

6/25/2020 LC

  p      p  ( );        
re briefing assignments, including lengthy call to outline crime fraud exception brief 
(.6); emails regarding forensic protocol M&C (.2); emails with LT re witness list and IC 
comparison assignments (.2); emails with KJO, KNB JAY and others regarding class 
rep search (.3); lengthy t/c with JG to discuss straggler M&C issues and anticipate next 
week’s issues (1.0: draft lengthy emails to JAY/KJO re overlap of SAI and LLO issues 
discussed (.2); draft confirmation email to JG re tc (.4); lengthy email to court reporter 
regarding status (.2); emails with KJO, JAY and LLO re M&C and depositions (.3) $650.00

3.6 $2,340.00

6/26/2020 LC

Emails with CC re class reps, DTV letters, and misc scheduling issues (.4); email with 
NY court reporter (.1); multiple emails with OC re M&C scheduling issues (.2); t/c with 
DH re call log brief (.5); review LLO correspondence and discuss M&C strategy with 
KJO and JAY (.5): attend LLO M&C (.9); calls with KJO re same and to discuss 
briefing, scheduling, status of new class rep search and general week updates (.4); 
additional emails with OC re M&C calendars (.2); emails re satellite inspection (.1); $650.00

3.3 $2,145.00

6/28/2020 LC

Review and revise motion for leave to amend  including review of prior complaint and 
notes regarding new potential class representatives (2.6); strategize and draft amended 
class list and emails with KJO re same (1.0); finish charts for each Defendant regarding 
pilot packet sampling (.7); update M&C charts and assignments charts (2.1) $650.00

6.4 $4,160.00

6/29/2020 LC

Review latest version of crime fraud brief from DH and revise same (1.1); t/c with KJO 
re briefs and discovery strategy and preparation for team call (.5); continue work on 
crime fraud brief and do additional research regarding sham litigation (1.0); emails and 
calls with MM re forensic protocol scheduling and pilot packet M&C scheduling (.2) t/c 
with KJO and KNB to discuss DTV letters, M&Cs with court and strategy for future 
letters (.7); team call (.7); post team call with KJO (.2); continue work on crime fraud 
brief (.8); t/c with KJO and KNB to continue DTV discussions (.6); finalize crime fraud 
brief and forward same to KJO for review (1.4); draft crime fraud declaration and 
forward same to KJO for review (.2); work on DH draft of call log brief  (3.8) $650.00

11.3 $7,345.00
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6/30/2020 LC

Update SAI pilot packet/sampling chart and prepare for and attend M&C calls with JG 
regarding payment documents PI licenses, systems issues and other outstanding 
discovery issues with SAI (1.2); continue work on call log brief and declaration (1.0); 
lengthy t/c with KJO re outcome of latest hearing with court; class definition and 
amendment strategy, briefing logistics, general discovery strategy, etc. (.9); review 
emails regarding hearing outcome and respond to same (.2) emails and review of DTV’s 
latest set of discovery requests (.2) multiple emails regarding M&C scheduling in light 
of inspection scheduling and t/cs with MM re same (.2); emails and t/cs with KJO re 
briefing, edits, and logistics issues (problems with exhibits, etc.) (.5); emails and t/cs 
with KJO re continued search and challenges re class reps (.3); work with 
administrative staff to finalize briefs for filing and service of confidential documents 
(.6); t/cs with KJO (6:02 and 7:092 re same (.3); cursory review of briefs filed by LLO 
and DTV (.5); work with MM to finalize forensic protocol M&C (.2) $650.00

7.0 $4,550.00

7/1/2020 LC

Create pilot packet/sampling charts for LLO and review chart prepared by KNB in 
anticipation of call with KNB/KJO to prepare for pilot packet M&C (1.4);t/c with 
KNB/KJO to review charts and prepare for M&C call (1.7); finalize non WP versions of 
pilot packet sampling charts and forward to all counsel; (.5) $650.00

3.6 $2,340.00

7/2/2020 LC

Update assignment charts to include all MLG work assignments and transition of LLC 
work envisioned for immediate transition (.9); t/c with potential class rep Jeff Cjmela 
and email re same (.3)  t/c with KJO re assignments and prioritization of briefing issues 
created by LLO’s improper 6/30 filings (.6); draft email to LLO re same (.3); responses 
to various responses (.2); vm to MM (.1);  t/c with KJO re LLO briefs (.2); t/c with MM 
re briefing schedules (.3); f/u call re MM call with KJO (.1); t/c with KJO to prepare for 
M&C call (.2); attend pilot packet M&C call with all counsel (2.7); f/u call with KJO 
post call (.4); update notes from call (.3); attempt to locate hearing transcript testimony 
regarding briefing including emails requests to counsel for copies of transcript (.2); 
search other transcripts for references to recollected testimony (.3); draft stipulation and 
work with MM and RH on edits to same (1.5); $650.00

8.5 $5,525.00

7/3/2020 LC Finalize stipulation, emails re same and work with KJO to file same (.4); emails re class 
representatives (.1) $650.00

0.5 $325.00

7/5/2020 LC

Create new files and review documents from class reps (.4); review KNB draft of 
discovery dispute chart for DTV and amend/update/revise same (including notes from 
recent M&Cs (1.2); create similar chart for LLO and review notes from recent M&Cs 
(1.8); create and nearly complete chart for SAI including notes from recent M&Cs (2.0); 
create deposition abstract chart and begin reviewing 6/24 hearing to provide guidance 
for LT to complete (.5); emails with KJO re forensic M&C and discovery issues (.2); 
emails with JG re scheduling issues (.1) draft detailed email to team outlining 
individual defendant charts and assignments (.3) $650.00

6.5 $4,225.00

7/6/2020 LC

Review past two weeks of emails attempting to capture potentially missed assignments 
and follow up issues (1.0); update and revise assignment charts (1.8); prepare for and 
attend M&C re forensic protocol (1.6); t/c with KJO and AG re same post-call (.2); 
continue working on forensic protocol draft with AG based on M&C discussions and 
forward same to OC (.6); prepare for and attend team call (1.1); emails to OC re 
requested extension for confidentiality challenges (.1); f/u emails with counsel re 
forensic protocol (.1); review social media brief and declarations and send lengthy 
strategy email to KJO (1.2) $650.00

7.0 $4,550.00

7/7/2020 LC

Emails with CC and OC re M&C scheduling (.2); t/c with KJO re preparation for 
hearing and M&C scheduling (.2); review and respond to scheduling emails from JG 
(.1); AG scheduling emails (.1); t/c with KJO and JAY post-hearing to discuss status 
(.4); emails with OC requesting SOW f/u (.1); additional calendar emails with AG (.1); 
respond to DTV emails re confidentiality designations (.2); emails re t/c with client (.1); 
t/c with KJO, client and interpreter (.3); additional emails re SOW and M&C (.1); 
emails with JAY re LLO confidentiality issue (.1); review amended SOW, draft email 
and discuss same with KJO (.3); review next SOW email and respond (.1); review and 
revise AG declaration (.5); compile documents for t/c with AG (ESI protocol info, most 
recent SOW, declarations and memoranda necessary for declaration) and forward same 
(.4) $650.00

3.3 $2,145.00

7/8/2020 LC

Emails with CC and OC re production and confidentiality designation disputes (.2); 
emails with JG re deposition availability (.1); prepare for and attend t/c with AG re (1) 
SOW; (2) declaration; and (3) DTV ESI protocols (.8); prepare for and attend M&C call 
with DTV (.9); t/c with KNB re assignments (.2); t/c with AMS re assignments and 
strategy (.6); t/c with AG re declaration (.1); emails with KJO re declaration and 
response brief (.2); emails, tcs and review of KNB draft of DTV status letter (.7); t/cs 
with AG and KJO re response and AG declaration (.3); continued emails and tcs re 
SOW (.4); t/c with AG (.1); t/cs with KJO re pending assignments, receipt of DTV 
letter, and questions regarding recollections from Plaintiff’s deposition (.6); review and 
edit AG and client declarations and forward same to KJO (1.1) $650.00

6.3 $4,095.00
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7/9/2020 LC

Emails with KJO re DTV discovery M&C efforts regarding first set of discovery and 
Plaintiff’s deposition and review of documents to respond to same (.3); emails regarding 
scheduling and hearing transcripts (.2); t/c with KJO re response strategy (.2); t/c with 
KJO and JAY re LLO discovery disputes (.5); t/c with KJO re response issues (.1); tc 
with KNB and KJO re DIRECTV discovery strategy (.2) emails and t/cs with AG and 
OC re SOW (.4); t/c and f/u with MM re agreed upon extensions to various deadlines 
and continued 408 efforts (.5); t/c with KJO re same (.1); continued emails and 
revisions to SOW (.2); emails with KJO re response (.2); finalize and forward executed 
SOW to Arman (.2); review and revise response brief (2.5); draft response to 7/8/20 
DTV letter (.8); email to AG re 7/10 mtg (.1) $650.00

6.5 $4,225.00

7/10/2020 LC

Work on latest draft of response brief re social media and review/revise KJO and AG 
decs ISO (and calls with KJO re same) (3.0); t/c with AG re SOW, declaration and 
memory card (.3); review latest drafts and finalize same for formatting (.8); emails with 
RH re 408 call (.1); review and redline JAY draft of LLO letter in preparation for call 
(.4); lengthy t/c with KJO re modification to strategy/text of response brief (.5); t/c with 
KJO and JAY re LLO discovery disputes and letter (.5); emails and t/cs with KJO re 
DSZ (.3); review week’s emails and save all attachments (.4) $650.00

6.3 $4,095.00

7/11/2020 LC Review DTV and LLO responses (1.0); t/c with DH and KJO to outline replies (.7) $650.00 1.7 $1,105.00

7/12/2020 LC
Finalize draft of response to DTV 7/8 ltr for KJO review (.2); emails to JJ re 
confidentiality designations (.1); emails with AG re facebook copying (.1); updates to 
all assignment charts (.8) $650.00

1.2 $780.00

7/13/2020 LC

Review abstracts and emails with Lilit re same (.5); update SAI matrix (.5); preparation 
call with KJO for team call (.5); team call (1.0); update team assignments based on team 
call discussions and forward same (.3); emails with KNB re DTV issues (.1); review 
and forward Meridian discovery emails and involve AG re same (.2); emails with Lilit 
re transcripts (.1); review and analyze SAI production and download/save same (.5); 
SAI emails re production (.1); t/c with KJO re JC email (.1); review protective order and 
JJ email re Lonstein privilege log and respond to same (.3); draft challenge letter (.6); 
review and input KJO edits and finalize/serve same (.2); emails re service list (.1); 
emails with JAY re LLO ltr (.1) $650.00

5.1 $3,315.00

7/14/2020 LC

Review/revise JAY Lonstein letter and review updated matrix (.4); continue LLO ltr 
review/redlines and email to JAY re same (.4); finalize download and saving of SAI 
production and emails with JG and staff re SAI production and failed downloads (.4); 
t/c with KJO and KNB re DTV discovery matrix and assignments generally (.7); emails 
with JAY and KJO re LLO matrix and ltr (.1); emails with KJO and JG re SAI meeting 
(.1); finalize and forward production log including all SAI documents (.2); emails with 
AG re application list and  further emails with JC re same (.1); review and revise DH 
draft of reply to “crime fraud” brief and emails with DH re same (2.0) $650.00

4.4 $2,860.00

7/15/2020 LC

Emails texts and t/cs with KJO, JAY and KNB re various discovery assignments (.3); 
response to MM email (.1); review and emails re FAC with KJO (.3); t/c with KJO re 
FAC (.1); t/c with KJO/ASM re TAC class definition (.4); review and revise class 
definition and send to KJO/ASM (.2); t/c with KJO re outstanding discovery issues (.5); 
review and revise DH draft reply brief (1.2) $650.00

3.1 $2,015.00

7/16/2020 LC

Review JG emails and draft W/E signal letter in email form (.5); emails (.1); t/c with 
KJO re LLO matrix and ltr (.3); review/revise LLO ltr (.6); t/c with KJO re same (.2); 
review/revise reply brief re call logs (1.7); t/c with KNB (.1); emails re ESI issue (2); t/s 
with KJO (.2); t/c with MM (.4); $650.00

4.3 $2,795.00

7/17/2020 LC

Review respond to BL emails and emails with DH re assignments (.3); review/revise 
FAC and review final version of reply briefs (2.0); t/c with putative class member 
interested in sending documents for review (.1); t/c with KJO (.1); review/revise dep 
protocol and send same for review (1.0) $650.00

3.5 $2,275.00

7/19/2020 LC Draft deposition outline training materials (1.8) $650.00 1.8 $1,170.00

7/20/2020 LC

Begin update to assignment charts (.3); t/c with KJO (.1); response to MM email (.1); 
t/cs with KJO re assignments and discovery strategy (.5); finalize assignment charts and 
respond to emails re request for withdrawal of exhibit and DIRECTV letter (.5); attend 
team meeting (.7); deposition training (1.5); t/c with KJO re email re DTV exhibit 
Plaintiff wishes to have withdrawn and DIRECTV letter regarding plaintiff’s 
declaration (.3); t/c with MM re same (.2); f/u t/c with KJO to discuss motion to strike 
(.1); prepare for and attend SAI M&C and discuss same with KJO post-call (1.5); 
review reply briefs and begin preparing for hearing re same (.4); hearing preparation 
and t/cs with KJO re same (1.8); review and edit motion to strike and discuss same with 
KJO (.3); emails and tcs with AG re DIRECTV proposed applications for review (.3) $650.00

8.6 $5,590.00
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7/21/2020 LC

Continue review of response and reply briefs to prepare for hearing (1.8); review 
preliminary orders and discuss same with KJO (.6); t/cs with DH (research assignment) 
and AG (review of forensic process) (.2); conduct research regarding vague descriptions 
of privilege log entries (.6); review research and prepare outline of crime fraud 
arguments (.9); t/c with KJO and JAY to review LLO ltr received 7/20 and discuss next 
steps (.3); t/c with KJO to review outlines and finalize arguments (,4); final preparations 
for hearing (finalize outlines, review preliminary orders (.4); attend hearing (1.5) emails 
re LLO ltrs to court (.2); emails and t/cs with counsel, Arman, and AG re logistics for 
transfer of forensic copy to AG (.4); summary t/cs with KJO re next steps (.5); $650.00

7.4 $4,810.00

7/22/2020 LC

Prepare for and attend call with DH re auditor deposition outline (.7); emails with JAY 
and Gracie re LLO ltr (.1); emails throughout day with DTV, Meridian and AG re 
forensic copy of phone (.2); tcs, emails and review/redline of latest version of Fourth 
Amended complaint class definition (.8) $650.00

1.8 $1,170.00

7/23/2020 LC
t/c with ASM and KJO re deposition protocol (.7); emails re same (.1); t/c with KJO re 
photo stip issues with DTV and necessity of returning issue to Judge (.4); review emails 
re M&C letters (.1) $650.00

1.3 $845.00

7/24/2020 LC

Update SAI Matrix based on M&C and review of hearing abstracts (1.2); review 7/23 
order (.3); emails with Arman (.1); draft detailed status letter to SAI based on 7/20 
M&C (3.2); emails and t/cs with KJO, AG and team re photo review (.4)  finalize and 
send SAI letter (.2) $650.00

5.4 $3,510.00

7/27/2020 LC

Updates to assignment charts (weekly and master) (1.8); t/cs and emails with AG and 
Garrett discovery representatives re forensic evaluation status (.4); t/c with KJO re 
assignments (.4); team meeting (1.4); t/c with MM re request for additional time to 
conduct forensic inspection (.3); draft email to all counsel re same and field emails/calls 
requests re same from all counsel (.2);  t/c with KJO and ASM re depositions (.4); 
review emails re DTV production issues (.2); prepare for and meet with KNB and JAY 
re 7/28 hearing (1.8); t/c with PC from Laguna Beach and email to MLG requesting 
contact with same (.3) $650.00

7.2 $4,680.00

7/28/2020 LC

Review prior notices, subpoenas, witness lists (including emails with LT re same) in 
order to draft deposition matrix and calendar (2.6); t/c with JJ re forensic inspection 
process (.3); draft and email with KJO and ASM re email outlining deposition calendar 
to all counsel (.4); t/c with KJO re same in light of time zone issues (.3); amend email to 
reflect new dates in light of one per day limitation (.2); continue drafting sample 
documents for LT and DH (including notices, subpoena docs and riders) (.4); t/c with 
KJO re DSZ deposition issues (.2); t/c with LT and DH to discuss subpoena 
assignments (.6); f/u call with KJO re DSZ (.2); t/c with JAY and KNB to prepare for 
hearing (.7); prepare for and attend M&C with court (1.8); t/c with JG (.5); t/c with 
team (.7); t/c with KJO (.3); email to MM re request for call (.2); update team 
assignments for the week and email to same with request for new meeting time (.3); 
emails re DTV ESI protocol (.1); emails and texts re Leifer emails (.1): review latest 
version of MLA, FAC and KJO declaration (.8); email to KJO and KNB re document 
production prior to filing and edits to same (.2);   $650.00

10.5 $6,825.00

7/29/2020 LC

t/cs and emails with KJO re depositions (.1); t/c with DH re DSZ atty briefing (.2); 
emails with counsel re deposition subpoenas, review joint defense privilege notes, 
continue drafting and updating subpoena and deposition notes for installation entities, 
and review emails from OC re forensic issues (.8); team meeting to discuss amended 
weekly assignments (.2); prepare for and have t/c with JAY, ASM, KJO and KNB re 
same (1.0); t/cs with pilot packet subscribers (.6); t/c with KJO re auditor subpoenas 
(.2); continue pilot packet review and calls (.7); t/c with DH re briefing (.1); review and 
finalize discovery responses (.8) $650.00

4.7 $3,055.00

7/30/2020 LC

emails re LLO/all counsel M&C (.2); Review installer entity rider and discuss 
subpoena/deposition strategy with KJO and LT (1.4); emails re forensic inspection 
issues (.2); continue review of installer entities and cross-reference to information 
provided by DTV: realize concerns and draft letter to DTV counsel for KJO/KNB 
review (1.0); work on working pilot packet chart to include all data necessary for 
comprehensive review of pilot packet files (.7); continue work on deposition scheduling 
and strategy re same (.5); shepherd document review including preparations for and 
attendance at call with Garett discovery re same (2.0) $650.00

6.0 $3,900.00

7/31/2020 LC

Draft ltr to all counsel requesting deposition protocol pursuant to court’s June 12 order 
(.8); emails/tcs with KJO re same and general status issues (.7); calls with KNB and 
KJO and then JAY and KJO to prepare for M&C and to discuss document review issues 
(.7); call with KJO and JAY to discuss updates from M&C (.4); MM/KJO emails re 
forensic protocol issues (.2); review KJO ltr (.1); continue review of KJO ltr/ t/c re same 
(.1); KJO/AG emails re list of photograph storage places (.2) $650.00

3.1 $2,015.00

8/1/2020 LC Emails and t/cs with KJO and AG re document review and list of photograph storage 
places (1.2) $650.00

1.2 $780.00

8/2/2020 LC
Begin updates to assignment charts (.3); review new production logs and draft ltr to all 
counsel requesting court M&C based on recent production (to 7/24/20) (1.0); review LT 
chart of inspector entities (.2); review emails and update files from 6/30 production (.2)

$650.00

1.7 $1,105.00
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8/3/2020 LC

Continue review of pilot packet documents in an attempt to find subscribers with claims 
warranting subpoenas to auditors and installation entities (1.2); continue updating 
assignment charts (1.3); attend team mtg (1.6); t/c with ASM and KJO re concerns 
regarding ascertainability and other expert issues (.4); t/c with JG(.2); emails with 
Gracie and team regarding scheduling and other administrative issues re briefing, ltrs, 
etc. (.2); begin review of DSZ/Zweiback brief (.3); t/c with Andy/KJO (.3); continue 
work on DSZ/Zweiback brief (drafting fact section relating to DSZ subpoenas, 
including review of all prior subpoenas, correspondence, and emails with counsel (2.5); 
t/cs with KJO re same (.2); continue drafting editing brief fact section and emails and 
t/cs with KJO re same (1.0); review KJO edits to fact section, finalize facts and 
incorporate exhibits and citations (1.3) $650.00

10.5 $6,825.00

8/4/2020 LC

Prepare for and attend M&C with SAI (2.6); t/c with KJO and DH regarding SAI and 
protective order briefing (.5); update SAI matrix (1.0); review KNB DTV installer entity 
ltr (.1); begin ltr regarding pilot packet/sampling protocols (.3); prepare for and attend 
call with LT to assign completion of pilot packet working chart (.6); ); t/cs with KJO re 
updates from SAI M&C and to discuss/update assignments (.5); t/c with KJO and AG 
(1.5); review DSZ/Zweiback brief and revise same (.8); finalize and send DTV installer 
entity ltr (.2); review and update correspondence from DTV re deposition M&C request 
(.1); t/c with KJO re same (.1); update correspondence files (.1) $650.00

8.4 $5,460.00

8/5/2020 LC

Multiple tcs with KJO re discovery issues, forensic issues, preparation for M&Cs and 
status/outcome of various M&C discussions (.4); t/c with KJO and JAY to prepare for 
LLO M&C (.4); multiple calls with AG (.3); review and respond to emails throughout 
day w/ KNB and JAY re hearing and KJO re ltr and other issues (.4); review DTV ltr 
and t/c with KJO re forensic issues (.4); begin preparations for 8/6 hearing (.4) $650.00

2.3 $1,495.00

8/6/2020 LC

Review emails, review hearing outlines and update files (.4); t/c with AG (.1); 
Preparation calls with team members and general preparations for hearing + attendance 
at hearing and post-hearing status call (3.9); t/c with DH re SAI briefing and privilege 
log review (.5); t/c with team re privilege log issues (.2) $650.00

5.1 $3,315.00

8/7/2020 LC Review and respond to emails; update files (.3) $650.00 0.3 $195.00
8/9/2020 LC t/c with AG re photos for review and production $650.00 0.1 $65.00

8/10/2020 LC

Update assignment charts and discuss same with KJO (1.3); attend team mtg (.9)’; dep 
matrix, emails with ASM and KJO and t/c with JAY (.8); call with KJO re assignments 
(.5); prepare for and attend M&C re deposition protocols and scheduling (2.1); fu call 
with KJO (.3); update deposition protocol and begin drafting ltr outlining discovery 
scope dispute and sampling protocol proposal (1.3); continue working on sampling ltr 
(1.6); finalize and forward same to KJO $650.00

8.8 $5,720.00

8/11/2020 LC

Prepare for and attend preparation mtg with KJO, KNB and JAY (1.2); tcs with KJO 
and LT regarding dealer and installer entity chart assignment and subpoena issues (.6); 
update chart and forward same with instruction and “food for thought” email to KJO 
and ASM (.6); prepare for and attend discovery hearing (1.1); t/c with LT, KJO, ASM 
re dealer and installer entities and subpoenas (.8); t/c with KJO re assignments (.2); t/c 
with KJO and ASM re assignments (1.0); t/c with KJO and AG re doc review and DTV 
ltr (.3); arrangements and emails re team mtg (.1); review and edit SAI brief from DH 
(.7); draft LLC declaration and finalize brief edits, forward same to KJO and Gracie 
with exhibits and instructions (1.0) $650.00

6.9 $4,485.00

8/12/2020 LC

Update assignment charts; emails with KJO re staffing issues, and various emails 
regarding Arman forensic issues (.5); prepare for and attend team meeting (with prep 
call with KJO prior to start of full mtg) (.7); tcs with AG and KJO re document review 
(.4); draft M&C email re deposition f/u (.2); finalize SAI brief and emails re same (.5); 
review and incorporate KJO edits to disco scope/sampling letter and finalize/send same 
(.4); emails and tcs with AG, Arman, JC and others regarding forensic inspection and 
SOW issues (.5) $650.00

3.2 $2,080.00

8/13/2020 LC

t/c with DH re assignment (.1); texts and emails with KJO re assignments and numerous 
calls to discuss document production and potential concerns with forensic protocols 
used to review documents being produced (1.1); review/ respond and address Zweiback 
disco (.3); additional tcs and emails with AG and KJO re document review and 
production (.3) finalize sampling and disco scope ltr, format and serve same (.9) $650.00

2.7 $1,755.00

8/14/2020 LC Work with KJO and AG to finalize documents for production and ltr to accompany 
same (.6); update files with recent ltrs and emails (.2) $650.00

0.8 $520.00

8/17/2020 LC

Continue updating files and assignment charts (.9); review and analyze response ltrs to 
privilege M&C letter and draft cover page to forward same to court (.9); t/c with ASM 
and KJO to discuss team assignments (.4); team mtg (1.0); emails re service list in light 
of KNB leave and emails requesting information in anticipation of deposition protocol 
M&C call (.3); prepare for and attend depo M&C call (.8) emails regarding Zweiback 
brief and prep for hearing (.3); t/c with JAY to prepare LLO portion of 8/18 hearing 
(.1); review DTV ltr re photo production and stip and draft email to KJO re same (.3); 
update deposition notes and begin preparing for 8/18 hearing (.7) $650.00

5.7 $3,705.00
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8/18/2020 LC
Prepare for hearing (2.1); attend hearing (1.6); email summary of hearing (.2); t/c with 
JG (.3); t/c with KJO re LLO motion to withdraw (.1); review emails regarding same 
and review/respond to team emails re BK (.2) $650.00

4.5 $2,925.00

8/19/2020 LC

t/c with JG re recent motions (.6); catch up on emails that came in during deposition in 
another case, many regarding photo stipulation (.3); begin review of letters regarding 
privilege designations (.3); lengthy t/c with KJO (.8); f/u call (.2); prepare cover page 
for M&C re confidentiality, disco scope and larger sampling (.2) begin review of motion 
responses filed regarding SAI auditor identities and Hit List (.4) $650.00

2.8 $1,820.00

8/20/2020 LC

Continue review and analysis of SAI and DTV responses regarding SAI auditor 
identities and Hit List issues including review of disco requests, responses and other 
background documents (2.5); t/c with MM, AP and KJO re mediation (.4); prepare 
documents for court in preparation for hearing regarding concerns regarding privilege 
logs and redactions and draft cover page and organize exhibits and forward same (2.9); 
final preparations and attendance at hearing (1.3); t/c with KJO re outcomes (.3); review 
and analyze DTV and SAI letters responding to sampling and disco scope M&C (.5); 
emails regarding photo stip, M&C scheduling, forwarding disco scope and sampling 
ltrs, et. (1.0) $650.00

8.9 $5,785.00

8/21/2020 LC
t/c with KJO and ASM re strategy in light of recent rulings and LLO motion to 
withdraw (.6); review and provide detailed suggestion/response to KM and KJO emails 
re objection to motion to withdraw (.3) $650.00

0.9 $585.00

8/23/2020 LC Update assignment charts (.9) $650.00 0.9 $585.00

8/24/2020 LC
t/c with ASM and KJO (.4); Finalize assignment chart and send to team (.2); team call 
(.7); prepare for and attend M&C re privilege issues with DTV and LLO (.7); t/c with 
KJO re various strategy issues  (.2) $650.00

2.2 $1,430.00

8/25/2020 LC Review emails, KJO declaration and opposition (.5) $650.00 0.5 $325.00

8/26/2020 LC

Review prior notes from last four hearings and prepare checklist for today’s hearing; 
review STELA issues and privilege arguments including several t/cs with KJO to 
discuss same (1.7); attend hearing (1.2); t/c with KJO to discuss same and begin 
preparations for deposition (.3); review photo stipulation and emails regarding 
deposition (.4); review SAI documents and update production log and send detailed 
email to team regarding confidentiality challenges and send confidentiality challenge to 
SAI and DTV (.5); review and finalize responses to DTV RFPs (.4); review DSZ 
production and draft email to KJO outlining same (1.1) $650.00

5.6 $3,640.00

8/27/2020 LC

Review KJO deposition outline and draft suggested revisions to same (.6); tcs with KJO 
re same pre- and during dep (.4); attend deposition and discuss dep termination with 
KJO (.7); t/c with KJO to discuss email to DSZ atty (.4); review emails and orders 
regarding ex parte (.2); emails regarding finalization and service of discovery responses 
(.2); emails regarding Finerow deposition (.1); t/c with DH and KJO re special master 
(.2); catch up on emails, respond to MM emails re photo stip (.1): begin review of 
Finerow deposition outline (.2) $650.00

3.1 $2,015.00

8/28/2020 LC

Emails and t/cs with KJO re DTV/LLO discovery and review of JAY drafts (.2) review 
and update JAY definitions (.2); cross-reference to prior disco to verify questions (.2); 
t/c with KJO to discuss leverage created by Judge Staton’s ruling and ways to use it in 
negotiations with OC; Finerow deposition strategy, DSZ shenanigans and other issues 
(.4); prepare for and attend frustrating forensic call with DTV counsel, their expert, AG 
and Arman (1.2); t/cs and emails with AG and KJO re same (.3); second t/c with AG re 
next steps forensically (.4); draft lengthy M&C request email to MM (.2); outline 
outstanding DTV issues and calendar new production deadlines (.3); update docket and 
work product files with new filings and WP from team members (.3) $650.00

3.7 $2,405.00

8/29/2020 LC Update assignment chart (.8) $650.00 0.8 $520.00

8/31/2020 LC

Prepare for and attend prep team mtg with KJO (.5); team mtg (.7); work with KJO to 
review and revise LLO’s proposed stipulation, including late evening redraft of 
consolidated redline version (1.5); review and revise DSZ draft email and discuss same 
with KJO (.3); work with DH to confirm comprehensive review of all documents related 
to Lisa Finerow (.2); emails with JAY re confidential designations (.1); review 
designated documents and draft letters to DTV and SAI regarding confidential 
designations and discuss same with KJO (2.5); emails with MM re photo stip (.1); 
review and forward DTV ltrs re subpoenas (.1); review and calendar DTV letter re 
forensic inspection (.2); update assignment chart and forward to team (.1) emails and 
tc/s with AG re Arman email and proposed forensic choice (.3) $650.00

6.6 $4,290.00

9/1/2020 LC

Review and revise Finerow deposition outline (.7); t/cs with ASM and KJO re PI and 
general discovery priorities (.3); t/c with Ryan Harvey (.5); t/cs with KJO re LLO 
depositions and stipulation strategy (.5); t/c with KJO re M&C scheduling (.2); emails 
with MM and other OC re M&Cs (.2); mail to team re Erica Court subpoena (.1); 
lengthy t/c with KJO re general status and strategy (.7); emails with MM and others re 
M&Cs $650.00

3.3 $2,145.00
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9/2/2020 LC

DTV emails regarding recent M&C letters, requests for extension and assignments for 
response (.4); draft edit and finalize response to DTV ltr re SOW (.3); research 
regarding Lonstein offices, photos and other background info in an effort to locate better 
information to provide process service for former employees, including LinkedIn, 
Facebook, etc. (.7); review and revise Finerow deposition outline (.4); prepare for and 
attend telephone M&C with all counsel (including preliminary call from Jeff Gillette 
regarding SAI update (1.7); emails to/from MM re special master issue (.2); t/c with 
KJO re STELA lists (preparation for M&C w/DTV re subpoenas) (.1) $650.00

4.1 $2,665.00

9/3/2020 LC

Review emails regarding status of subpoena M&C discussions (.1); review emails and 
correspondence relating to confidentiality designations (.1); review and respond to 
Ferrara emails regarding Finerow deposition (.3); emails with DH re response letter (.1); 
t/c with ASM and KJO re mediation strategy and general strategy (1.1); t/c with DH re 
DTV letter response (.2); review and update SAI discovery based on KJO edits (.3); 
review LLO/JL disco and make suggestions regarding revisions to same (.3); prepare 
supplemental submission to Court and serve same (.3); texts with AG re deleted report 
(.2); $650.00

3.0 $1,950.00

9/4/2020 LC

Review notes from prior several weeks of hearings and draft hearing outline for 
afternoon (1.0); attend call with expert (.6); complete preparations for and attend 
hearing (1.4); draft email regarding outcome of hearing (.2); t/c with KJO re draft 
response to DTV letter regarding privilege (.3); work on LLO discovery (2.3); review 
KJO draft of DTV response letter (.3); $650.00

6.1 $3,965.00

9/5/2020 LC
Draft detailed response to LLO notice of ex parte resubmission (.7); review and revise 
ASM draft re mediation (.3); t/c with KJO re draft (.2); review, revise and finalize email 
response (.6) $650.00

1.8 $1,170.00

9/7/2020 LC Update assignment chart $650.00 0.6 $390.00

9/8/2020 LC

Continue revisions and updates to draft LLO discovery and work with Gracie to finalize 
and serve same (1.7); prepare for and attend team calls with ASM/KJO and total team 
(1.3); compile documents and draft lengthy email regarding confidentiality designation 
assignment (.4); review and begin drafting response to ex parte (.6); t/c with JGillette 
(.1); continue ex parte draft including several t/cs with KJO (6.5) $650.00

10.0 $6,500.00

9/9/2020 LC

Review and finalize brief and emails regarding same (.3); review response briefs and 
discuss same with KJO several times (.5); t/c with JGillette re ex parte issues (.1); 
emails with Ryan Harvey regarding t/c scheduling (.1); t/cs with KJO post ex parte 
denial to discuss strategy (.3); begin review of special master brief but pause to discuss 
strategy with KJO (1.0); draft, edit, revise and continue drafting email to court and 
counsel regarding decision to postpone briefing requesting special master and instead 
pursue judge’s process (.8) $650.00

3.1 $2,015.00

9/10/2020 LC

Catch up on emails (.2); t/c with MM re mediation potential (.5); vms and t/c with JG 
(.2); t/c with KJO to catch her up on MM and JG tc/s (.3); review and revise brief re 
disco scope and emails re KJO dec and exhibits to same (2.0); t/c with Ryan Harvey and 
KJO (1.1); t/c wit JG (.9); t/c with KJO to discuss RH and JG calls (.4); tcs with KJO 
throughout evening regarding depositions, disco scope brief, confidentiality letter, 
necessity of drafting LLO letter, etc. (.5); emails with KJO and JAY re LLO Lonstein 
List issues and ltr re same (.5); unnecessary and excessive number of emails with Jamie 
Ferrara and Bryan Leifer regarding process service, deposition scheduling and other 
issues related to Lisa Finerow and Erica Court deposition (1.2); review deposition 
matrix and emails regarding deposition notices and draft status email to all counsel 
regarding all pending depositions (1.0); research regarding process server and NY visit 
to effectuate service (1.0) $650.00

8.7 $5,655.00

9/11/2020 LC

Review and finalize disco scope memo, dec and exhibits and t/c with KNB re same (.7); 
t/c with KJO and DH to discuss research regarding subpoena/deposition issues (.5); 
review and revise confidentiality letter and emails re same (.5); attend t/c with AP, MM 
and KJO (.7); email following up re same (.2); f/u email regarding acknowledgment of 
DTV’s lack of F/U re recent correspondence (.2); review emails re documents produced 
and review of same (.3); t/c with KJO re LLO ltr (.2); review and revise same and 
emails re service of same (.4); emails with JG re amended disco responses (.1); emails 
and texts re finalizing and serving confidentiality ltr, disco scope brief (.3); attend t/c 
with all counsel re mediation (.1); f/u t/c with KJO re mediation, ltrs to serve and send 
to court and updated assignments before COB (.4); review and attempt to download 
DTV documents rec’d (.3); $650.00

4.9 $3,185.00

9/14/2020 LC

Update assignment chart and prepare for and attend team call (2.0); emails with DTV re 
production format issues, update assignment chart and emails with team members 
forwarding post-mtg assignment chart (.3); review deposition matrix and evaluate 
potential order of same (.2); draft and work with Gracie to forward M&C request to 
court (.3); emails regarding various M&C scheduling issues (.2); review and respond to 
various team emails regarding depositions, process service issues, etc. (.5); $650.00

3.5 $2,275.00
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9/15/2020 LC

t/c with KJO re mediation issues and DTV letter regarding objections to Finerow 
deposition (.3); review and respond to flurry of emails regarding deposition scheduling, 
service issues and overlap between depositions and mediations (after conducting 
research regarding evasion issues after requested research delayed) (1.0); t/cs with KJO, 
Ryan Harvey and Jeff Gillette regarding DIRECTV’s untimely decision to reject 
proposed mediators and propose new one (.8); emails and t/cs with team and court 
reporter regarding Finerow deposition schedule (.2); preparation call with KJO prior to 
all counsel call (.1); attend call with all counsel to discuss mediation and then call with 
DIRECTV to discuss ESI protocol (1.6); f/u call with KJO (.2); draft lengthy email to all 
counsel confirming agreement regarding mediation proposal protocol and forward same 
to KJO and review/calendar LLO M&C request emails (.5) $650.00

4.7 $3,055.00

9/16/2020 LC

Emails confirming proposed court hearing (.1); work with KJO to finalize and send 
email requesting mediation schedule be abbreviated (.2); email DIRECT to request 
M&C re priv log (.2); emails regarding mediation protocol rescheduling (.2); update 
assignment chart and cross-reference to deposition matrix and witness list (1.2); update 
SAI discovery matrix (.4); review and respond to mediation emails, emails with team 
regarding DTV Amended disco answers, review of recently produced documents and 
updates to logs regarding same and other disco issues (.5); emails with KJO regarding 
M&C with LLO  and prepare for same (.2); attend M&C with LLO and f/u call with 
KJO plus notes regarding same (1.3); $650.00

4.4 $2,860.00

9/17/2020 LC
t/cs and emails with KJO and team re mediators (.5); compile mediators for shared chart 
(including contact info, much of which required internet research) and draft email to all 
counsel regarding requests for follow up (.7) $650.00

1.2 $780.00

9/18/2020 LC
Continued emails and calls discussing mediators (.5); review briefs re scope of disco 
and emails coming in after the noon hour, including DTV letter threatening to “enforce” 
SOW. (.7) $650.00

1.2 $780.00

9/20/2020 LC

Go back and review emails from Thursday and Friday and save all attachments 
including small discovery production from DTV, correspondence and filings (.3); read 
DTV letter re SOW more carefully and email colleagues re same (.2); review and 
analyze emails and notes regarding document 158 and draft email to colleagues 
regarding potential sanctions (.2) update witness list based on new individuals 
referenced in DTV production (.2); update assignment chart (.7) $650.00

1.4 $910.00

9/21/2020 LC

Preparation call with KJO pre-team mtg (.5); attend team mtg (1.0); update team chart 
based on discussions (.3); review emails from counsel regarding mediation updates and 
update mediation chart (.2); review and analyze emails from JJ re “amended” privilege 
log (.2); review last-minute additions to mediation chart, make final edits to mediation 
chart and attend all counsel mediation call (1.5); draft finalize and send letter to DTV in 
response to SOW threats (1.0) $650.00

4.7 $3,055.00

9/22/2020 LC

Emails with KNB re preparation of argument regarding discovery scope and response to 
same (.1); review and forward M&C notes after reviewing same (.2); lengthy t/c with 
KJO to discuss necessary conditions to anticipated request for stay pending mediation 
(.7); prepare for and attend conference with JJ and JC re DTV privilege log and 
Plaintiff’s remaining issues with same (1.0); prepare for and attend mediation call (1.2); 
review KJO’s draft email and revise same (.4); $650.00

3.6 $2,340.00

9/23/2020 LC Review and respond to various emails $650.00 0.4 $260.00

9/24/2020 LC
Prepare for and attend hearing with Judge McCormick including preparation of outline 
and strategy call with KJO and KNB to discuss outline topics (3.6 ); lengthy f/u call 
with KJO post-hearing (.7); calendar new dates and begin outlining assignments (.4); $650.00

4.7 $3,055.00

9/25/2020 LC

             
Cellebrite results with Brian and KJO (1.6); review unhinged emails with LLO counsel 
and email with KJO re same (.2); review and update correspondence forwarded to OC 
re ROG 8 (.2) $650.00

2.0 $1,300.00

9/27/2020 LC Draft ltr re audit codes, LLO List and deposition scheduling protocol (.5); $650.00 0.5 $325.00

9/28/2020 LC

t/c with KJO to further discuss Lonstein List, LLO shenanigans and keeping mediation 
negotiations from going off the rails (.5); work on updating assignment chart and 
attempting to attend assignment call (1.0); review and redline KJO draft of ltr to verify 
all Lonstein List obligations outlined (.5; draft detailed mediation checklist based on 
Plaintiff’s initial email and DIRECTV and SAI responses (1.4) $650.00

3.0 $1,950.00

10/1/2020 LC Review and respond to emails regarding latest twists and turns with LLO (.5); t/cs with 
KJO re same (.9) $650.00

1.4 $910.00

10/2/2020 LC draft updated hearing outline and discuss same, along with draft response to latest LLO 
missive (.9); post-hearing update call with KJO (.2) $650.00

1.1 $715.00

10/3/2020 LC Review and redline very detailed draft email from KJO (.3) $650.00 0.3 $195.00

10/5/2020 LC

Begin updates to assignment chart and call with KJO to do same together (1.0); attend 
team call and make additional updates to assignments (1.0); t/cs with JG and KJO re 
stipulation issues (.5); f/u call with JG (.2); review emails and continue updating 
correspondence and discovery files from vacation (1.0) $650.00

3.7 $2,405.00

10/6/2020 LC
Emails regarding stipulations and declarations (.2); review KJO edits to MM stip draft 
(.5); emails and updates regarding Arman forensic expert issues (.3); continue review 
and updates to emails and correspondence files from vacation (.2) $650.00

1.2 $780.00
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10/7/2020 LC

Review documents forwarded to expert and prepare for expert call (.4); t/c with Aaron 
Wolfson, colleague and KJO (1.2); emails and tcs with KJO and MM re stipulation and 
deposition postponement (.4) begin drafting factual section of supplemental privilege 
briefing (review of transcripts and orders regarding privilege issues) (3.7); review 
Garrett invoices at KJO’s request (.3); review and redline KJO declaration (.3) $650.00

6.3 $4,095.00

10/8/2020 LC

Continue review of transcripts and orders to draft factual section to supplemental brief 
(1.5); research regarding standard for exhibits and attachments to emails (.5); draft legal 
arguments for supplemental brief (3.0); t/cs with KJO, MM and JG re 
stipulation/declaration issues and emails to all counsel regarding same (.9) $650.00

5.9 $3,835.00

10/9/2020 LC

Continue drafting and editing supplemental briefing (2.4); emails and tcs re documents 
needed to review priv redactions (.3); tcs and emails with KJO re stipulation and 
declarations (.4); review and edit stipulation and discuss with KJO (.4) (t/c with JG re 
production (.1); emails and texts with KJO and all counsel re final versions and filing of 
stipulation and declarations (.2) $650.00

3.8 $2,470.00

10/10/2020 LC Emails and tcs with DH re priv log documents (.2) $650.00 0.2 $130.00

10/11/2020 LC

Review October 9 priv log and confirm no updates that necessitate revision to fact 
section of supplemental brief (.2); review redaction documents forwarded by DH (.3); 
update supplemental briefing draft in light of new priv log and additional documents 
(1.2) $650.00

1.7 $1,105.00

10/12/2020 LC

Prepare for and attend call with AG and KJO regarding Arman’s latest request for 
clarification (.7); t/c with KJO to update assignment chart (.7) attend team mtg (.7); 
review KJO edits to supplemental privilege briefing and forward documents for 
formatting (.3); review and suggest edits to cm script and declaration (.7); email 
response to latest complaint letter from DIRECTV regarding forensic evaluation (.1) $650.00

3.4 $2,210.00

10/13/2020 LC

            
privilege log (2.0); work with AG to finalize written response to Arman’s email (.5); 
review respond to various discovery emails regarding production log and DIRECTV 
Rog 8 f/u (.2) $650.00

2.7 $1,755.00

10/14/2020 LC

Review and substantively edit draft of sanctions motion (4.5); t/c with KJO re “hard 
edit” strategy and confirmation regarding agreement re same (.2); t/cs and emails with 
DH (and review of response emails that provided answer) to research Q re court’s 
discretion regarding discovery (.4); more emails from Arman and attempts to discuss 
same with AG (.2) $650.00

5.3 $3,445.00

10/15/2020 LC

Draft outline for hearing and provide detailed email to KJO re same (.7); draft lengthy 
email re concerns regarding class representative communications and necessity of 
strategy re same (.3); review and respond to emails with KJO, JAY and LT re questions 
re production and status of same for LLO and DTV in anticipation of court hearing (.3); 
lengthy t/c with KJO to discuss hearing preparation, need for strategy re class member 
communication and disco generally (.7); t/c and emails with JG re status of production 
and employment status of Steve Levine (.2); multiple emails and texts attempting to 
make contact with AG (.1); emails with KJO and LT re photo of potential depondent for 
process server (.1); prepare for and attend court hearing (.6); post-court call t/c with 
KJO (.4); continue work on motion for sanctions and LLC declaration including 
significant work locating exhibits (4.0); $650.00

7.4 $4,810.00

10/16/2020 LC Review and respond to emails with LT, Gracie and KJO re subpoena service (.1); 
Lonstein List emails (.1) $650.00

0.2 $130.00

10/18/2020 LC

Update SAI matrix based on responses to 2nd set of discovery (1.1); review and revise 
draft letter to Rule 45 recipient LLO and SAI employees (.3); draft ltr to all counsel re 
deposition issues (.5); work on sanctions motion edits and exhibit and declaration cross-
reference  (2.4); update assignment chart (.4) $650.00

4.7 $3,055.00

10/19/2020 LC

Compile and format exhibits for KJO and LLC declarations and t/cs with KJO re same 
(3.1); prepare for and attend team mtg (1.2);  emails and review of LT correspondence 
re subpoenas (.2); prepare for and attend Logikcull training (1.3); t/c with DH re 
compiling DIRECTV documents for LK review (.1); review LLC declaration exhibits 
and finalize declaration (.3); review and finalize KJO declaration and motion including 
multiple t/cs with KJO to address exhibits issues (1.2); emails re Eric Lee mtg and LLO 
draft email (.1) $650.00

7.5 $4,875.00

10/20/2020 LC

t/cs with KJO to discuss protocol for class rep calls (.3); review and analyze class list to 
determine how to divide calls (.3); emails with JAY re LLO email (.1); emails with LT 
and Gracie re subpoena letters (.1); emails with KM, AMS and KJO re class postcard 
(.2); draft and finalize ltr to all counsel re subpoena service to LLO/SAI employees (.3): 
emails with CCs re scheduling Lee mtg and mtg to train all hands for class calls (.1) $650.00

1.4 $910.00

10/21/2020 LC

Download and review supplemental motion response from DIRECTV and email KJO re 
same (.5); review emails from JAY re LLO issues, LT emails; draft and finalize email to 
Lisa Finerow counsel (with KJO review) and save ltrs sent to LLO/SAI counsel (,4); 
attend t/c with expert Eric Lee (1.0); t/c with KJO to outline class rep call training and 
discuss Eric Lee requests (.6); attend call training (.7); emails with Arman, Andy, and 
JC re forensic inspection (.2) $650.00

3.5 $2,275.00

10/22/2020 LC
Emails with cc re class list and call issues (.2); emails with OC, court rpt and others re 
forensic call (.2); t/c with KJO re same (.2); emails with AG re same (.1); email from 
and to JJ re same (.1) $650.00

0.8 $520.00
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10/23/2020 LC
Tc with KJO and AG to prepare for forensic expert call (.2); emails and f/u call with 
KJO re same and other status issues (.6); draft and forward draft email for KJO AMS 
review (.2) $650.00

1.0 $650.00

10/24/2020 LC Send email to all counsel requesting M&C in light of absence of stay (.1); begin 
comprehensive review of assignments and list of issues (.4) $650.00

0.5 $325.00

10/26/2020 LC

Update assignment chart and prepare for discussion with KJO and ASM (.9); t/c with 
KJO and ASM (.9); t/c with KJO to prepare for team call (.2); begin review and analysis 
of most recent Lonstein List (.8); attend team call/call training (.4); continue review and 
analysis of class list including draft of comparison charts re same (1.4); review privilege 
briefs to prepare for hearing (.5); prep call with KJO (.4); t/c with MM re forensic 
review and absence of stay  (.3); finalize outline of discussion topics for hearing (.2); 
attend status (.6); t/c with KJO to discuss outcome of same and analyze forensic issue 
(.7); emails to court reporter and expert to obtain information necessary to brief forensic 
issues (.2); continue analysis of Lonstein List (.7); review LT and law clerk class 
contact information and QC same (.7) $650.00

8.9 $5,785.00

10/27/2020 LC

Prepare outline for all counsel call and emails back and forth with KJO to discuss same 
(.4); t/c with KJO to prepare for call (.5); attend call (1.5); t/cs and emails re entry of 
stay including return to all counsel call to discuss same (.5); line by line comparison of 
payment records produced by DIRECTV referencing class members with all versions of 
Lonstein List to create detailed comparison charts (3.0); finalize charts and forward to 
all counsel (.4); create review protocol and assignments from new payment document 
for declaration call team (.6) $650.00

6.9 $4,485.00

10/28/2020 LC

Review files and notes regarding potential declarants and attempt to contact additional 
interesting declarants from newest list (1.3); work on declaration, vm to atty and t/c 
with Cmejla (1.4); emails and t/cs with team members (AF, KJO) re assignments and 
new protocols (.3); team call to discuss calls thus far and new assignments (.9); tcs with 
KJO to discuss issues with declarant list and dividing declarant follow up (.4); review 
provided interview notes and update declarant list with comments regarding same, 
update contact information where available and draft detailed suggestion email to KJO 
and SM (1.5); review and update assignments and mail team regarding same (.2); draft 
docket calendar chart and forward to all counsel (.2); email to AF regarding declaration 
call scheduling (.2); $650.00

6.3 $4,095.00

10/29/2020 LC
Class call with AF and class declarant (1.1); t/c with AF and KJO to discuss/provide 
feedback regarding same (.3); revise and finalize sample declaration (.6); work on draft 
declaration based on interview notes (.8) $650.00

2.8 $1,820.00

10/30/2020 LC
t/c with AG re declaration for DIRECTV forensic inspection briefing (.4); emails re 
declarations and edits to declaration (.3); emails re modification to hearing date (.1); t/c 
with AF re declaration (.1) $650.00

0.9 $585.00

11/2/2020 LC

t/c with KJO to discuss and update assignments (.8); attend team meeting and mtg with 
Sam to discuss declarant list (.7); review and update declarant list based on review of 
interview notes, reassign certain entries for follow up and update assignments based on 
same (1.7); multiple emails regarding new potential declarants and phone calls in 
response to postcard (.3); leave VMs for potential declarants (.2); work on review of 
SAI documents and update to production log (.7); emails re same (.2); review and draft 
response to MM email regarding Lonstein List (.2); emails regarding modification to 
hearing date (.1); review and respond to multiple emails regarding declarant contacts 
(.3); review and consolidate list of all documents for preparation for experts, including 
draft chart and instructions to LT and GG (1.1); $650.00

6.3 $4,095.00

11/3/2020 LC

Attempted calls to potential class reps/declarants in AZ, IN, WI and other states (.2); 
t/cs with potential class members (.5); respond throughout day and evening to emails 
and coordinate assignment of email inquiries with co-counsel (.4); download and review 
response to sanctions motion(.3); review DTV, LLO and SAI production documents for 
expert (.5); vm to KJO (.1) draft edit and incorporate reply arguments into letter to all 
counsel re Lonstein List issues (1.4); t/c with KJO re status (.2) $650.00

3.6 $2,340.00

11/4/2020 LC

update assignment chart and follow up with KJO re same (.3); emails to/from JG re 
production of videos and representation status (.3); t/c with process server regarding 
expanded affidavit regarding service issues (.5); prepare for and attend hearing with 
Judge (.2); email to MM re sanctions threat and f/u emails with KJO re same (.1); t/c 
with KJO re declarations and master list assignments (.5); t/cs and declaration drafting 
with six potential declarants (5.6);  $650.00

7.5 $4,875.00

11/5/2020 LC

Lengthy t/c with KJO re mediation strategy (.7); vms and tcs with KJO and MM re 
DIRECTV sanctions threats (.5); continue work on declarations and telephone calls re 
same (.4); t/c with KJO re realization that LLO has contacted JND improperly, and how 
to respond (.5); begin drafting reply ISO motion for sanctions (.6); t/c with JG re 
Lonstein List (.5); continue work on reply (.2); t/c with KJO re internal organization of 
class call lists, follow ups, etc. (.8); team call re same (.9); t/c with DH re declarations 
(.2); draft LLC declaration ISO reply ISO motion for sanctions (4.1) $650.00

9.6 $6,240.00
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11/6/2020 LC
Continue drafting declaration and reply ISO sanctions motion (5.1); t/cs and emails re 
class calls and declarations (.2); review JND email and texts with KJO re same (.1); t/c 
with KJO re reply arguments (.2) $650.00

5.6 $3,640.00

11/7/2020 LC Continue drafting and editing declaration, reply and supporting documents $650.00 3.7 $2,405.00

11/8/2020 LC Finalize drafts (1.6); emails regarding exhibits (.2); work on PDFs and formatting of 
exhibits (.4) $650.00

2.2 $1,430.00

11/9/2020 LC

Finalize exhibits for reply and forward same to cc (.3); t/c with potential declarant to 
finalize declaration (.3);prepare for and attend team call (1.0); update and forward 
revised assignment chart (.2); t/c with process server (.1); review service affidavit and 
incorporate into reply and declaration (.3); additional updates to brief based on related 
arguments (.4); emails re potential neutral ESI liaison (.2); emails, follow up calls and 
chart updates regarding class/dec calls and updates to contact charts re same (2.1); 
finalize additional declarations and forward same to KJO for signature (.4); compile 
materials for JAY conference call (.2); t/c with KJO and JAY to discuss class rep calls 
and mediation brief (1.0); review formatted version of brief and declaration and make 
additional changes (.2); work through issues with exhibits with KJO and staff including 
two calls with KJO (.6); draft email for KJO review re Lonstein List (.1); $650.00

7.4 $4,810.00

11/10/2020 LC
Emails and tc/s with team members regarding declarations and class calls (.7); emails 
texts and tcs with KJO and MM re extension of time to file response to forensic briefing 
(.2) $650.00

0.9 $585.00

11/11/2020 LC

Continue class member interviews and declaration drafting (three interviews and two 
declarations (2.8); attend t/c with KJO and expert Eric Lee (.9); review and update files 
regarding class calls and declarations and emails regarding logistics related to same 
(emails, emailing complaints, etc.) (.6); emails re DTV filing re sanctions motion (.1); 
review, analyze and begin drafting response and AG declaration re forensic inspection 
issue (3.8) $650.00

8.2 $5,330.00

11/12/2020 LC

Continue work on forensic briefing opposition and AG declaration, including two phone 
calls and multiple emails with AG (2.0); class member interviews and final edits to 
declarations (.8); t/c with KJO re DTV briefing re sanctions (.2) comprehensive review 
of all declarant charts and emails; updates to declarant lists and LLC phone list and 
emails to team re same (.1.6) response to LT email re class rep documents (.1); emails 
with KJO re forensic review document production issues (.1) $650.00

4.8 $3,120.00

11/13/2020 LC
Class member interview and declaration draft (1.0); continue work on AG declaration 
and response brief (1.7); emails with team re class calls and declarations (.2); t/c with 
KJO (.2); t/c with AG (.1); $650.00

3.2 $2,080.00

11/14/2020 LC

Finalize and forward updated AG declaration draft (.8); forward emails in preparation 
for call with AG and KJO and attend call (.8); travel to/from class member to pick up 
documents (1.5); continue drafting response brief (.9); review produced Nissen 
documents and draft declaration (2.4) $650.00

6.4 $4,160.00

11/15/2020 LC

Complete draft of Nissen declaration and review LaPlante documents and draft LaPlante 
declaration after phone interview (2.4); review documents picked up and draft 
declaration based on same; f/u t/cs and revisions to Laplante declaration and forward 
same to KJO (2.6); work on draft of brief, declaration, forensic analysis including 
multiple phone calls with AG and KJO (3.5) $650.00

8.5 $5,525.00

11/16/2020 LC

Review and update assignment chart and forward same to all (.4); review class dec 
contact info (.2); emails with DH re privilege review (.2); t/c with KJO and AG (.7); 
work on brief (2.1); t/c with class rep Nissens and revise/finalize draft brief for KJO 
review (1.0); attend team call (.7);draft KJO brief (.5); continue work on brief  and AG 
declaration which included multiple emails and calls with KJO and AG re ongoing JIR 
analysis, review and analysis of Exhibit J and related documents, discussions regarding 
whether to include JIR or portions thereof; (4.2); draft LLC declaration and revise KJO 
declaration (1.1); review bills and cross-reference all citations (.6); finalize AG 
declaration based on final edits and cross-check changes to brief, along with final edits 
to all declarations for KJO review (.5); emails with KJO re supplemental declaration 
and review of same (.2) emails with DH re privilege review (.1); begin review of 
sanctions briefing in preparation for hearing (.3) $650.00

12.8 $8,320.00

11/17/2020 LC

Review DH memo regarding latest privilege log from DTV and discuss same with KJO 
(.6); emails and document preparation regarding supplemental declaration ISO 
sanctions (.3) review sanctions motions and prepare oral argument with KJO (2.6); 
prepare Nissen exhibit documents (.5); attend hearing (.5); t/c with KJO post-hearing 
(.4); call calls and update to call lists including attempt to update declaration (.7); t/c 
with KJO and Eric Lee plus forward of requested documents to Lee (.3); final review of 
forensic brief (.3); review stay and prior communication regarding stay and priv log 
issue and draft ltr to DIRECTV re same (.5); Review and redline mediation brief outline 
(.5) $650.00

7.2 $4,680.00
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11/18/2020 LC

Multiple tcs with class rep Marlys Nissen regarding logistics for signing declaration 
(.2); t/cs with declarant to finalize declaration (.3); finalize same and forward to KJO 
(.2); tcs with three additional potential declarants and work on draft declarations 
regarding same including forward of draft to KJO (1.9); t/c with KJO and LT re 3rd 

party witness contacts (.3); return to class rep calls and declaration drafting, including 
t/cs and emails with AF re potential declarant issues (1.3); finalize declaration and 
update call and declarant logs including email sweep regarding recent contacts (1.4) $650.00

5.6 $3,640.00

11/19/2020 LC

Organize and scan documents from potential class declarant (.4); t/c with KJO re 
concerns regarding magistrate judge’s order and need to request to file response (.3); 
draft motion and proposed order and arrange for filing of same (.6); work on assigned 
sections of mediation brief (3.3); emails with KJO re Lonstein declaration observations 
and request for t/c with Eric Lee (.2) $650.00

4.5 $2,925.00

11/20/2020 LC

Vms and emails to class reps with whom I began interviews but not yet completed (.2); 
work on mediation brief (,4); t/c with KJO and Eric Lee (.8); review declaration filed by 
LLO ISO opp to sanctions motion (.3); discuss same with KJO and discuss how 
arguments should be used in mediation brief (.3); continue work on mediation brief 
(3.2); t/c with KJO re same (.1) $650.00

5.6 $3,640.00

11/21/2020 LC

Review and revise latest draft of mediation brief and email back to KJO for continued 
review and work (1.2);review and revise new draft and draft LLO, SAI and damages 
sections, which included document review regarding site inspection reports and auditor 
agreements (5.3); save, organize and forward class rep file documents for potential 
production (.4);begin compiling exhibits (.3) $650.00

7.2 $4,680.00

11/22/2020 LC

Review and cross-reference of produced site inspection reports, LLO letters, auditor 
agreements and other documents to buttress arguments regarding incredibility of SAI 
auditors randomly searching for violators and compile complicated group exhibit 
regarding same (2.5); review and revise latest draft of mediation brief and appendices 
(2.8); updates to appendices  and exhibit documents and update email to KJO re same 
(..6); t/c with KJO (.1); draft email forwarding exhibit index with instructions to Gracie 
(.2); review phone call updates from AF and make suggestions for f/u (.3); revise JAY 
draft declaration and forward same with instruction (.3); review and update declaration 
charts based on notes and email review of declaration drafts and potentials (.6); email to 
team regarding same (.1); email to class member regarding documents (.1); forward AG 
CV to Gracie for mediation brief exhibits (.1) $650.00

7.4 $4,810.00

11/23/2020 LC

Emails with team regarding class calls, declarations, f/u dec review, calls to potential 
declarants/attys (4) and calls with team regarding same (2.6); team call (.3); t/c with 
KJO re mediation brief strategy (.2); review and revise mediation brief, mediation 
exhibits and updates to same (1.0); t/c with KM and KJO re mediation strategy (.5); 
another round of mediation brief edits and t/c with KJO to address damages analysis for 
same (.9); draft two class declarations and continue email and phone discussions with 
declarants (1.3); t/c with Eric Lee and KJO (.3); t/c with MM (.3); emails and review of 
class declarations and call updates (.5) $650.00

7.9 $5,135.00

11/24/2020 LC

Prepare for and attend t/c with potential declarant, interpreter and his attorney (1.6); 
work on draft declaration and review/respond emails and phone calls with questions 
regarding other declarants. (.7) t/c with KJO re mediation strategy (.3); administrative 
emails regarding mediation brief, files for production, declarants, and review of 
declarations (.9) $650.00

3.5 $2,275.00

11/25/2020 LC

Review and finalize draft declaration for KJO review (.3); emails with counsel and KJO 
re translation issue (.1); emails with team re declaration status and review of charts and 
draft declarations (.4); t/c with potential declarant and update to master list re same (.8); 
review SAI joinder motion (.1); review and update docket files (.1) $650.00

1.8 $1,170.00

11/27/2020 LC

Prepare for call with mediator; discuss strategy with KJO while waiting for mediator; 
terminate call when mediator does not show up (.8); f/u call with KJO (1.0); t/c with 
KJO and mediator (.4); f/u call with KJO (.2); review emails and declaration drafts from 
Daniel and KJO (.5); unbilled updates to costs and invoices (0.0) $650.00

2.9 $1,885.00

11/28/2020 LC Review declarations (.2); review and analyze/color-code docket and TAC (2.1) $650.00 2.3 $1,495.00

11/29/2020 LC

t/c with declarant attorney to revise declaration and discuss case generally (.6); review 
and retype declaration to reflect new formatting and incorporate attorney information 
(.5); return to mediation preparation review of key docket materials and t/c with KJO 
(.5) re class definition and class valuation strategy (1.0); f/u tc with KJO re class 
valuation based on settlement documents provided by DIRECTV later in class period 
that reflect lower value numbers than earlier time periods (.6); draft detailed class 
definition and Lonstein List issue chart for KJO review (1.9); emails with KJO re chart 
updates and RICO SOLs; review motions to dismiss and answers, research CA 
litigation privilege, laches and waiver ADs; finalize and format chart (2.0) $650.00

7.1 $4,615.00

11/30/2020 LC Prepare for and attend mediation (8.2); t/c with KJO (.3) $650.00 8.5 $5,525.00
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12/1/2020 LC

Review LLO, SAI and DTV documents for indemnification language and other clues 
addressing settlement positions (.4); t/c with potential declarant and email to master list 
regarding same (.3); t/c with KJO unpacking mediation and next steps (.5); work on 
drafting reply ISO motion for leave (1.2); t/c with MM and f/u emails with MM and 
KJO re 408 conf scheduling (.5);continue drafting reply (2.1); attend team mtg (1.0); t/c 
with KJO re mediation call with MM (.2); continued work on brief and LLC declaration 
(1.4); $650.00

7.6 $4,940.00

12/2/2020 LC

Continue drafting brief and emailing regarding Logickull document searches and fraud 
research questions (1.4); t/c with AG and KJO re DIRECTV reply ISO forensic requests 
and strategy for hearing(.6); back to brief and declaration (1.0); emails regarding 
declarations and assignments for same (.2); continue analysis of DIRECTV response 
arguments including lexis review of case law (1.0); continue drafting reply (2.0); 
extensive research into fraudulent inducement and related claims (1.1); review 
underlying records to complete declaration (.7); finalize and forward brief and dec to 
KJO for review (.6) $650.00

8.6 $5,590.00

12/3/2020 LC

Review forensic briefing and outline points for oral argument of same (1.5); t/c with 
KJO to discuss potential stipulation in lieu of requesting ruling on briefing (.2); finish 
outline for oral argument (.2); t/c with DIRECTV counsel (JJ and JC) re proposed 
stipulation (.6); t/c with KJO post-call to discuss next steps (.2); review KJO edits to 
brief and finalize draft for formatting (1.1); t/c with KJO to address citations and 
confirm arguments (.3); finalize brief, exhibits and declaration and email to KJO and 
staff for formatting and filing (.5) $650.00

4.3 $2,795.00

12/4/2020 LC

Emails confirming final version of reply brief (.1); t/cs with JC, JJ and KJO to discuss 
logistics for call with experts (.1); t/c with KJO re same (.1); two tcs with AG re revised 
forensic strategy (.8); review formatted version of reply, exhibits and declaration (.4); 
emails regarding declarations and class contacts (.3); emails regarding forensic issues 
(.2) $650.00

2.0 $1,300.00

12/5/2020 LC Emails re call logistics with AGungor, JJ, JC (.2) $650.00 0.2 $130.00
12/6/2020 LC t/c with KJO in preparation for 408 call with MM (.2); t/c with MM (1.8) $650.00 2.0 $1,300.00

12/7/2020 LC

t/c with KJO and AG to prepare for expert call (.4); call with experts and DTV counsel 
regarding continued M&C re potential SOW amendment (1.4); t/c with KJO post-call 
(.1); draft new assignment chart (.4); attend team call (.6); emails with MM and court re 
DTV briefing (.1); emails with team re declarations (.1); emails and texts with KJO re 
hearing (.1)` $650.00

3.2 $2,080.00

12/8/2020 LC
t/c with AGarrett re Gungor email (.2); prepare for and attend court hearing (.3); t/c 
with KJO re same (.1); review JAY draft declaration and related emails re same (.3); 
draft email in response to A Gungor email for A Garrett review A (.4) $650.00

1.3 $845.00

12/9/2020 LC Review AGarrett email re draft (.1); revise, finalize and send AGungor email (.2) $650.00 0.3 $195.00

12/10/2020 LC

Update SAI matrix by reviewing 2nd RFPS and updating responses to same (1.1); emails 
re mtg and matrix assignments (.1); t/c with KJO re sanctions motion ruling and next 
steps (.5); emails with DH and KJO re mtg and emails from LT re matrix and abstract 
assignments (.1); $650.00

1.8 $1,170.00

12/11/2020 LC

Review sanctions motion and discuss same with KJO multiple times on her own and 
also with AG (once just AG and one conf call) to discuss forensic component of 
requested supplemental brief (2.5) emails with GG and LT re hearing dates and 
transcripts (.1); emails with JC re forensic carving status (.1) $650.00

2.7 $1,755.00

12/13/2020 LC Draft carving agmt for AG and KJO review 1.1 $650.00 1.1 $715.00

12/14/2020 LC
Review emails from AG re carving and discuss same with KJO (.3); Attend team mtg 
and update assignment chart for same (.6); emails with team re carving draft (.1); 
finalize and send same to JC (.2); emails with AF re declarations and class calls (.1);  $650.00

1.3 $845.00

12/15/2020 LC

Update assignment chart to include new discovery and briefing assignments and discuss 
strategy for assignments and resource allocation with KJO (.8); draft email for KJO 
review and sending re same (.4); emails with JC, MM and court re forensic issue status 
(.3); emails with SM re master list (.1); emails with DH re memo status (.1); tc with AS 
re status (.2) $650.00

1.9 $1,235.00

12/16/2020 LC

Emails with court regarding reschedule to hearing re forensic issues (.1); Attend 
discovery team mtg (1.5); edit and color code notes from mtg (.3); pull over discussion 
topics from mtg to assignment chart and update same (.3); t/c with KJO to discuss 
court’s ruling on motion for leave (.3); t/c with AG re Abacus project (.2); emails and 
texts with KJO re meeting (.1); emails re court ruling and filing FAC (.1) $650.00

2.9 $1,885.00

12/17/2020 LC

t/ c with KJO and AG re Abacus/burden declaration (.2); vm and eventual t/c with MM 
and KJO (.2); begin review/revisions to supplemental sanctions brief (mostly review of 
transcripts looking for citations regarding class discovery orders (.7); t/c with KJO re 
same (.2); continued review of transcripts and editing brief (1.0); f/u t/c with MM re 
extension and LLO issues (.2); review and edit legal arg sections of brief (1.0) $650.00

3.5 $2,275.00
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12/18/2020 LC

Review Garrett email regarding declaration (.1); review KJO emails re master list and 
draft response regarding concerns re same (.2); review and forward responses re same to 
KJO for analysis (.1); continue review of hearing transcripts for usable references to 
Lonstein List, Abacus and ESI liaisons (1.5); review DIRECTV’s revisions to carving 
SOW and discuss same with KJO (.2); email to JC re same (.1); continue edits and 
drafting of supplemental sanctions motion including Lexis citations (2.5); review 
revised DIRECTV carving SOW; emails and calls with JC and AG re same (.4); 
continue/finalize latest draft of supplemental brief (2.1); draft detailed email to KJO re 
brief strategy (.3) $650.00

7.4 $4,810.00

12/19/2020 LC Prepare for and attend t/c with JC and JJ to finalize carving SOW (.8); work on 
supplemental brief regarding sanctions (1.5) $650.00

2.3 $1,495.00

12/20/2020 LC Draft AG declaration ISO supplement brief re sanctions (1.3) $650.00 1.3 $845.00

12/21/2020 LC

t/c with KJO re mediation strategy, staffing issues in light of DH departure and 
preparations for final year-end team meeting (.4); t/c with KJO re finalizing Supp 
Motion, declarations, exhibits etc. (.4); finalize AG declaration and confirm authority to 
affix signature  (.3); t/c with KJO re LLO request for extension (.2); finalize and cross-
check citations to supplemental memo, KJO dec and AG dec (.8); prepare exhibits to 
same (.7) $650.00

2.8 $1,820.00

12/22/2020 LC
t/c with KJO re attorney representation issues re LLO and the Lonsteins (.3); review and 
finalize formatted version of supplemental brief and declarations (.8); emails re filed 
documents (.1) $650.00

1.2 $780.00

12/23/2020 LC

Attend team call and f/u call with Sam re master list (1.1); emails and calls with KJO re 
opposition to LBBS motion to withdraw and request for Lonstein declarations to use in 
same (.2); review draft opposition and redline/edit same (1.8); email to KJO re same 
(.1) $650.00

3.2 $2,080.00

2021
1/5/2021 LC t/c with KJO to discuss status $650 0.6 $390.00
1/7/2021 LC t/c with MM re 408 schedule, representation status of LLO and misc issues $650 0.4 $260.00

1/11/2021 LC

review and update last weeks' assignment chart for discussion with KJO (.5); tc with 
KJO re assignments (.3); attend team mtg (1.0); review, revise and forward declaration 
for Vietnamese interpretation and emails with class member's underlying attorney re 
same (.3); locate and review AS notes re settlement moves and forward same to KJO 
(.2); review emails regarding auditor and installer scripts , master log, forensic 
inspection and MTD (.3); t/c with KJO re Motion to Dismiss strategy (.5); review and 
report back to team regarding LLLO Defs Reply ISO LB withdrawal (.3) $650

3.4 $2,210.00

1/12/2021 LC

draft ltr to DTV re need to revisit priv issue rulings and re-engage magistrate judge; 
review hearing transcripts regarding same (.6); draft ltr regarding mediation (.2); draft 
email to KJO and KM regarding strategy regarding same (.2); emails and texts with 
KJO regarding same (.1; t/c with KJO re mediation strategy (.3) $650

1.4 $910.00

1/13/2021 LC

t/c with KJO re priv issue, to review and revise audtior and installer telephone scripts, 
to review master list and create detailed revisions to same, and to address ongoing 
scheduling issues (3.1); update and highlight assingment chart based on notes from KJO 
call and priority items (.7); emails, texts and tcs with AG re forensic eval and plans to 
review carved report items and timely produce same (.8); emails with team re hearings 
and mediation deadlines (.2) $650

4.8 $3,120.00

1/14/2021 LC revise priv ltr and forward to KJO for review (.3); texts regarding same (.1) $650 0.4 $260.00

1/15/2021 LC t/c with KJO re priv ltr and status of discussions with Judge West (.3); revise , finalize 
and serve letter (.1) $650 0.4 $260.00

1/18/2021 LC

begin review of SAI complaint and draft work product chart listing FAC paragraph, 
TAC answer, FAC answer and differences (,5); emails and tcs with Garrett discovery 
regarding carving report analysis (.7); return to analysis of SAI answer to FAC (.5); 
update assignment chart in preparation for weekly meeting (.3); weekly meeting 
cancellation texts and emails (.1); t/c with KJO re forensic evaluation and impending 
motions (.4); second call with Garrett discovery (.7)

$650

3.2 $2,080.00

1/19/2021 LC

review motions and proposed orders filed by DTV and save and docket same (.6); 
emails regarding forensic meetings and related issues (.3); t/c with KJO re staffing 
issues (.3); team call (.8); t/c with Arrash (.2); emais with staff re docketing dates; 
update assignment lists and confirm potential declarant call (.3); attend call with Jenny 
Chang, JoAnne Jennings and Arman Gungor re carving and undated deletion reports 
(.7); emails with KJO re landing page and meeting scheduling (.2) $650

3.4 $2,210.00

1/20/2021 LC

review Staton order regarding LB motion to withdraw; texts and emails with DIRECTV 
counsel and KJO re implications for current forensic, priv log and settlement 
discussions (.2); t/c with KJO re these issues, staffing, settlement, assignment and other 
strategies (.8); review answers and counterclaims and email KJO with thoughts re same 
(1.6): draft updated sample/formatted declaration in anticpation of potential declarant 
call tomorrow (.4) $650

3.0 $1,950.00

1/21/2021 LC t/c with potential declarant (.5); t/c with AF and KJO to discuss counterclaims (.6.); t/c 
with KJO and JY to discuss auditor calls (.5) $650 1.6 $1,040.00
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1/22/2021 LC

review emails re mediation (.2); review emails re master list (.1); review and redline 
email and postcard class contact communications and emails with KJO re same (.3); 
erview and redline landing page document and emails with KJO re same (.3); emails 
with KM and KJO re scheduling discussions re settlement (.1) $650

1.0 $650.00

1/23/2021 LC

t/c with KJO to discuss postcards, emails and logistics for next round of class contact, 
settlement strategy and mediation communication (1.2); t/c with KJO and KM re 
mediation and settlement strategy (.5); t/c with KJO to discuss answer dates (.1); t/c 
with KJO and MM (408 discussions) (.2) $650

2.0 $1,300.00

1/25/2021 lc updates to assignment chart (.3); emails re team mtg reschedule (.1); review order re 
sanctions (.2); t/c with KJO re same (.2); attend team call (.6) $650

1.4 $910.00

1/26/2021 LC emails with KJO re mediation schedule, master list and related issues $650 0.2 $130.00

1/27/2021 LC

emails and t/cs with KJO re call with Judge West (.3); t/c with KM, KJO and Judge 
West (.6); continue call with KJO (.3); emails regarding Perez mtgs (.1); forward 
sanctions order and discuss same with AG (.2); t/c with KJO re expert issues (.2); 
attempt to draft "global" stipulation regarding all oustanding deadlines (.5); abandon 
global and rework to include only counterclaim deadlines (.4); finalize draft and email 
to KJO for review (.2) $650

2.8 $1,820.00

1/28/2021 LC
vms and texts with KJO re class rep call schedule (.1); attend tc with KJO and AF to 
discuss results of AF research regarding CC and MTD issues (1.2); review KJO 
stipulation edits and finalize same and forward to MM (.3) $650

1.6 $1,040.00

1/29/2021 LC
attend t/c with KJO and class rep Greg LaPlante (.6); attend t/c with KJO and Eric Lee 
(.7); review emails re forensic experts (.1); t/c with KJO and KM re status and staffing 
(.6) $650

2.0 $1,300.00

1/30/2021 LC tc with Nissens re status (.4); emails to/from potential ESI neutrals (.3) $650 0.7 $455.00

1/31/2021 LC review/respond to email from MM re stipulation and additional emails with potential 
ESI neutrals (.3) $650 0.3 $195.00

2/1/2021 LC

emails with KJO re stipulation (.1); emails with potential neutrals (.1); work on 
assignment chart and discuss same with KJO (x2) (1.8)); begin review and updates to 
deposition matrix (.2); prepare for and attend team mtg (.6); update and forward post-
mtg assignment chart (.2); emails with JJ and eventual t/c with JJ and JC to discuss stip 
(.3); texts with KJO requesting assistance finalizing same (.1)

$650

3.4 $2,210.00

2/2/2021 LC emails re Tran declaration (.1); emails regarding stipulation (.1) $650 0.2 $130.00

2/3/2021 LC emails with KJO and Gracie re forensic production (.1); emails with JC/JJ re 
rescheduling forensic calls (.2); emails re LLO counsel (.1) $650 0.4 $260.00

2/4/2021 LC

review KM emails regarding default provisions (.1); review emails regarding new LLO 
counsel (.1); attend team mtg (.8); update assignment chart based on mtg (.3); draft ltr 
to DTV regarding privilege threshold issue for magistrate review (.4);  emails regarding 
stipualation date and filing (.1); review prior emails regarding declaration lists and class 
contact lists attempting to locate class declarant telephone number (.2); incorporate KJO 
edits to DTV ltr (.1); t/c with KJO to discuss class contact list and Phoenix DNC list 
and general assignment issues in light of LLO counsel (1.2); work on QC to class 
contact list (1.0): f/u call with KJO re Phoenix email and DNC list (.3); continue work 
on classc contact list QC (.4); review declarant list and incorporate/cross reference 
information to class contact list (1.4) email to KJO re same (.1) $650

6.4 $4,160.00

2/5/2021 LC

emails regarding forensic call and experts (.1); emails and tcs with experts regarding 
same (.2); prepare for forensic meeting by drafting outline (.2); attend forensic call with 
JC, JJ, and Arman (.6); multiple tcs with KJO, experts and KD re forensic strategy 
(1.2); emails re filing issues with recent pro hac filings and stipulations (.1); review and 
update assignment chart to reflect new issues (.2); draft letter to DIRECTV regarding 
forensic concerns (.6); emails with KJO re edits and incorporate edits and send same 
( 4) $650

3.6 $2,340.00

2/6/2021 LC

review and update docket with recent filings (including docketing new response dates) 
(.1); review and analyze email from LT re installer/dealer research and locate sample 
document in DTV production for her to review for new named plaintiffs and forward 
email re same (.4); review email from JAY re t/cs with auditors and next steps re same 
(.2); email forwarding DTV ltr to experts and outlining next steps regarding forensic 
carving issues (.2); draft notes regarding potential settlement issues (.1) $650

1.0 $650.00

2/8/2021 LC

t/c with experts regarding Cellebrite production (.2); emails to/from 3rd party expert re 
same (.1); review LT info re dealer/installers (.2); t/c with KJO to prepare for meeting 
(.3); attend team mtg (1.0); review emails with mediator (.1); review emails with 
reception regarding where calls to MLG have been directed (.1); update assignment list 
(.4); attend t/c with Ms. Perez (1.1); t/c with KJO to discuss same (.1); additional emails 
to experts re production (.1); draft declaration for expert re "intimate nature" images 
(.2); draft 408 ltr to LLO and SAI defendants (.4); emails with KJO re same (.1); t/c 
with potential declarant and notes regarding add'l declarants (.2); finalize and email 408 
ltr (.1); emails with mediator and team re Judge West mtg (.2); 

$650

4.9 $3,185.00
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2/9/2021 LC

review late-night correspondence from DTV (.4); emails with KJO re strategy for same 
(.1); locate M&C request format and create request relating to privilege issue and serve 
same (.5); review prior filings re protective order (.2); t/c with KJO re forensic eval 
protective order strategy (.7); tcs and vms with potential declarants (1.6) update class 
contact list regarding same (.3); t/c with KM and KJO re mediation and counterclaim 
strategy (1.1); review emails re pro hac errors and local counsel (.1); emails with GG re 
class contact list(.1); review ltr to LLO re sanctions motion (.1)

$650

5.2 $3,380.00

2/10/2021 LC

review email response to KJO ltr to LLO new counsel and draft outline of response (.4); 
t/c with KJO to finalize draft and send same (.5); review and draft line-by-line response 
to DIRECTV ltr regarding forensic analysis of phone (1.6); t/c with Garrett discovery 
regarding DIRECTV play for all private images and production of carving documents, 
declarations etc. (.6); prepare exhibits (.3); t/c with KJO to discuss edits (.1); 
incorporate KJO edits finalize exhibits and email same (.5); review and revise Garrett 
discovery declaration and emails with B Bowman regarding same (.4); emails with KM 
and KJO re settlement discussion strategy (.2); emails regarding LT installer/dealer info 
and meeting (.1); emais with Arman and Garrett regarding Cellebrite reader report for 
unreadable images (.2); emails with court and DIRECTV counsel regarding court 
hearing regarding privilege issue (.2); review and forward correspondence to KM in 
preparation for tc with Judge West (.1)

$650

5.2 $3,380.00

2/11/2021 LC

prepare for JAY/KJO mtg by reviewing LLO discovery matrix and assignment chart 
(.3); t/c mtg with JAY/KJO to discuss JAY assignments related to LLO written and oral 
discovery and auditor subpoenas (1.0); update assignment chart and review/respond to 
KM emails regarding mediation discussions with Judge West (.3); t/c with KJO to 
discuss status of assignments, latest email from LLO counsel and response to same and 
dep protocol issues (.8); continued emails with KM regarding mediation payment (.1); 
review SOW and edit/revise Bowman declaration and forward to BB for review and 
finalization (.4); t/c with KJO to complete discussion regarding LLO employee 
deposition dates, dep protocol issues and scheduling 408 discussion with MM (.3); 
review JC email to Court requesting M&C (.1)

$650

3.3 $2,145.00

2/12/2021 LC

emails with MM and court regarding 408 call and scheduling M&C (.1); tcs with 
potential declarants (1.8); work on declarations for two declarants and forward same for 
declarant review (1.4); t/c with KJO and GG re class contact list (.3); t/c with KJO to 
prep for 408 (.1); attend 408 call with MM and AP (.8); f/u call with KJO re same and 
to further discuss class list and staffing for calls and mediation strategy generally (.5); 
emails and calls with Garrett regarding production and declaration issues (.5); t/c with 
KJO re Garrett declaration and issues regarding bank statements (.5); multiple calls and 
emails to finalize production, redactions, declaration and dropbox links (.6); draft letter, 
POS and email regarding production and emails with KJO re same (.4); emails 
confirming passwords and links and forwarding production and correspondence (.2) $650

7.2 $4,680.00

2/14/2021 LC emails with KJO re class contact list (.1); review emails and vms to capture all class 
contacts to LLC and update and return class contact list with notes to team (.8) $650

0.9 $585.00

2/15/2021 LC

update assignment chart and review emails regarding class contact list and continue to 
field emails from new putative class members (.5); t/c with KJO to review/discuss 
assingments and discovery strategy and prepare for team mtg (1.1); attend team mtg 
long enough to reschedule (.1); draft M&C request regarding LLO forensic expert 
sanctions order (.3); t/c with KJO to conduct line by line review of class contacts list 
and address questions and issues for follow up (1.2); continue work on class contact list 
and draft individual chart for adding class contacts who email LLC (.6); emails to GG 
and KJO re status of list and follow up emails to potential declarants (.2) $650

4.0 $2,600.00

2/16/2021 LC finalize and forward request for meet and confer hearing to Court (.3); emails and tcs 
with KJO re settlement tc with KM and various discovery issues (.3) $650

0.6 $390.00

2/17/2021 LC

emails re call with KM and MS (.1); review class contact list and make initial inquiry 
calls (.4); t/c with MS (.1) potential declarant with MS shadowing (1.1); f/u call with 
MS (.1); additional inquiry calls to class members (1.0) t/c with KJO re class contact list 
logistics and mediation strategy (.2); draft declaration and begin preparations for 
hearing (.8) $650

3.8 $2,470.00

2/18/2021 LC

preparation and attendance at hearing with Judge McCormick to address privilege 
issues, forensic inspection of Plaintiff's phone and compliance with Court's order 
regarding sanctions, including call with MM (.4) and KJO (.3) and actual appearance 
(1.0) (3.8 total); work on class contact list, mostly telephone calls and vms with 
individuals that have reached out to MLG (2.9); administrative updates to class contact 
list and tc with KJO to discuss same (.3); lengthy email to team addressing protocol for 
maintenance of list going foward (.2) $650

7.2 $4,680.00

2/19/2021 lC t/c with potential declarant and MS (shadow) (.7); t/c with MS post-call to discuss (.1); 
updates to class contact list to reflect new emails (.1) $650 0.9 $585.00

2/20/2021 LC prepare for and attend t/c with KJO re DTV 30(b)(6) notice (2.2) $650 2.2 $1,430.00
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2/21/2021 LC

review and update class contact list; emails to declarant regarding draft; emails with 
KJO re docusign; emails with potential declarant confirming t/c mtg and emails with 
KJO re list administration (.7); research regarding res judicata issues and t/c with KJO 
re same (1.4); research regarding breach of contract and decaratory judgment act 
counterclaim strategy and email to KJO re same (1.5) $650

3.6 $2,340.00

2/22/2021 LC

t/cs and attempted to tcs with potential declarants (1.4); emails to team relating to same 
and updates to administrative records regarding same (.3); pre-team mtg with KJO to 
discuss assignments (.7); update and forward assignment chart (.2); attend team mtg 
(.6); t/c with KJO re declaration issues (.1); review prior LLO employee subpoenas and 
letters in preparation for mtg with LT (.3); attend mtg to disucss amended subpoenas 
(.3); review and edit supplemental mediation briefing (.3); continued attempts to contact 
potential declarants (.8); review KJO declaration list and notes to LLC and reconstruct 
status of declarations based on reivew of emails etc. (.3); review case law forwarded by 
KJO (.3); review transcript and draft detailed email to DTV counsel regarding metadata 
issue (.4); review and redline latest version of 30b6 (.4); emails with KJO and LT re 
subpoenas (.1); update files with hearings, hearing abstracts and signed declarations (.2) $650

6.4 $4,160.00

2/23/2021 LC t/c with KJO (.5); continued t/c with KJO re counterclaim strategy and research (.8); 
review cases forwarded by KJO and ocnduct futher research (2.0) $650

3.3 $2,145.00

2/24/2021 LC

review and edit subpoenas and emails with team (1.2); continued research and review of 
additional cases forwarded by KJO (.8); t/c with KJO to outline motions regarding 
counterclaims (1.7); review emails regarding disco drafts (.1); review and consolidate 
emails from proposed ESI experts and work with KJO to draft email to LLO attorneys 
regarding proposed calls with neutrals (.9) $650

4.7 $3,055.00

2/25/2021 LC

update draft email to LLO counsel regarding third party liaison (.3); review LT updates 
to subpoenas, letters and riders for LLO employees and finalize same (.5); update 
deposition schedule and forward to team (.3); emails with JC re Plaintiff's phone record 
reviews (.2); begin and complete ltr to all counsel re post-stay regardung depositions 
after reviewing deposition protocol (.4); follow up emails with JS re phone analysis (.3); 
continue review of drafts regarding auditor subpoenas and work with LT and GG to 
finalize drafts for post-stay service (.5); t/cs with KJO re depositions, auditors and 
forensic issues (.5) $650

3.0 $1,950.00

2/26/2021 LC

prepare for and attend t/c with Garrett discovery regarding DIRECTV hearing 
representations regarding metadata (1.3); review prior correspondence and recent 
emails and draft lengthy status letter to DTV for KJO and Garrett review (1.4); review 
emails and updated LLO matrix (.2); review and respnd to emails regarding local 
counsel, draft declaration and other work in progress (.2); incorporate KJO and Garrett 
updates to DIRECTV letter including t/c with BBowman (.6); t/c with JC and JJ (.1) $650

3.7 $2,405.00

2/27/2021 LC review MS declaration and email edits re same (.3); research local counsel 
requrirements in CDCA (.3) $650

0.6 $390.00

2/28/2021 LC

review mediation briefs and outline talking points for upcoming mediation (.8); emails 
to experts and KJO re schedules (.2); crunch numbers relating to potential class (.4); 
review and update KJO weekly contacts call, class contact list and LC notes re same; 
cross reference to declaration lists (1.8); $650

3.2 $2,080.00

3/1/2021 LC

prepare assignment chart and forward to team (.3); attend team call (.5); finalize and 
resend new assignment chart (.2); t/c with KJO to prepare for M&C (.1); t/c with JJ and 
JC M&C (.2); post call with KJO (.1); countless calls with potential declarants, emails 
regarding follow up calls, updates to internal records, etc. (3.0); update and send costs 
and billing to KJO (.5) $650

4.9 $3,185.00

3/2/2021 LC travel to and attend mediation including work performed during time when Plaintiff was 
not with mediator (declarant calls, discovery drafting and review) $650

13 $8,450.00

3/3/2021 LC

review emails regarding call schedules and begin updates to assignment chart based on 
failed mediation (.3); attend team call (.4); review declarant forwarded by JAY and 
provide to KJO for docusign (.3); prepare for and attend t/c with potential neutral ESI 
liaison (.6); review and respond to LT email with settlement amounts by declarant (.2); 
emails with experts regarding preparation for shared screen review (.1); emails with 
KJO re draft disco (.1); shared screen review of documents with Brian Bowman (2.5); 
work on SAI 30b6 and propose updates to DTV 30b6  (.7); lengthy rule 408 t/c with 
MM (.9); t/c with KJO re mediation strategy (.5); draft proposed email to Judge WEst 
for KJO review (.5); finalize and send SAI 30b6 (.5); review and edit disco re sales and 
installation entities (.5); prepare sample LLO employee service documents for LT and 
GG (.5) $650

8.3 $5,395.00
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3/4/2021 LC

attend t/c with potential neutral ESI expert (.4); t/c with KJO to discuss ranking and 
information to provide to court re same and other discovery issues including draft email 
to LLO counsel yet again requesting discussion regarding ESI liaison (.5); compile 
follow up documents for Judge McCormick regarding failed attempts to obtain 
cooperation from LLO counsel regarding ESI neutral, including follow up call with 
expert to obtain rate sheet (.8); review DTV disco and follow up regarding edits with 
KJO and LT (.3); prepare for and attend shared screen review of carved images (1.7); t/c 
with KJO to advise as to status of same (.1); review JAY draft ltr re LLO disco (.1); t/c 
with JAY and KJO re LLO ltr and additional discovery to draft (.4); finalize McCormick 
submission and send to chambers (.2); review JAY final draft of LLO letter (.2) $650

4.5 $2,925.00

3/5/2021 LC

review DTV ltr regarding forensic evaluation and discuss same and strategy for 
response with KJO (.(.8); prepare and forward supplemental materials to McCormick 
regarding forensic evaluation (.5); t/c with KJO and Judge West (.5); two t/cs with 
Garrett disco re DTV letter and strategy for responding to same (.9); tcs with KJO, MM 
and JC pre-McCormick conference to discuss timing, stay, etc. (.3); attend hearing with 
Judge McCormick (.3); post hearing strategy call with KJO (.6); prepare for and attend 
f/u forensic shared screen meeting (.8); post mtg call with Garrett (.2); post-mtg call 
with KJO (.1); $650

5 $3,250.00

3/8/2021 LC

review and revise assingment chart and forward to KJO with questions (.8); draft W. 
Lonstein NOD, ltr to LLO re sanctions motio and draft SOW (1.3); t/c with KJO (.5); 
attend team call (.7); review and finalize SAI 30b6 and exhibit (.3); emails with JAY re 
disco (.1);revuew mediator email and discuss same with KJO (.2); t/c with mediator and 
KJO (.2); review and finalze KIJO edits to LLO ltr and SOW and finalize/send same 
(.2); emails with LLO counsel (.1) $650

4.4 $2,860.00

3/9/2021 LC

updates to class list (cross-reference to dec list, calls to all declarants with missing 
declarations; addition and calls to new entries; emails with team regarding declarant 
assignments, etc.) (1.7); t/c with KJO (.2); draft email response to LLO counsel's brush-
off (.2); t/c with KJO and MM (.5); rework email to LLO counsel based on KJO 
discussions/comments (.4); t/c with KJO re same (.1); review research regarding LLO 
assets (.6) emails regarding service issues (.2); emails regarding declarations (.2); 
review MS draft dec and email re same (.3); review and forward ESI neutral email re 
unreadable images to MM (.1); 

$650.00

4.5 $2,925.00

3/10/2021 LC

t/c with KB to update on case status and discuss potential assignments (.4); t/cs with 
potential declarants regarding interview call (.1); emails with MM regarding stay of 
proceedings and emalis with team regarding implications of same (.2); t/c with KJO re 
same (.3); emails regarding declarations and other assignments (.1); lengthy strategy 
call with KJO (.5); call with KJO after her strategy call with KM (.1); t/c with KNB and 
potential declarant (.7); f/u call with KNB (.1); call with KJO and Judge West (.3); 
review and edit JAY declarant declaration draft (.3); t/c with KJO re strategy to address 
preparation for Friday's hearing (.3);  $650.00

3.4 $2,210.00

3/11/2021 LC

correspondence with LlO counsel re forensic issues (.3); t/c with experts (.1); vm to 
neutral regarding court appearance (.1); t/c with KJO (and later neutral) to discuss LLO 
sanctions motion issues (.4); review and revise KJO letter to LLO regarding Sanctions 
SOW (1.5); begin refamiliarization with privilege log issue for hearing including 
forwarding most recent privilege log to Court (2.2); prepare and forward updates to 
Court regarding Sanctions compliance (.5); $650.00

5.1 $3,315.00

3/12/2021 LC

continue work preparing for hearing regarding privilege issues, including t/cs with KJO 
and adressing letters from LLO's counsel claiming lack of availability (3.2); attend 
hearing with Judge McCormick (1.0); t/c with KJO (.3); work on review of requesting 
10 privlege log entries and discuss same with KJO (..4); pre-mediator discussion with 
KJO (.2); t/c with KJO and Judge WEst (.9); f/u t/c with KJO (.5)

$650.00

6.2 $4,030.00

3/14/2021 LC

emails to LLO counsel and chosen neutral regarding Judge McCormick hearing 
outcomes and requested M&C schedule (.3); draft letters to all counsel regarding 
deposition scheduling pursuant to deposition protocols and letter regarding scope of 
disco and larger sampling protocols (1.8); review KJO emails and incorporate edits and 
finalize documents for service (.4) $650.00

2.5 $1,625.00

3/15/2021 LC

prepare and serve correspondence and email with court regarding hearings and emails 
with KJO re service issues regarding DTV info (.4); t/c with KJO re settlement and 
assignment issues (.4); prepare assignment chart including review of declaration 
assignments and outstanding calls (1.1); attend team meeting (.5); emails with KJO and 
KM re settlement issues (.1); emails with Judge West and team regarding DTV's latest 
offer (.1); emails with Brian Bowman re forensic review (.2); t/cs with KJO, MM, APO 
and Judge West regarding 408 issues (1.1); 

$650.00

3.9 $2,535.00

3/16/2021 LC
t/c with KJO re class list issues and settlement strategy (1.0)l work on draft of letter 
discussed with KJO (1.0); t/c with KJo re draft (.3); finalize and forward ltr (.3); 
review/respond to mediator emails (.2) $650.00

2.8 $1,820.00
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3/17/2021 LC t/c with potential declarant (.1); email from SAI (.1) $650.00 0.2 $130.00

3/18/2021 LC

t/c with KJO re class list strategy (.3); review LLO counsel's lengthy email and discuss 
same and response with KJO (.6); t/c with KJO re stay and mdiation strategy (.2); 
review LT emails and hearing transcripts regarding fornsic copy representations and 
discuss same with KJO (.2); draft LLO discovry dispute documents and email KJO re 
same (.3); work on latest version of SOW based on recent discussions/representations 
and reviews KJO edits to same (.5) $650.00

2.1 $1,365.00

3/19/2021 LC
t/cs with KJO (.9); work on sanctions corrrespondence, SOW and transmittal documents 
to Judge McCormick (1.2); emails with KJO re same and finalize/serve court 
submission (.4) $650.00

2.5 $1,625.00

3/22/2021 LC
t/c with KJO to prepare for court hearing (.2); prepare for and attend court hearing (.7); 
f/u call with KJO (.4); review and finalize answers to DTV CCs (1.5)

$650.00
2.8 $1,820.00

3/23/2021 LC
review DTV term sheet and forward notes to KJO (.7); emails with KJO re same (.1); t/c 
with KJO to review and finalize term sheet to forward to DTV (1.0); tc with KJO (.2)

$650.00
2.0 $1,300.00

3/25/2021 LC t/c with KJO (.2) $650.00 0.2 $130.00

3/26/2021 LC
t/c with KJO (.2); t/c with KJO re strategy for moving term sheet along and draft email 
to DTV re same (.5); t/c with KJO advising of LLO call (.1); attend LLO call (.6); 

$650.00
1.4 $910.00

3/27/2021 LC t/c with KJO re latest DTV draft term sheet (.5); t/c with Plaintiffs' counsel and 
mediator (1.5) $650.00

2.0 $1,300.00

3/28/2021 LC review and respond to emails from Jgillette (.2); Charlie Platt (,2); team email re class 
conctacts (.1) $650.00

0.5 $325.00

3/29/2021 LC

review emails and prepare for team call and attend call (.7); emails with KJO and team 
re class contacts (.1); emails with KJO re ESI neutral issues and emails to/from LLO 
and DTV counsel re codes (.4); t/c with KJO re codes and latest term sheet (.9); emails 
and vms with KM and KJO to discuss term sheet (.1); t/c with KJO and Judge West 
(.2); prepare PDfs for submission to Judge McCormick (.3); t/c with KJO re same (.1) $650.00

2.8 $1,820.00

3/30/2021 LC t/c with KJO post-hearing to discuss next steps (.4); emails re forensic follow up (.2); 
review and forward final version of class declaration (.2) $650.00

0.8 $520.00

3/31/2021 LC

emails with former LLO employee Lisa Finerow regarding deposition and emails and 
tcs with KJO re same (.7); emails with LLO and ESI neutral regarding sanctions SOW 
and emails and tcs with Kjo re same (.5); tcs with KJO and KJO, LT and GG regarding 
correspondence to LLO employees and auditors re depositions (.4) $650.00

1.6 $1,040.00

4/1/2021 LC review draft ltrs and provide edits to same (.2); review and discuss McCormick order 
with KJO via email (.2) $650.00

0.4 $260.00

4/2/2021 LC

t/c with KJO to discuss mediation/litigation strategy (.5); review and revise draft 
stipulation for stay (.4); review and save subpoena letters (.1); t/c with MM re 
mediation (.3); t/c with KJO to discuss call with MM and forward stip (.3); review and 
respond to Judge West email (.2) $650.00

1.8 $1,170.00

4/5/2021 LC emails regarding team call (.1); emails with KM and KJO in response to mediator email 
(.2) $650.00

0.3 $195.00

4/6/2021 LC email to Judge West; t/c with KJO (.2) $650.00 0.3 $195.00

4/7/2021 LC
prepare for hearing with KJO (.3); attend hearing (.7); t/c with KJO posthearing to draft 
email to MM re stay and discuss strategy (.3); attend team mtg (.3); t/c with KJO re 
same (.1); review judge's order re on site inspection (.1); review/respond to JG email 
( 1)  

$650.00
1.9 $1,235.00

4/8/2021 LC
multiple conversations with KJO to discuss possible stay that is not related to mediation 
but related to foundational nature of requested discovery (.4); t/cs with KJO and MM 
(.7); emails with mediator re same (.1) $650.00

1.2 $780.00

4/9/2021 LC
review and process email from mediator and call MM to discuss (.4); t/c with KJO and 
KB to discuss ex parte memo (.5); follow up tcs and emails with KJO re same (.2) $650.00

1.1 $715.00

4/12/2021 LC

call with KJO to discuss status and draft email to LLO re codes (.7); t/c with KJO re 
draft email and theme/strategy (.3); edit and send email back to KJO (.6); review and 
revise ex parte declaration (1.5); review and finalize email to LLO re codes with 
KJO/phone call (.2) $650.00

3.3 $2,145.00

4/13/2021 LC

prepare for and attend hearing with Judge McCormick (.2); t/c with KJO to discuss 
same (.1); review draft ex parte motion and email KJO re forwarding draft to MM (.8); 
review emails with MM re request for extension (.1); review and revise/cross reference 
ex parte motion and KJO declaration (.3) $650.00

1.4 $910.00

4/14/2021 LC

emails and tcs with KJO and Garrett discovery in response to Garrrett email (.1); emails 
and t/s with KJO in response to MM emails regarding ex parte (.3); create exhibits and 
work with KB to revise ex parte for Plaintiff filing (as opposed to Plaintiffs and DTV 
jointly) (.9); emails re drafts of same (.1); t/c amd emails with KJO re communication 
with LLO (.2) $650.00

1.6 $1,040.00
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4/19/2021 LC

prepare submission for court (updates to email exchanges with LLO (.4); review 
declaration forwarded by JY (.2); prepare for and attend team mtg (..5); update 
assignment list based on team call discussions (.4); significant review/cross-reference to 
class contact list and draft email regarding outstanding declaration assignment (.7); 
draft discovery ltr to LLO and emails with KJO re same (.4); prepare for and attend 
hearing with Judge McCormick regarding LLO codes ((includes brief t/c with MM); 
(.8); continue work on declarations including f/u emails with KJO re same and calls 
with declarants (.3); $650.00

3.7 $2,405.00

4/21/2021 LC t/c with KJO re Julie Lonstein email (.4); review edit declaration (.3); emails re witness 
list (.1) $650.00

0.8 $520.00

4/22/2021 LC t/c with KJO re Lonstein email post ethics atty t/c (.3); email to MM requesting 
discovery meet and confer (.1) $650.00

0.4 $260.00

4/23/2021 LC

emails with KJO re Signal email and reference to hearing (.1); catch up on emails btwn 
KJO and JAY re status of LLO emails and review prior correspondence re same (.2); t/c 
with KJO re hearing, disco, depositions and drafting email to mediator (.4); repeated 
attempts to compile PDFs and send to chambers to request hearing; finally succeed and 
send to chambers (.6) $650.00

1.3 $845.00

4/26/2021 LC
emails with KJO and team regarding mtg and assignments (.2); t/c with KJO re 
depositions, ex parte and other strategy issues (.4); prepare LLO correspondence and 
exhibits for chambers (.6); misc emails (.1) $650.00

1.3 $845.00

4/27/2021 LC emails with MS and KJO re declarations (.2) $650.00 0.2 $130.00

4/28/2021 LC

t/c with potential declarant and review of prior emails and interview notes attempting to 
determine status, including lengthy email to KJO and JAY re same (1.0); t/c with KJO 
to discuss same, emailt to JAY requesting f/u, lengthy discussion with KJO re 
depositions, discovery and ex parte status (including t/c with MM ) (1.0); t/c wtih KD re 
deposition scheduling (.3); draft, revise and update deposition matrix and forward to all 
counsel including emails to MM re DTV witness (.6); $650.00

2.9 $1,885.00

4/29/2021 LC emails with KB re Cassandra Espera subpoena (.1); emails with JG re hearing (.1); 
emails with all counsel re hearings (.1) $650.00

0.3 $195.00

4/30/2021 LC
emails with KB and KJO re subpoenas and depositions (.1)review order regarding stay 
and emailss/texts re same (.1); t/c with KB (.1); t/c with MM (.2); save and breifly 
review disco served by DTV (.1); review emails regarding stay (.1); docket new dates 
( 1)

$650.00
0.8 $520.00

5/3/2021 LC
t/c with KJO and MM regarding email from LLO counsel requesting hearing be moved 
(.2); draft response email and monitor emails regarding hearing going forward (.1); 
attend hearing (.3); t/c with KJO re outcome of same (.2); $650.00

0.8 $520.00

5/12/2021 LC
prepare for and attend hearing with Judge McCormick for update regarding ESI 
neutral's work (.5); tcs with KJO and KB re same (.2); email to MM requesting 408 mtg $650.00

0.8 $520.00

5/13/2021 LC t/c with KJO re 408 issues (.5); emails with MM and Judge West re same (.2) $650.00 0.7 $455.00

5/17/2021 LC

review text from KJO regarding media surrounding AT&T corp purchases and conduct 
research regarding DTV divestiture and draft email regarding findings to KJO and KNB 
(.6); t/c with KJO to prepare for t/c with MM (.2); video call with MM and KJO (.6); 
complete video call with KJO (.1) $650.00

1.5 $975.00

5/18/2021 LC

prepare for and attend t/c with Judge West (.4); draft email to MM for KJO review (.3); 
review and respond to emails from Judge McCormick regarding SOW and hearing date 
and draft email to OC regarding requested M&C (.2); emails with KJO re forensic 
issues and MM email (.1) $650.00

1.0 $650.00

5/19/2021 LC emails with counsel re hearing and M&C $650.00 0.1 $65.00

5/20/2021 LC emails with LLO counsel regarding M&C (.2); t/c with KJO re frustration with LLO 
counsel re same (.1) $650.00

0.3 $195.00

5/24/2021 LC t/c with KJO re SOW (.2); review and edit SOW and discuss with KJO (.6); emails and 
t/cs with opposing counsel re meet and confer (.1) $650.00

0.9 $585.00

5/25/2021 LC
prepare for and attend court-ordered meet and confer with all counsel regarding NSOW 
(.9); t/c with MM (.1); revise and create redline and clean version of NSOW draft (.9); 
email to all counsel (.2) $650.00

2.1 $1,365.00

5/27/2021 LC emails with counsel requesting edits to NSOW; review and incorporate DIRECTV edits 
into latest version (.4); email to court regarding same (.2) $650.00

0.6 $390.00

5/28/2021 LC

t/c with KJO to prepare for hearing (.2); attend court hearing with Judge McCorick to 
discuss NSOW (.5); t/c with KJO and MM (.2); t/c with KJO (.1); review KJO draft 
email to Judge West (.1); send email to all counsel requesting 408 discussion (.1)

$650.00

1.2 $780.00

6/3/2021 LC
review emails from court regarding untimelyr request from LLO counsel to move 
hearing and discuss same, along with neutral billing and 408 strategy with KJO (.5)

$650.00
0.5 $325.00

6/8/2021 LC

lengthy t/c with KJO to discuss postage and other fields and implications for NSOW 
(.5); review postage and other data more carefully and incorporate into NSOW draft 
redline (.2); emails with KJO re same (.1); incorporate kJO edits and create clean 
version of same for emailing to OC (.2) $650.00

1.0 $650.00

6/9/2021 LC emails with LLO counsel re M&C and emails with mediator re LLO involvement $650.00 0.1 $65.00
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6/10/2021 LC
prepare for and attend M&C with LLO counsel (pre-call with KJO and post-calls with 
KJO plus emails with counsel (1.1); update and send revised NSOW and emails re same $650.00

1.3 $845.00

6/11/2021 LC
prepare and send NSOW to court (.1); emails with LLO counsel re hearing (.1); attend 
hearing (.1); t/c with KJO pre and post-hearing (.2); review and respond to emails from 
mediator (.1) $650.00

0.6 $390.00

6/12/2021 LC review and save magistrate's order re NSOW $650.00 0.1 $65.00

6/22/2021 LC emails and texts with KJO re NSOW deadlines (.1); emails and t/cs with KJO re 
Magistrate request for conference and emails with all OC re same (.2) $650.00

0.3 $195.00

6/25/2021 LC prepare for and attend hearing (.6); t/c with KJO post-hearing (.2) $650.00 0.8 $520.00
6/28/2021 LC texts and emails with matt and KJO requesting 408 call (.1) $650.00 0.1 $65.00

6/30/2021 LC texts, exmals and t/c with KJO and MM to discuss 408 status (.7); t/c with KJO re same 
(.3); post-hearing call with KJO (.2) $650.00

1.2 $780.00

7/2/2021 LC  review class list forwarded by neutral (.2); emails and calls with KJO re class list 
analysis (.2)  $650.00

0.4 $260.00

7/7/2021 LC
t/c with KJO to discuss expert analysis of class list (.4); t/c with expert to discuss class 
list evaluation (.6); tvm to MM re class list (.1); t/c with KJO to prepare for t/c with 
mediator .2) $650.00

1.3 $845.00

7/8/2021 LC
review and redline/comment latest version of term sheet and forward to KJO (.6); t/c 
with KJO re same (.2); t/c with KJO to obtain update on t/c with mediator (.2); t/c with 
MM (.2); texts and missed calls with KJO (.1) $650.00

1.3 $845.00

7/9/2021 LC t/cs texts and emails with KJO re latest version of term sheet $650.00 0.1 $65.00

7/12/2021 LC t/c with KJO re term sheet (.1); begin creating "clean" version for Judge West to 
forward to DTV (.5) $650.00

0.6 $390.00

7/13/2021 LC
review Eric Lee data and email KJO re same (.3); finalize draft of term sheet for KJO 
review 1.0); t/c with KJO to discuss same (.6); review and edit latest version to send 
back to KJO (.7); review emails to OC and Judge West re stipulation and term sheet $650.00

2.8 $1,820.00

7/15/2021 LC review/respond to emails re stipuation  and term sheet $650.00 0.2 $130.00
7/16/2021 LC review/redline latest version of term sheet and emails with KJO re same $650.00 0.4 $260.00

7/19/2021 LC email to KJO re stipulation status (.1); review and respond to emails re stip drafts and 
esignatures (.1) $650.00

0.2 $130.00

8/2/2021 LC t/c with KJO to review DTV redlines and formulate next move $650.00 1.5 $975.00
8/3/2021 LC t/c with KJO to report on discussion with mediator $650.00 0.1 $65.00
8/12/2021 LC emails with and review emails from KJO $650.00 0.1 $65.00
8/13/2021 LC emails and tcs with mediator and KJO re latest discussions with DTV $650.00 0.4 $260.00

8/17/2021 LC emails and tcs with MM, Judge West and KJO re status of settlement discussions
$650.00

0.4 $260.00

8/18/2021 LC t/c with KJO, KNB and MM (408) $650.00 0.6 $390.00
8/19/2021 LC emails re draft stipulation $650.00 0.1 $65.00

9/10/2021 LC emails, texts and calls with KJO and Judge West re long-overdue response to P's latest 
408 offer from DTV $650.00

0.5 $325.00

9/14/2021 LC t/cs and emails with KJO re latest from DTV $650.00 0.2 $130.00

9/16/2021 LC tcs emails and texts with KJO and mediator regarding settlement (1.0); t/c with KJO 
and MM re same (.2) $650.00

1.2 $780.00

9/17/2021 LC tcs  emails and texts with KJO and mediator re settlement (.7); review and edit draft 
stipulation re status to court (.3) $650.00

1.0 $650.00

9/21/2021 LC reivew and revise term sheet and discuss same with KJO (1.3); emails and calls with 
MM and KJO re report to court (.2) $650.00

1.5 $975.00

9/23/2021 LC tcs with KJO re term sheet (.1); draft email to MM re same (.1) $650.00 0.2 $130.00
10/25/2021 LC tcs with KJO and Judge West re term sheet (and emails re same) (.5) $650.00 0.5 $325.00
11/11/2021 LC emails with Judge West re term sheet (.1); t/c with KJO re same (.2) $650.00 0.3 $195.00

11/18/2021 LC

texts and emails with KJO and MM re webex to review Platt documents (.1); attend 
webex conference to discuss Platt spreadsheet issues (.6); t/c with KJO to discuss 
potential edits to term sheet and review KJO email to MM and SA counsel re proposed 
edits to term sheet to reflect Platt spreadsheet issues raised (.2) $650.00

0.9 $585.00

11/19/2021 LC emails and phone calls with KJO and MM re term sheet revisions and report to court 
(.3); draft and forward proposed filings (.8) $650.00

1.1 $715.00

11/22/2021 LC
emails and phone calls with KJO re status of documents and Signal follow up (.1); 
emails with KJO and MM re same (.2); update draft filings and forward for review (.3); 
emails re DTV edits to latest draft (.1) $650.00

0.7 $455.00

11/26/2021 LC email to counsel re status of term sheet and settlement agmt $650.00 0.1 $65.00
12/3/2021 LC tc with KJO $650.00 0.2 $130.00
12/6/2021 LC t/c with KJO and MM (.3); t/c with KJO (.2) $650.00 0.5 $325.00
12/7/2021 LC t/c with KJO reporting on recent call from MM $650.00 0.1 $65.00

12/16/2021 LC

t/c with KJO re strategy for obtaining answer from Signal and potential strategieis with 
and without their invovlement (1.0); emails and attempted calls with Judge West (.2); 
calls with KJO and KM to discuss Signal's confirmation of no release and next steps (.9)

$650.00

2.1 $1,365.00

12/22/2021 LC t/c with KJO $650.00 0.2 $130.00
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12/23/2021 LC t/cs with KJO, Judge West and KM re settlement (.9); follow up call with KJO (.6)
$650.00

1.5 $975.00

12/24/2021 LC t/cs with KJO re stalled settlement discussions $650.00 0.6 $390.00
12/27/2021 LC calls and emails with KJO and KM regarding settlement strategy $650.00 0.8 $520.00
2022 LC
1/4/2022 LC t/c with Marlys Nissen and email to co-counsel re same $650.00 0.2 $130.00

1/5/2022 LC
attend Lonstein/insurance co/DTV hearing on MTD and Motion to Compel (1.0); t/c 
with KJO (.5); review docket and forward instructions to KJO re ordering transcript (.4) $650.00

1.9 $1,235.00

1/12/2022 LC emails with KM and KJO re latest from Judge West $650.00 0.2 $130.00
1/13/2022 LC t/c with KJO re Judge West call (.2); review "objection" filing from Lonstein defendants $650.00 0.1 $65.00

1/14/2022 LC
lengthy strategy t/c with KJO and follow up calls re same (1.5); joint call with MM (.3); 
reivew and evlauation of multiple versions of term sheets and tcs with KJO re same 
(1 0) $650.00

1.8 $1,170.00

1/20/2022 LC t/cs with DTV attorneys and KJO and follow up call with KJO $650.00 1.0 $650.00

1/21/2022 LC review latest version of term sheet with KJO and assist in drafting email to OC re same
$650.00

0.5 $325.00

1/24/2022 LC
emails with MM and KJO re what is hopefullly final term sheet (.1); review KJO emails 
to class reps re signature (.1); t/c with KJO re signatures and status report to court (.2); 
draft status report and forward to KJO (.3); email to Nissens requesting signature (.1) $650.00

0.8 $520.00

1/25/2022 LC t/cs with Marlys Nissen and KJO re settlement and obtaining signature re same $650.00 0.3 $195.00

1/26/2022 LC t/c with Marlys to review term sheet (.1); emails with KJO re client signatures (.1)
$650.00

0.2 $130.00

1/28/2022 LC
emails and tcs with Marlys and KJO regarding signatures (.1); emails with MM and 
KJO re term sheet signatures and status filing (.2); t/c with MM (.2); email with KJO re 
administrators (.1) $650.00

0.7 $455.00

2/1/2022 LC emails with KJO re administrators (.1); texts regarding meetings (.1) $650.00 0.2 $130.00
2/2/2022 LC t/c with KJO and MM re settlement issues $650.00 0.5 $325.00

2/8/2022 LC
emails with KJO re NY Lonstein case and review orders re same (.2); emails with KJO 
and KNB re settlement status, draft prelim motion and requested info re same (.1)

$650.00
0.3 $195.00

2/9/2022 LC
emails and texts with KJO/MM re meeting (.1); review KNB notice and opt out election 
forms and propose edits/revisions to same (.4); review KNB emails re costs and respond 
to same (.2) $650.00

0.7 $455.00

2/10/2022 LC

multiple t/cs with KJO to discuss Platt analysis and anticipated issues relating to DTV 
call including review of Platt and Lee analysis (.8); t/c with JJ and MM with KJO to 
discuss administrator and payment issues in settlement (408) (.5); t/cs with KJO and 
attempt to recreate math relating to tranche payments (1.1) $650.00

2.4 $1,560.00

2/14/2022 LC t/c with KJO re status of PA draft and declaration drafting, issues regarding DTV failure 
to provide draft $650.00

0.3 $195.00

2/15/2022 LC draft statement of facts for PA motion (2.8); emails and tcs with KJO (.2) $650.00 3.0 $1,950.00

2/16/2022 LC emails and tcs with KJO and OC re administrator issues, settlement agmt and meetings 
$650.00

0.6 $390.00

2/17/2022 LC
attend video call with MM and JJ re administrative issues relating to Platt spreadsheet 
and use call as opportunity to discuss other settlement issues generally (.6); review 
settlement agmt and email KJO re same (.8) $650.00

1.5 $975.00

2/18/2022 LC tcs with KJO to review stipulation and settlement agmt (1.8) $650.00 1.8 $1,170.00
2/20/2022 LC t/c with KJO to complete review of settlement agmt and stipulation (1.5) $650.00 1.5 $975.00
2/22/2022 LC emails re various settlement issues $650.00 0.2 $130.00
2/24/2022 LC review of email exchanges regarding settlement administrator $650.00 0.1 $65.00

2/28/2022 LC

t/c with KJO to review latest version of settlement agreement (or attempt to; realized 
that redlines that DTV rejected were deleted and had to abort and wait for vesrion that 
includes redlines)(.5); emails re redline issue (.1); emails and texts responding to Judge 
STaton order requiring PA filing (.2) $650.00

0.8 $520.00

3/3/2022 LC emails with KJO re latest settlement agmt $650.00 0.1 $65.00

3/4/2022 LC emails with KJO re latest verson of settlement agmt, adminsitratoion issues and other 
settlement issues $650.00

0.2 $130.00

3/5/2022 LC review KJO redlines to long form notice $650.00 0.6 $390.00
3/6/2022 LC review latest version of long form notice $650.00 0.4 $260.00
3/7/2022 LC emails re stipulation re excess pages, administrator and misc settlement issues $650.00 0.2 $130.00

3/8/2022 LC
lengthy status tc with KJO to address all issues relating to settlement status and draft 
several emails to OC re email addresses and overarching timeline for settlement and PA 
filing (1.0); review OC responses and f/u emails re same (.2) $650.00

1.2 $780.00

3/9/2022 LC review and compare administrator bids and discuss same with KD (.4); review emails 
with OC re same (.1) $650.00

0.5 $325.00

3/10/2022 LC

multiple t/cs with KJO to continue review of settlement agreement comparison 
document between DTV and Plaintiff versions and cy pres issues  including email to 
OC re cy pres (1.2); emails regarding Nissen declarations (.1); review M Nissen draft 
and create D Nissen draft and forward same to KJO (.6) $650.00

1.9 $1,235.00
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3/11/2022 LC review latest drafts and attend DTV conf call with MM, JJ and KJO (1.5); t/c with KJO 
to discuss next steps (.2) $650.00

1.7 $1,105.00

3/13/2022 LC draft declaration ISO PA (1.6) $650.00 1.6 $1,040.00

3/14/2022 LC
t/c with Nissens re declarations (.4); begin review of PA after tc with KJO (.6); continue 
review of PA before and after call with DTV counsel (4.2); t/c with OC re settlement 
agmt notice, adminsitrator and other settlement issues (1.2) $650.00

6.4 $4,160.00

3/15/2022 LC tcs and emails with KJO and MM re settlement document and PA status (.5) $650.00 0.5 $325.00

3/16/2022 LC
review latest version of settlement agmt and draft email with concerns to KJO (1.0): 
discuss same with KJO (.7); emails re telephone conference with MM and JJ to discuss 
same (.2) $650.00

19.0 $12,350.00

3/17/2022 LC
emails regarding settlement agreement, PA and declaration status (.1); calls and tcs with 
KJO re same (.2); review declarations, draft proposed orders and emails with team 
regarding same (2.4) $650.00

2.7 $1,755.00

3/18/2022 LC

review latest version of settlement agmt an email KJO re same (.5); begin work of cross-
referencing and adding settlement agmt citations to PA (.5); t/c with KJO to review 
declarations, settlement agmt and discuss checklist of items necessary for PA (.9) 
continue work on PA citations (.7); review and cross-references notices, t/c with KJO re 
notices, settlement agmt signatures, various issues regarding class rep signatures (.9); 
t/c with Nissens re arrangements for review of agmt and return of signatures (.1); 
continued work on notices and declarations (.6); emails and tcs with KJO and MM re 
notices (.3); continued cross-reference work btwn settlement docs (.5) $650.00

5.4 $3,510.00

7/25/2022 LC emails re response to DTV objection to preliminary approval (.2); review draft and 
email KJD and KNB re same (1.0) $650.00

1.2 $780.00

7/28/2022 LC review and edit newest version of response $650.00 0.8 $520.00
8/1/2022 LC t/c with KD to divide response to LLO objections $650.00 0.3 $195.00
8/2/2022 LC draft assigned sections and declarations in support $650.00 1.5 $975.00

8/4/2022 LC review KJO draft of brief and declaration; edit all documents and forward exhibits for 
formatting and filing (1.9) $650.00

1.9 $1,235.00

8/5/2022 LC t/c with KJO re PA hearing prep and appearance (.3) $650.00 0.3 $195.00
8/12/2022 LC down and review DTV response to LLO objection $650.00 0.3 $195.00
8/18/2022 LC prepare for prelim approval hearing $650.00 3.6 $2,340.00
8/19/2022 LC prepare for, travel to/from and attend preliminary approval hearing $650.00 3.7 $2,405.00

8/21/2022 LC research regarding atty fee presentment to Jduge Staton and email to KJO re same (.6); 
forward media articles to colleagues (.1 N/C) $650.00

0.6 $390.00

8/29/2022 LC review emails regarding notices, trust account payments and other administrative issues 
that took place while on vacation $650.00

0.1 $65.00

8/30/2022 LC emails with DTV re notices and Platt spreadsheet and mtg to discuss same $650.00 0.1 $65.00

8/31/2022 LC

review emails re conference call (.1); attend call with DTV re notices and Platt 
spreadhseet issues (.41.0); t/c with KJO to discuss same along with atty fee issues (.3); 
call to discuss assistance with creating document reflecting billed hours that complies 
with Judge Staton's standing order (.2) $650.00

1.0 $650.00

9/1/2022 LC emails and tcs with MM and KJO re platt spreadsheet issues $650.00 0.5 $325.00

9/2/2022 LC emails re platt spreadsheet (.1) and court filing re modification to class notices (.1)
$650.00

0.2 $130.00

9/7/2022 LC emails and tcs with MM ad KJO re plantt spreadsheet conf call, website and 
administrative issues $650.00

0.3 $195.00

9/8/2022 LC
video call with OC and KJO (1.1); video call with MM, JC and administrator (.9); t/c 
with KJO re long form notice for translation (.1); emails re URL and future meetings 
(.1); t/c with MM re class list issues (.3) $650.00

2.5 $1,625.00

9/12/2022 LC emails, conf call and texts with administrator, MM, JJ and KJO re Platt list issues
$650.00

0.3 $195.00

9/13/2022 LC emails with MM and KJO re MM request for conf call $650.00 0.1 $65.00
9/15/2022

LC

emails and tcs with administrator, MM and KJO re issues relating to 14% of class 
members without address or email information; tcs to brainstorm possible additional 
avenues for obtaining missing information and involvement of court-appointed neutral 
to assist in addressing that problem $650.00

1.2 $780.00

9/16/2022
LC

emails and texts with KJO and MM re email to Judge McCormick, emails with 
administrator and verification of appropriate parties to include on communications with 
court $650.00

0.3 $195.00

9/19/2022
LC

emails with adminstrator, court appointed expert, DTV counsel and KJO re missing 
email addresses and fix for locating same; next steps to address issue and potential 
delays to notice mailing $650.00

0.3 $195.00

9/23/2022 LC emails and calls with KJO and MM re scheduling time with admin and data to address 
latest tranche of data from Charlie Platt; emails re same $650.00

0.3 $195.00

9/24/2022 LC emails re availability for meeting with admin, data, DTV and Plaintiff re new Platt data
$650.00

0.1 $65.00

9/27/2022 LC

review proposed website (.3); attend video call with administrator, DTV and KJO to 
discuss settlement amount calculations, missing addresses, next steps and potential 
edits to website $650.00 0.7 455
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9/30/2022
LC

email to KJO re potential contact with administrator to confirm addresses for declarants
$650.00 0.1 65

10/5/2022 LC email from counsel to class member and emails with KJO re same $650.00 0.2 130
10/10/2022 LC emails with KJO re drafting atty fee petition $650.00 0.1 65
10/12/2022

LC

tc with KJO re notice issues and fee motion (.4); tcs and emails with KJO and MM re 
notice issues (.3); additional calls, texts and emails with KJO, administrator and MM re 
same (.3); begin work on motion for attorney's fees (.6)

$650.00 1.6 1040
10/13/2022

LC

review sample motions and orders and begin drafting motion for fees costs and 
enhancements (4.0); LEXIS research ISO same (1.0); continued work on draft (.4); t/c 
with KJO and MM to discuss latest email from adminstrator and proposed response 
(.2); draft response for KJO and MM review (.7); continue work on draft motion (.3); 
texts and emails re same (.1) $650.00 6.7 4355

10/14/2022
LC

t/cs and emails with KJO, MM and administrator regarding fix to opt out deadline issue 
and costs associated with fix $650.00 0.7 455

10/17/2022
LC

t/c with putative class member (.2); t/c with KJO to discuss same (.4); email to file re 
same (.3) $650.00 0.8 520

10/18/2022 LC emails with KJO and SM re class member contact $650.00 0.1 65
10/20/2022

LC
emails and tcs with KJO and MM re latest administrator emails and general class admin 
issues $650.00 0.6 390

11/4/2022 LC review latest draft of formatted billing and work with paralegal to address edits $650.00 1.2 $780.00

11/8/2022 LC
continued work on latest draft of formatted billing (.3); begin drafting declaration (.3); 
t/c with KJO re brief and declarations (.2) $650.00 0.8 $520.00

11/9/2022 LC

reviewed KJO edits to motion for attorneys fees and enhancements and created near-
final version of same (2.0); drafted, edited and incorporated LLC declaration into brief 
(1.2); email to KJO re same (.1); emails with admin re invoice formatting and work on 
review/edits/corrections to same (1.0) $650.00 4.3 $2,795.00

11/11/2022 LC review weekly administrator's report $650.00 0.1 $65.00

11/14/2022 LC
KJO emails re atty fee briefing (.1); review and update drafts of atty fee motion and 
KJO declaration (1.0) $650.00 1 $650.00

11/15/2022 LC
finalize LLC declaration, brief and KJO declaration for MLG review and filing; finalize 
bill for submission with motion $650.00 2.1 $1,365.00

2234.2 $1,452,230.00
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EXHIBIT 2 
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Date Task Description
Hourly Rate (if 

applicable)
Time spent (if 

applicable) Cost Amount
6/20/2017 Lexis $75.00 0.3 $22.50 
8/14/2017 ECF Cost $3.00 
2/19/2019 Lexis $75.00 1.0 $75.00
3/30/2019 Lexis $75.00 0.3 $22.50 
3/31/2019 Lexis $75.00 1.1 $82.50 
5/3/2019 Plane $260.70 
5/3/2019 Hotel $225.00 

6/19/2019 Flight Change $95.30 
6/19/2019 Travel costs $180.00 
6/19/2019 Travel costs $56.44 
6/26/2019 Lexis $75.00 1.0 $75.00

10/20/2019 Lexis $75.00 0.6 $45.00
10/23/2019 Lexis $75.00 1.6 $120.00
10/25/2019 Lexis $75.00 1.5 $112.50
10/26/2019 Lexis $75.00 0.5 $37.50
10/29/2019 Lexis $75.00 1.1 $82.50
10/31/2019 Lexis $75.00 0.5 $37.50
11/1/2019 Lexis $75.00 0.8 $60.00 
11/2/2019 Lexis $75.00 0.7 $52.50 
11/3/2019 Lexis $75.00 0.3 $22.50 

11/22/2019 Lexis $75.00 0.5 $37.50 
11/27/2019 Lexis $75.00 1.5 $112.50 
12/27/2019 Lexis $75.00 0.3 $22.50 
1/13/2020 Lyft to airport $60.94
1/13/2020 Lyft to MLG $42.53
1/13/2020 Hotel $538.96
1/13/2020 Flight $443.98
1/17/2020 Lyft to airport $48.18 
1/17/2020 Hotel $214.24 
1/21/2020 Flight $450.96
2/5/2020 Flight $306.96 
2/5/2020 Lyfts $90.00 
2/6/2020 Hotel $167.17 
2/6/2020 Lyft $48.50 

2/16/2020 Lexis $75.00 0.3 $22.50
2/20/2020 Flight 500.96 500.96
2/20/2020 Lyfts $91.00 
2/21/2020 Hotel $183.96 
2/21/2020 Lyft $51.00 
2/27/2020 Lexis $75.00 0.5 $37.50
3/2/2020 Lexis $75.00 1.2 $90.00
3/5/2020 Flight $468.98 
3/5/2020 Wireless $8.00 
3/5/2020 Lyft $44.83 
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3/5/2020 Lyft ` $49.49 
3/8/2020 Hotel $149.35 
3/8/2020 Lyft $51.31 
3/8/2020 Hotel $203.04 
3/9/2020 Lyft $29.47 

3/13/2020 Lyft $44.93 
3/13/2020 hotel $183.28 
3/13/2020 wifi $8.00 
4/10/2020 Lexis $75.00 0.4 $30.00
5/14/2020 Translation costs re: 

Perez deposition $2,400.00
5/23/2020 Lexis $75.00 0.3 $22.50
6/8/2020 Hotel $208.32

6/10/2020 Hotel $185.00
6/29/2020 Lexis $75.00 0.6 $45.00
7/21/2020 Lexis $75.00 0.4 $30.00

10/28/2020 Pacer $7.70
11/16/2020 Pacer $21.20
11/17/2020 Pacer $2.40
11/21/2020 Postage $17.16
12/2/2020 Lexis $75.00 1.5 $112.50
02/21/21 Lexis $75.00 2.0 $150.00
02/23/21 Lexis $75.00 1.2 $90.00
02/24/21 Lexis $75.00 0.5 $37.50
02/28/21 flight (50%) $362.75
03/01/21 car rental (50%) $106.45

03/01/21
baggage and wifi 

costs (50%) $37.00
03/02/21 gas $38.25

03/07/21
baggage and wifi 

costs (50%) $27.50
08/18/22 cab home to MDW $90.00
08/18/22 flight $595.00

08/18/22
Lyft from LAX to 

MLG office $58.00

08/20/22
Lyft from KJO 
home to LAX $65.97

08/21/22
cab from MDW to 

home $200.00

11/3/2022
Admin Work 

formatting invoice $25.00 20.0 $500.00
11/9/2022 Lexis $75.00 1.0 $75.00

$11,985.66
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